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Section 1: Per formance of Students

Student performance resultswill account for 50%of the final evaluation results for all instructional
personnel, including those newly hired and those with less than 3 yearsof available data. Student
performance results from state VAM and District calculated VAM, where applicable, will equal 33%of
the final evaluation result. An additional 17%will be based on student performance on classroom level
objectives. The remaining 50%of the final performance rating will come from the instructional practice
portion of the evaluation.

For all instructional personnel, student performance data for at least three years, including the current
year and the two years immediately preceding the current year, will be included in the State VAM and
District calculated VAM portion of the evaluation (33%) when available. If less than the three most
recent yearsof data are available, those years for which data are available will be used. More than three
yearsof student performance data will not be used. For the 17%based on student performance on
classroom objectives, only the current year of data will be used.

The performance‐level standardsfor the value‐added models (both State and District VAM) are as
follows:

a. Highly Effective. A highly effective rating on Performance of Studentscriteria isdemonstrated by a
value‐added score of greater than zero (0), where all of the scorescontained within the associated 95‐
percent confidence interval also lie above zero (0).

b. Effective. An effective rating on Performance of Studentscriteria isdemonstrated by the following:

(I) A value‐added score of zero (0);
(II) A value‐added score of greater than zero (0), where some portion of the range of scores
associated with a 95‐percent confidence interval liesat or below zero (0); or
(III) A value‐added score of less than zero (0), where some portion of the range of scores
associated with both the 68‐percent and the 95‐percent confidence interval liesat or above
zero (0).

c. NeedsImprovement or Developing, if the teacher hasbeen teaching for fewer than three (3) years. A
needs improvement or developing rating on Performance of Studentscriteria isdemonstrated by a
value‐added score that is less than zero (0), where the entire 68‐percent confidence interval fallsbelow
zero (0), but where a portion of the 95‐percent confidence interval liesabove zero (0).

d. Unsatisfactory. An unsatisfactory rating on Performance of Studentscriteria isdemonstrated by a
value‐added score of less than zero (0), where all of the scorescontained within the 95‐percent
confidence interval also lie below zero (0).

The performance‐level standardsfor student performance on classroom level objectivesare as follows:

a. Effective. The majority of studentsmake progressand/or exhibit proficiency or mastery.
b. Ineffective. The majority of studentsmake no progressand/or fail to maintain previous levelsof

proficiency.

The final performance rating for all instructional personnel will be calculated using a point system with
total scoresranging from 0 to 6. A maximum of 3 pointscan be earned through the student
performance measurement. An additional 3 pointscan be earned through the observation of
instructional practice. Instructional personnel receiving Unsatisfactory in either the student
performance or the instructional practice portion of the evaluation will receive a final performance
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rating of Unsatisfactory.

To calculate the student performance portion of the evaluation the student performance measuresfor
the state and district calculated VAM (33%) and the classroom level objectives(17%) are determined
separately and each isassigned a raw point value. Aperformance level Effective isvalued at 2 and a
performance level of Ineffective isvalued at 0. The raw points for the performance level for each
component in the student performance portion of the evaluation are multiplied by the weighted
percentage for that component (66%and 34%, respectively) and the weighted valuesare then
combined. The combined valuesare rounded and translated into a student performance rating as
detailed below. The student performance rating is then combined with the instructional practice rating
asdetailed in section 4 of thisdocument.

VAM Raw
VAM

Weighted
(66%)

CLORaw
CLO

Weighted
(34%)

Student
Performance

Points

Student
Performance

Rounded

Student
Performance

Rating
3 1.98 2 0.68 2.66 3 HE
3 1.98 0 0 1.98 2 EE
2 1.32 2 0.68 2 2 EE
2 1.32 0 0 1.32 1 NI
1 0.66 2 0.68 1.34 1 NI
1 0.66 0 0 0.66 1 NI
0 0 2 0.68 0.68 1 NI
0 0 0 0 0 0 UN

In caseswhere multiple yearsof data are available, the District will use the aggregate score provided by
the state. In caseswhere multiple yearsof data exist for some of the courses taught, but not for others,
resultswill be combined as followswith equal weighting given for up to three yearsby number of
students in each course. In caseswhere a district VAM iscombined with a state VAM, weighting is
factored in based on the number of students in each course prior to combining.

For subjectsand gradescurrently assessed by statewide standardized assessmentsor other assessments
as listed in the table below student performance will be calculated based on the studentsassigned to
the teacher of the subject/course. For subjectsand gradesnot assessed by statewide, national or district
assessment, asshown in the table below, the District will use the performance of the studentsassigned
to the teacher, which includesschool‐wide resultsonly when appropriate (i.e. the teacher isassigned all
students in the school). For teacherswho are assigned solely ESEstudentsat special centers, the District
will use the FSAAand the LAA to measure student performance. The District will use the state‐adopted
value added model for coursesassociated with statewide standardized assessments, where such a
model isavailable. For coursesassociated with state assessments, but for which the state doesnot
provide an approved VAM model, the District will use the state‐adopted growth measures in a District
VAM model.
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For the 17%of the evaluation based on student performance on classroom level objectives, the rating
will be determined through the review of student data folders(either physical or electronic) and
evaluated by the assigned administrator based on the four performance levelsdefined on page 2.

For newly hired teachers requiring a mid‐year evaluation, the student performance measure for the
mid‐year will be approved and evaluated by the assigned administrator along with using District
performance standardsaligned to the following four performance levels for the scoring. Thismeasure
will account for 50%of the mid‐year evaluation performance rating.

a. Highly Effective (3 points). All studentsexceed progressexpectationsand/or exhibit mastery.
b. Effective (2 points). The majority of studentsmake substantial progressand/or exhibit

proficiency.
c. Developing (1 point). The majority of studentsmake minimal progress toward proficiency and/or

fail to meet basic levelsproficiency.
d. Unsatisfactory (0 points). No studentsmake progressor maintain previous levelsof proficiency.

For VAM student performance measurescalculated in‐house (non‐state VAM – see table below), the
District usesa Covariate Adjustment Model. In thismodel the content of the prior performance indicator
and the post test is related, although not directly comparable; the measurement scalesmay not be
directly comparable also. At the end of the course, the district uses the covariate adjustment regression
model to estimate the predicted score for each student in the course based on their prior performance
indicator (assessment score) and the other student level factors(disability status, mobility, etc).
Teachersare then evaluated based on the extent to which students in their course outperform
otherwise similar students. Performance levels for the District calculated value added are assigned using
the state adopted methodology shown on page 2.

For all instructional personnel and assessment combinations listed below, one‐third of the value‐added
student performance measure isused toward the final performance rating.

Student Performance Measures

ELEMENTARYSCHOOLLEVEL
Teaching Assignment Prior Performance Indicator Post‐Test (Current Year/ Final)
Prekindergarten (PK) VPKor ESEAssessment AP1 VPKor ESEAssessment AP3
Kindergarten (K) Baseline STAREarly Literacy or FLKRS STAREarly Literacy
First Grade (1) Gr KFinal STAREarly Literacy and/or

Gr KFinal Math CCE
STARReadingand/or Math
ProgressMonitoring

Second Grade (2) Gr 1 Final STARReadingand/or Gr 1
Final Math CCE

STARReadingand/or Math
ProgressMonitoring

Third Grade (3) Gr 2 Final STARReading and/or Final
Gr 2 Math CCE

Gr 3 FSA ELAand/or Math

Fourth Grade (4) Gr 3 FSAELA and/or Math Gr 4 FSA ELAand/or Math
Fifth Grade (5) Gr 4 FSA ELA and/or FSAMath Gr 5 FSA ELA, Math, and/or

Science
Art (Gr 5 ‐ 5001060) Prior Year FSA ELA Gr 5 Art Checkpoint and/or FSA

ELA

Physical Education (Gr 5 – 5015000,
5015070)

Prior Year FSA ELA Gr 5 Physical Education
Checkpoint and/or FSA ELA

Music (Gr 5 – 5013000, 5013110) Prior Year FSA ELA Gr 5 Music Checkpoint and/or
FSA ELA
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ESETeachers(LS, FS, SE, SF) Prior Year STAR/ FSA/LAA/FAA STAR/FSA/LAA/FSAA
Alternate Assessment Prior Year LAAor FAA LAA or FSAA
Resource Teachers Prior Year STAR/ FSA/LAA/FAA STAR/FSA/LAA/FSAA
Other (K‐5), incl. non‐classroom
instructional

Baseline STAREarly Literacy (Gr K)
and Prior Year STAREarly Literacy
(Gr 1) and Prior Year STARReading
(Gr 2‐3) and Prior Year FSAELA (Gr 4‐
5) based on Assigned StudentsOR
Grade‐Level ORSchool‐Wide

STAREarly Literacy (Gr K) and
STARReading (Gr 1‐2) and FSA
ELA (Gr 3‐5) based on Assigned
StudentsOR
Grade‐Level ORSchool‐Wide

MIDDLESCHOOLLEVEL
MATHEMATICS
Teaching Assignment Prior Performance Indicator Post‐Test (Current Year/ Final)
Math Courses(Gr 6‐8) Prior Year FSAMath FSA Math
Algebra 1 (1200310)
Algebra 1 Honors(1200320)

Prior Year FSAMath State Algebra 1 EOC

READINGANDENGLISHLANGUAGEARTS
Teaching Assignment Prior Performance Indicator Post‐Test (Current Year/ Final)
Readingand Lang Arts(Gr 6‐8) Prior Year FSAELA FSAELA

SCIENCE
Teaching Assignment Prior Performance Indicator Post‐Test (Current Year/ Final)
MJComprehensive Sci 3 (2002100)
MJComprehensive Sci 3 Adv
(2002110)

Prior Year Final MJComp Sci 2 CCE
or FSAELA

FCATScience 2.0

SOCIALSTUDIES
Teaching Assignment Prior Performance Indicator Post‐Test (Current Year/ Final)
MJCivics (2106010)
MJCivicsAdv (2106020)
MJCivics& Career Plan (2106016)
MJCivics& Career Plan Adv
(2106026)

Prior Final MJWorld History CCEor
Prior Year FSA ELA

State CivicsEOC

ALLOTHERCOURSES

Teaching Assignment Prior Performance Indicator Post‐Test (Current Year/ Final)
All other courseswith optional
Checkpoint

Prior Year FSA ELAor FSAEOC Course Checkpoint and/or FSA
ELA

All other courseswithout optional
Checkpoint

Prior Year FSA ELAor FSAEOC FSA ELA

Alternate Assessment Courses Prior Year FAA FSAA and/or FSAAEOC

HIGHSCHOOLLEVEL
ENGLISHLANGUAGEARTSANDREADING
Teaching Assignment Prior Performance Indicator Post‐Test (Current Year/ Final)
Reading/English Courses(9‐10) Prior Year FSAELA FSAELA
English IVCollege Prep (1001405) Prior Year FSA ELA PERTand/or ACTand/or SAT

MATHEMATICS
Teaching Assignment Prior Performance Indicator Post‐Test (Current Year/ Final)
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Algebra 1 (1200310)
Algebra 1 Honors(1200320)
Pre‐AICEMathematics1 (1209810)

Prior Year FSAMath State Algebra 1 EOC

Intensive Math (1200400) Prior Year FSAMath State Algebra EOC

Algebra 1B(1200380) Prior Year FSAMath State Algebra 1 EOC
Geometry (1206310)
Geometry Honors (1206320)
Pre‐AICEMathematics2 (1209820)

State Algebra 1 EOC State Geometry EOC

Algebra 2 (1200330)
Algebra 2 Honors(1200340)

State Algebra 1 EOCor State
Geometry EOC

State Algebra 2 EOC

Math for College Readiness
(1200700)

State Algebra 1 EOCor State
Geometry EOC

PERT

SCIENCE
Teaching Assignment Prior Performance Indicator Post‐Test (Current Year/ Final)
Biology 1 (2000310)
Biology 1 Honors(2000320)
Pre‐AICEBiology (2000322)
Biology Technology (2000430)
Biology 1 Pre IB(2000800)

Prior Year FSA ELA State Biology EOC

SOCIALSTUDIES
Teaching Assignment Prior Performance Indicator Post‐Test (Current Year/ Final)
USHistory (2100310)
USHistory Honors (2100320)

Prior Year FSA ELA State USHistory EOC

ALLOTHERCOURSES

Teaching Assignment Prior Performance Indicator Post‐Test (Current Year/ Final)
All Advanced Courses(AP, IB, AICE) Prior Year FSAELA or FSA EOCor

PSAT
AICEExam and/or IBExam and/or
APExam and/or FSA ELA (Gr 9‐
10) and/or ACTand/or SAT
and/or English Progress
Monitoring (Gr 11‐12)

All other courseswith optional
Checkpoint

Prior Year FSA ELA or FSAEOCor
PSAT

Course Checkpoint and/or FSA
ELA (Gr 9‐10) and/or ACTand/or
SATand/or English Progress
Monitoring (Gr 11‐12)

All other courseswithout optional
Checkpoint

Prior Year FSAELAor FSAEOCor
PSAT

FSAELA (Gr 9‐10) and/or ACT
and/or SATand/or English
ProgressMonitoring (Gr 11‐12)

Alternate Assessment Courses Prior Year FAA FSAA and/or FSAAEOC

Other (9‐12), incl. non‐classroom
instructional

Prior Year FSAELAand/or EOCbased
on Assigned StudentsORGrade‐
Level ORSchool‐Wide

FSAELA and or EOCbased on
Assigned StudentsORGrade‐
Level ORSchool‐Wide

DISTRICTLEVELNON‐CLASSROOM INSTRUCTIONALPERSONNEL
Non‐Classroom Instructional
Personnel

Prior Year FSAELAand/or EOCbased
on Assigned StudentsOR
Grade‐Level ORSchool‐Wide OR
District‐Wide

FSAELA and/or EOCbased on
Assigned StudentsORGrade‐
Level ORSchool‐Wide OR
District‐Wide
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Section 2: Instr uctional Pr actice

The School District of Lee County uses four evaluation models for instructional staff:
Classroom Teachers: District Developed Classroom Teacher Rubric, based on Danielson
Specialized Exceptional Student Education Professionals: State Model (EMSESEP)
Student ServicesProfessionals: State Model (SSPEM)
All Other Non‐Classroom Instructional Personnel: District Developed Non‐Classroom Teacher
Rubric, based on Danielson

The content of the state model observationsand rubricshasbeen fully adopted. The only changesmade
to the state modelsare asfollows:

The scoring for the state modelshasbeen adapted to align with the District developed models,
asdescribed later in thissection.
The performance levelsof the rubricshave been revised to match the final performance levels
of Highly Effective, Effective, Needs Improvement/Developing, and Unsatisfactory.

Instructional Practice Weight and Scoring Methodology

For all instructional staff except Teacher Leaders, 50%of the evaluation isbased on the instructional
practice score. For Teacher Leaders, an additional metric of deliberate practice is included. One‐half of
the Teacher Leaders’ final performance rating isbased on the combination of the deliberate practice
(10%) and instructional practice (90%).

The scoring methodology for the different modelsdiffersslightly due to the difference in the number of
indicators.

EMSESEP/SSPEM: For Specialized Exceptional Student Education Professionals(Staffing Specialists,
Behavior Specialists, Occupational/Physical Therapists, and Speech Language Pathologists) and for
Student ServicesProfessionals(Social Workers, School Counselors, Psychologists, and School Nurses)
points for instructional will be assigned by counting the evaluation rubric ratingsdetermined through
final performance evaluation. They will receive 25 ratings, once for each indicator. The score assigned is
based on a count of each type of rating received, asshown in section 4 of thisdocument. The number of
ratings required to receive a particular score varies for beginning teachers, defined ashaving 0‐3 years
of teaching experience, and experienced teachers, defined ashaving 4 or more yearsof experience. The
variation isshown in section 4 of thisdocument.

District Developed Danielson‐based Models: For Classroom Teachersand all other Non‐Classroom
Teachers, including Teacher Leaders, points for instructional practice will be assigned by counting the
evaluation rubric ratingsdetermined through final performance evaluation. They will receive five ratings
in each of the four domains. The system isweighted so that Domain 3, Instruction, hastwice the value
of the other domains. For a standard evaluation, this results in a total of 25 ratings. The score assigned is
based on a count of each type of rating received. The number of ratingsrequired to receive a particular
score varies for beginning teachers, defined ashaving 0‐3 yearsof teachingexperience, and experienced
teachers, defined ashaving 4 or more yearsof experience. The scoresand rating requirementsare
shown in section 4 of thisdocument.

The method for combining the instructional practice, deliberate practice (where applicable), and student
performance for all models isdetailed fully in section 4 of thisdocument.
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Evaluation Frameworksand Research Base

Specialized Exceptional Student Education Professionals: State Model (EMSESEP)

The EMSESEPisan integrated evaluation system that establishespractice standards for select ESE
professionalsby focusing on evidence/research‐based best practicesthat are linked to student
achievement and behavior. Thisevidence‐based evaluation system usesa Multi‐Source, Multi‐Method,
Multi‐Trait model. Thismodel ensuresno single source of data, single data type or single trait or
attribute will be used to evaluate complex patternsof human behavior. When a single element model is
used, the probability of making errors in the interpretation of the data ishigh. In the evaluation of
specialized ESEprofessionals, the Multi‐Source refers to collecting data from multiple settingsand/or
individualswho are familiar with the work of the professional being evaluated. Examplesof Multi‐Source
include the following:

Reviewing permanent products (e.g., intervention plans)
Interviewing stakeholders (e.g., teachers, administrators)
Observingdirectly the professional at work (e.g., leadership meetings, individual educational plan
[IEP] team meetings and problem‐solving sessions, during provision of intervention services to
students)

The Multi‐Method refers to using Review, Interview and Observation methods to collect the data.

Finally, the Multi‐Trait refersto assessingmultiple areasof expertise and role function (e.g., consultation,
assessment, professional behaviors, leadership). Consistent levels of performance across the sources,
methodsand traitsareclear indicatorsof theperformance level. Inconsistent levelsof performanceacross
the sources, methods and traits may indicate areas of strengths and weaknesses in skill sets (e.g., traits)
and/or settings in which those skillsare applied.

The primary responsibility of specialized ESEprofessionals is to provide interventionsand supports that
improve outcomes for studentswith disabilities through a multi‐tiered system of support (MTSS) that
promotespositive academic, behavioral and health outcomes for students, teachers, school
administratorsand families.

Providing a MTSSdependson a multi‐dimensional process. At the core of thisprocessare five
foundational skill sets:

Problem Solving and Data‐Based Decision Making—Expectations for student achievement are
expressed in the collection and analysisof student, school and district data to identify the
barriers to learning.
Instruction/ Intervention Planning, Design and Implementation—Ability to implement an MTSS
by identifying research‐based interventionsand strategies that have a high probability of
improving outcomes for studentswith disabilitiesand increasing their learning and engagement.
Learning Environment
Facilitation of Collaboration Through a Resource‐Oriented Team Process—Use of skills to
develop linkageswith other district and community programsand facilitate relevant staff
development.
Professional Practice—Knowledge of unique professional skills, responsibilitiesand ethical
practices in assessment and program development and proficiency, self‐reflection, professional
growth planning, team learning and collegial engagement.
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Evaluation rubricsare presented for each of the disciplines. The evaluation rubrics integrate these
foundational skillswithin an MTSS. The evaluation rubricsare structured around five domains, setsof
practice standardswithin each domain and indicators that differentiate four levelsof performance for
each practice (Highly Effective, Effective, Emerging and Ineffective). The evaluation rubric includesthe
following key components:

Domains—Broad categoriesused to organize professional practicesand structure evaluation
criteria.
Practices—Descriptive standardsof a domain related to a specific area of professional skill.
Indicators—Acontinuum of descriptive statements that assist in differentiating between levels
of performance for each practice. The five domains include 25 practice standardswith indicators
that differentiate the four levelsof performance for each practice (Highly Effective, Effective,
Emerging and Ineffective).

The indicator descriptorsprovide criteria that distinguish among the performance levelson each
practice standard. It is important to clearly understand the indicator statementsunder each practice
standard in order to find the level of proficiency that best describesthe specialized ESEprofessional’s
performance related to the indicator. The indicatorsprovide for a formative aswell asa summative
assessment of the specialized ESEprofessional’sstrengthsand weaknessesand contribute to the
development of a plan for improving performance.

Included with each domain are sourcesof evidence and typesof evidence that specialized ESE
professionalsmay use to help demonstrate their level of performance. The sourcesof evidence are
consistent acrosseach discipline; the typesof evidence vary by discipline. Sourcesof evidence include
the following: Artifacts(e.g., student records, health care plans, medical diagnosisand assessment data)

Observation
Stakeholder feedback
Conference/ Interview
Self‐assessment
Professional growth plan

The following identifiesresearch that supportspracticeswithin each of the domainsof the EMSESEP.

Data‐Based Decision Making and Evaluation of Practices

Burns, M. K., Appleton, J. J., & Stehouwer, J. D. (2005). Meta‐analysisof response‐to‐
intervention research: Examining field‐based and research‐implemented models. Journal of
Psychoeducational Assessment, 23, 381–394.

Howell, K. W., & Nolet, V. (2000). Curriculum‐based evaluation: Teaching and decision making,
(3rd edition). Belmont, CA: Wadsworth.

Jimerson, S. R., Burns, M. K., & VanDerHeyden, A. M. (Eds.). (2007). Handbook of response to
intervention: The science and practice of assessment and intervention. New York: Springer.

Shinn, M. R. (2010). Building a scientifically based data system for progressmonitoring and
universal screening acrossthree tiers, including RTI using a curriculum‐based measurement. In
M. Shinn, & H. M. Walker (Eds.), Interventionsfor achievement and behavior problems in a
three‐tier model including RTI (pp. 259–292). Bethesda, MD: National Association of School
Psychologists.
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Instruction/ Intervention Planning and Design

Adelman, H. S., & Taylor, L. (2006). The implementation guide to student learning supports in the
classroom and school‐wide: New directionsfor addressing barriers to learning. Thousand Oaks,
CA: Corwin Press.

Burns, M., Wiley, H., & Viglietti, E. (2008). Best practices in implementing effective problem‐
solving teams. In A. Thomas, & J. Grimes(Eds.), Best practices in school psychology V
(pp. 1633–1643). Bethesda, MD: National Association of School Psychologists.

Christenson, S. L. (2004). The family–school partnership: An opportunity to promote the leaning
competence of all students. School Psychology Review, 33, 83–104.

Luiselli, J. K., Putnam, R. F., Handler, M. W., & Feinberg, A. B. (2005). Whole‐school positive
behavior support: Effectson student discipline problemsand academic performance.
Educational Psychology, 25, 183–198.

Instruction/ Intervention Delivery and Facilitation

Durlak, J. A., Weissberg, R. P., Dymnicki, A. B., Taylor, R. D., & Shellinger, K. B. (2011). The impact
of enhancing students’ social and emotional learning: A meta‐analysisof school‐based universal
interventions. Child Development, 82, 405–432.

Hoagwood, K. E., Olin, S. S., Kerker, B. D., Kratochwill, T. R., Crowe, M., & Saka, N. (2007).
Empirically based school interventionstargeted at academic and mental health functioning.
Journal of Emotional and Behavioral Disorders, 15, 66–92.

Jeynes, W. H. (2005). Parental involvement and student achievement: A meta‐analysis.
Cambridge, MA: Harvard Family Research Project.

Lehr, C. A., Johnson, D. R., Bremer, C. D., Cosio, A., & Thompson, M. (2004). Essential tools:
Increasing ratesof school completion: Moving from policy and research to practice. Minneapolis,
MN: University of Minnesota, Institute on Community Integration, National Center on Secondary
Education and Transition.

Ortiz, S. O., Flanagan, D. P., & Dynda, A. M. (2008). Best practices in working with culturally
diverse children and families. In A. Thomas, & J. Grimes(Eds.), Best practices in school
psychology V(pp. 1721–1738). Bethesda, MD: National Association of School Psychologists.

Welsh, M., Parke, R. D., Widaman, K., & O’Neil, R. (2001). Linkagesbetween children'ssocial and
academic competence: A longitudinal analysis. Journal of School Psychology, 39, 463–482.

Learning Environment

Sprague, J. R., & Walker, H. M. (2010). Building safe and healthy schools to promote school
success: Critical issues, current challengesand promising approaches. In M. Shinn, & H. M.
Walker (Eds.). Interventionsfor achievement and behavior problemsin a three‐tier model
including RTI (pp. 225–257). Bethesda, MD: National Association of School Psychologists.

Professional Learning, Responsibility and Ethical Practice

Marzano, R. (2011). Marzano art and science of teaching: Teacher evaluation model. York, PA:
Learning SciencesInternational.
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Student ServicesProfessionals: State Model (SSPEM)

A comprehensive system of student learning supports is fundamental to promoting student success,
addressing the barriers to learning, and re‐engaging disconnected students. Florida’smulti‐tiered system
of supports (MTSS) focuses on increasing academic and behavioral outcomes for all students consistent
with the State Board of Education mission by:

Enhancing the capacity of all Florida school districts to successfully implement and sustain a
multi‐tiered system of student supportswith fidelity in every school
Accelerating and maximizing student academic and social‐emotional outcomes through the
application of data‐based problem solving used by effective leadership at all levels of the
educational system
Informing the development, implementation, and ongoing evaluation of an integrated, aligned,
and sustainable system of service delivery that prepares all students for post‐secondary
education and/or successful employment within our global society

Student servicespersonnel perform critical tasks in schools that support FDOE’smission to “increase the
proficiency of all students within one seamless, efficient system” and contribute to positive student
outcomes through a multi‐tiered system of support that promotes student achievement by ameliorating
barriers to learning and providing interventionsand other supportsmatched to student need.

Student services personnel provide professional services that promote effective classroom learning and
positive and safe school environments, and ensure all students receive high‐quality instruction that is
responsive to their diverse and developmental needs. Student services personnel coordinate and
collaborate with teachers, administrators, families, and community‐based professionals to provide the
academic, social, behavioral, health, and mental health learning supports necessary for a positive school
climate and student success. Student services personnel are integral to implementing school‐wide
initiatives, such as response to intervention (RtI), positive behavior interventions and supports, social
emotional learning programs, college and career planning, and bullying prevention. Some of the critical
functionsstudent servicespersonnel perform include the following:

Supportingeffective teachingand improved student learningand facilitatingcollaboration among
school staff, families, and the community
Providing a variety of prevention and intervention services in schools that promote effective
classroom learning and teaching
Working together with teachers and administrators to develop a positive school climate,
improving classroom management skills, providing behavioral interventions to reduce discipline
infractions, improving school safety, and removing barriers to learning
Providing educational programs and activities that support student learning and teaching,
including consultation with teachers and families, assessments linked to instruction, individual
and group counseling, problem‐solving instruction, and remedial interventions
Collaborating with teachers and school staff to ensure students receive high‐quality instruction
that is responsive to the diverse and developmental needsof all students, create a continuum of
support servicesfor all students, and provide variousinstructional strategies to facilitate learning
in all classrooms
Participating, asmembersof the school team, in professional development to ensure high‐quality
learning
Fostering collaboration between general and special education, and between community and
schools, and schoolsand parents
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Research demonstrates that students who receive social‐emotional support and prevention services
achievebetter academically in school (Durlak, Weissberg, Dymnicki, Taylor, & Shellinger, 2011; Greenberg
et al., 2003; Welsh, Parker, Widaman, & O'Neill, 2001; Zins, Bloodworth, Weissberg, & Walberg, 2004).
Comprehensive student support services in schools have been found to improve school climate and
produce declinesin disciplinary referrals, suspension, graderetention, and special education referralsand
placement among at‐risk students (Bruns, Walrath, Glass‐Siegel, & Weist, 2004).

Consultation yieldspositive results, such asremediating academic and behavior problemsfor children in
school settings; changing teacher’sand parent’sbehavior, knowledge, attitudes, and perceptions; and
reducing referrals for special education.

Florida’s comprehensive performance evaluation system for student services personnel serves multiple
functionsand isdesigned to accomplish the following:

Establish the practicesand expectations of the position or profession that are based on research
and linked to student outcomes
Develop evaluation proceduresthat align with professional standardsand accomplished educator
practices (FEAPs)
Evaluate individual performance relative to expectations by assessing the quality and
effectivenessof the services
Provide feedback to the professional that recognizes effective performance, identifies areas for
improvement, and directsprofessional growth activities
Provide support to superviseesand practitionersnot meeting performance expectations

A comprehensive, evidence‐based evaluation system uses a Multi‐Source, Multi‐Method, Multi‐Trait
model. This model ensures no single source of data, single data type, or single trait or attribute will be
used to evaluate complex patterns of human behavior. When a single element model is used, the
probability of making errors in the interpretation of the data ishigh. In the evaluation of student services
personnel, the Multi‐Source refers to collecting data from multiple settings and/or individuals who are
familiar with the work of the professional being evaluated. Examples of Multi‐Source include the
following:

Reviewing permanent products (e.g., intervention plans)
Interviewing stakeholders (e.g., teachers, administrators)
Observing directly the professional at work (e.g., leadership meetings, problem‐solving sessions)

The Multi‐Method refers to using Review, Interview, and Observation methods to collect the data.

Finally, the Multi‐Trait refers to assessing multiple areasof expertise and role function (e.g.,
consultation, assessment, professional behaviors, leadership). Consistent levelsof performance across
the sources, methods, and traitsare clear indicatorsof the performance level. Inconsistent levelsof
performance across the sources, methods, and traitsmay indicate areasof strengthsand weaknesses in
skill sets(e.g., traits) and/or settings in which those skillsare applied.

The primary responsibility of student servicespersonnel is to remove barriers to learning by providing a
multi‐tiered system of support that promotespositive academic, behavioral, and healthy outcomesfor
studentsand for teachers, school administration, and families.

Providing a multi‐tiered system of supportsdependson a multi‐dimensional process. At the core of this
processare four foundational skill sets:
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Problem Solving and Data‐Based Decision Making—Expectations for student achievement are
expressed in the collection and analysisof student, school, and district data to identify the
barriers to learning.
Instruction/ Intervention Planning, Design, and Implementation—Ability to implement a multi‐
tiered system of supportsby identifying research‐based interventionsand strategies that have a
high probability of increasing student learning and engagement.
Facilitation of Collaboration Through a Resource‐Oriented Team Process—Use of skills to
develop linkageswith other district and community programsand facilitate relevant staff
development.
Professional Practice—Knowledge of unique professional skills, responsibility, and ethical
practice in assessment and program development, and proficiency, self‐reflection, professional
growth planning, team learning, and collegial engagement.

The Evaluation Rubric for Professional Practices integrates these foundational skillswithin a multi‐tiered
system of support. The Evaluation Rubric isstructured around five domains, setsof practice standards
within each domain, and indicators that differentiate four levelsof performance for each practice
(Highly Effective, Effective, NeedsImprovement/Developing, and Unsatisfactory). The Evaluation Rubric
includes the following key components:

Domains—Broad categoriesused to organize professional practicesand structure evaluation
criteria.
Practices—Descriptive standardsof a domain related to a specific area of professional skill.
Indicators—Acontinuum of descriptive statements that assist in differentiating between levels
of performance for each practice.

Mastery of professional skills isa career‐long and continuousprocessachieved through professional
practices that focuson the five broad domainsaddressed in the Florida SSPEM:

Data‐Based Decision Making and Evaluation of Practices
Instruction/ Intervention Planning and Design
Instruction/ Intervention Delivery and Facilitation
Learning Environment
Professional Learning, Responsibility, and Ethical Practice

The five domains include 25 practice standardswith indicators that differentiate four levelsof
performance for each practice (Highly Effective, Effective, Needs Improvement/Developing, and
Unsatisfactory). The indicators for each practice standard include suggested artifactsor evidence that
student servicespersonnel may use to help demonstrate their level of performance for that indicator.

The indicator descriptorsprovide criteria that distinguish among the performance levelson each
practice standard. It is important to clearly understand the indicator statementsunder each practice
standard in order to find the level of proficiency that best describesthe student servicesprofessional’s
performance related to the indicator. The indicatorsprovide for a formative aswell asa summative
assessment of the student servicespersonnel’sstrengthsand weaknessesand contribute to the
development of a plan for improving performance.

Reference List for SSPEM:

Bruns, E. J., Walrath, C., Glass‐Siegel, M., & Weist, M. D. (2004). School‐based mental health services in
Baltimore: Association with school climate and special education referrals. Behavior Modification,
28, 491–512.
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Durlak, J. A., Weissberg, R. P., Dymnicki, A. B., Taylor, R. D., & Shellinger, K. B. (2011). The impact of
enhancing students’ social and emotional learning: Ameta‐analysisof school‐based universal
interventions. Child Development, 82, 405–432.

Fleming, C. B., Haggerty, K. P., Broen, E. C., Catalano, R. F., Harachi, T. W., Mazza, J. J., & Gruman, D. H.
(2005). Do social and behavioral characteristics targeted by preventive interventionspredict
standardized test scoresand grades? Journal of School Health, 75, 342–349.

Greenberg, M. T., Weissberg, R. P., Utne O'Brien, M., Zins, J. E., Fredericks, L., Resnik, H., & Elias, M. J.
(2003). Enhancing school‐based prevention and youth development through coordinated social,
emotional, and academic learning. American Psychologist, 58, 466–474.

National Alliance of Pupil ServicesOrganizations. (2011). Utilizing multiple measures in determining
professional performance of specialized instructional support personnel [Policy statement].
Washington, D.C.: Author.

Schumaker, J. B., & Deshler, D. D. (2010). Usinga tiered intervention model in secondary schools to
improve academic outcomesin subject‐area courses. In M. Shinn, & H. M. Walker (Eds.),
Interventionsfor achievement and behavior problemsin a three‐tier model including RTI (pp. 609–
632). Bethesda, MD: National Association of School Psychologists.

Welsh, M., Parker, R. D., Widaman, K., & O'Neill, R. (2001). Linkagesbetween children'ssocial and
academic competence: A longitudinal analysis. Journal of School Psychology, 39, 463482.

Zins, J. E., Bloodworth, M. R., Weissberg, R. P., & Walberg, H. J. (2004). The scientific base linking social
and emotional learning to school success. In J. Zins, M. R. Weissberg, M. Wang, & H. J. Walberg
(Eds.), Building academic successon social and emotional learning: What does the research say? (pp.
3–22). New York: TeachersCollege Press.

District Developed Danielson‐Based Models (Classroom and Non‐Classroom)

Traditional evaluation systemshave not shown a strong relationship to student achievement (Medley &
Coker, 1987; Peterson, 2000). Asa whole, teacher evaluation systemstend not to addressperformance
issuesadequately and the resultsare poorly aligned with the perceptionsof educators, both teachers
and administrators, with actual teacher performance. Evidence doesexist which shows that evaluation
systemscan improve instruction (Milanowski and Heneman, 2003; Danielson & McGreal, 2000) and
positively impact student achievement (Holtzapple, 2003) if properly designed and implemented.

With that in mind, the School District of Lee County redeveloped itsclassroom and non‐classroom
teacher evaluation systemswith the purpose of ensuring that the systems increase student learning
growth by improving the quality of instructional, administrative, and supervisory practice. The systems
are representative of a standardized approach that will ensure consistency of practice district‐wide.
Expectationsare set and performance goalsdeveloped early in the fiscal year. Ongoing monitoring of
teacher progressensuresbetter alignment of the actual performance to the expected performance, and
that performance issuesare addressed in a timely manner. The systemsalso bring about greater
communication and improved feedback between the employee and the supervisor, significantly
improving performance and engagement while also making the evaluation processmore meaningful.

According to Danielson and McGreal (2000) the first step in the development of a teacher evaluation
system is to determine the process. For the District, thisstep involved the formation of an evaluation
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committee comprised of a diverse group of stakeholders. Thiscommittee was tasked with examining
current research and best practicesaround teacher evaluation. The result of the committee’swork was
an evaluation rubric based on the four domains in Charlotte Danielson’sFramework for Teaching. This
framework supports the observation and evaluation of teacher planning and preparation, the classroom
environment, instruction, and professional responsibilities. Both the evaluation rubric and the research
around the framework informed the development of observation instrumentsand processesdescribed
in thisdocument.

The four domainsof the rubric are Domain 1: Planning and Preparation, Domain 2: The Classroom
Environment, Domain 3: Instruction, and Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities. Each domain has5
categories in which teachers receive ratings. The rubric makesuse of the four state required
performance levels: Unsatisfactory, Needs Improvement/Developing, Effective, and Highly Effective. A
rating of Unsatisfactory is reflective of a teacher who consistently doesnot use appropriate strategies
and methodsor usesthem incorrectly or with partsmissing. The rating of Needs Improvement/
Developing describesa teacher who isattempting to implement effective strategies. Effective portraysa
teacher who hasmastered and consistently useseffective teaching strategies. The rating of Highly
Effective describesan expert teacher who could model and/or teach otherseffective strategies.

The reference list for the research base isasfollows:

Adkins, G. K. (2004). Teacher performance pay: The perceptionsof certified school‐based personnel.
University of Central Florida. Retrieved from
http://accountability.leeschools.net/research_projects/welcome.htm

Chait, R. (2010, March). Removing chronically ineffective teachers: barriersand opportunities. Center for
American Progress.

Cohen, E., Walsh, K., & Biddle, R. (2008). Invisible ink in collective bargaining: why key issuesare not
addressed. Washington: National Council on Teacher Quality.

Collins, J. (2001). Good to great: why some companiesmake the leap and othersdon’t. New York: NY.
HarperCollinsPublishers Inc.

Danielson, C. (1996). Enhancing professional practice: A framework for teaching. Alexandria, Virginia:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.

Danielson, C. & McGreal, T. L. (2000). Teacher evaluation: To enhance professional practice. Alexandria,
Virginia: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.

Gordon, G. (2006). Building engaged schools. New York: Gallup Press.

Hanushek, E.A. (2009). Teacher Deselection. In Goldhaber, D. & Hannaway, J. eds., Creating a new
teaching profession. Washington: Urban Institute Press.

Heneman, H.G. III and Milanowski, A.T. (2003). Continuing assessment of teacher reactionsto a
standards‐based teacher evaluation system. Journal of Personnel Evaluation in Education, Vol.
17 No. 2, pp. 173‐95.
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Holtzapple, E. (2003). Criterion‐Related Validity Evidence for a Standards‐Based Teacher Evaluation
System. Journal of Personnel Evaluation in Education, 17(3), 207‐219.

Marzano, R. J. (2000). Anew era of school reform: Going where the research takesus. Aurora, Colorado:
Mid‐continent Research for Education and Learning.

Marzano, R. J. (2011). Effective supervision: Supporting the art and science of teaching. Alexandria,
Virginia: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.

Medley, D., & Coker, H. (1987). The accuracy of principals' judgmentsof teacher performance. Journal of
Educational Research, 80(4), 242‐247.

Mendro, R.L. (1998, September). Student achievement and school and teacher accountability. Journal of
Personnel Evaluation in Education, 12(3), 257‐267.

National Center for Educational Statistics(2003). Trends in international mathematicsand science study.

Obama, B. (2009, March 10). Remarks made to the U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce on a Complete
and Competitive American Education.

Peterson, K.D. (2000), Teacher Evaluation: AComprehensive Guide to New Directionsand Practice, 2nd
ed., Corwin Press, Thousand Oaks, CA.

Rolewski, M. (2010). Speech to School District of Lee County District Leadership.

Sanders, W.L. & Rivers, J.C. (1996). Cumulative and residual effectsof teacherson future student
academic achievement. Knoxville: University of Tennessee Value‐Added Research and
Assessment Center.

The New Teacher Project. (2010). Evaluation 2.0. from http:/ / tntp.org/ index.php/publications/ issue‐
analysis/ teacher‐evaluation‐2.0/

The Measuresof Effective TeachingProject. (June 2010). Working with teachers to develop fair and
reliable measuresof effective teaching. The Bill and Melinda GatesFoundation.

U.S. Department of Education. (2008). Schoolsand Staffing Survey, Public Principal Survey.

Weisberg, D., Sexton, S., Mulhern, J., & Keeling, D. (2009) The widget effect: Our national failure to
acknowledge and act on differences in teacher effectiveness. The New Teacher Project.

Crosswalks to FEAPs

The Florida Department of Education provided two crosswalksshowing the alignment of the FEAPsto
the Danielson Framework for Teaching used in the two District based models. Both are available through
Department of Education evaluation resource sites:

http:/ / info.fldoe.org/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document‐5970/dps‐2010‐230b.pdf
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http:/ /www.marzanoevaluation.com/files/Alignment_FEAP_Danielson.pdf

The Florida Department of Education SSPEM containsa crosswalk on page 37 of the state document,
which isavailable on a Department of Education website:

http:/ /www.fldoe.org/core/ fileparse.php/7503/urlt/0071807‐fsspessm.doc

The Florida Department of Education EMSESEP(posted at the link below) doesnot contain a crosswalk,
however the domainsand categoriesare like the SSPEM model and so the SSPEM crosswalk can be used
for guidance in thisarea.

http:/ /www.fldoe.org/core/ fileparse.php/7503/urlt/0071805‐emsesep.doc
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Evaluation and Observation Instruments

Specialized Exceptional Student Education Professionals: State Model (EMSESEP)

Separate instrumentsare included for the following instructional personnel:
Behavior Specialists
Occupational/Physical Therapists (OT/PT)
Speech/Language Pathologists (SLP)
Staffing Specialists

The instrumentsare exactly asprovided by the state model, except that the performance levelsof Emergent and Ineffective have been revised to
align with the District developed models, which use NeedsImprovement/Developing and Unsatisfactory respectively.
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Domain A: Data‐Based Decision Makingand Evaluation of Practices(Behavior Specialists)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Collectsand usesdata to develop and implement interventionswithin a problem‐solving framework.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Usesand/or facilitates
collectingdata relevant to informing
problem identification, problem analysis
and intervention design at the school
and/or district level.

Usesand/or facilitatescollecting available
school dataand facilitatescollection of
additional student data (e.g., screening,
progressmonitoringand diagnostic
assessment) relevant to informing
problem identification, problem analysis
and intervention design.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training or
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

2. Analyzesmultiple sourcesof qualitative and quantitative data to inform decision making.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Analyzes, integratesand
interpretsdata from multiple sourcesat
the school or district level and usesthe
data to facilitate informed school‐ and/or
district‐level decisions.

Independently analyzes, integratesand
interpretsdata from multiple sourcesat
the individual and group level and uses
the data to facilitate informed decisions.

Practice is emerging but requires
supervision, support and/or training to be
effective.

Does not demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

3. Usesdata to monitor student progress(academic, social/emotional/behavioral) and health and evaluate the effectivenessof serviceson student achievement.

In addition to the characteristics of
Effective: Uses school or district data to
monitor the effectiveness of MTSS
supports and intervention program
outcomes.

Independently uses individual and group
data to monitor student progress, evaluate
the effectiveness of academic and
behavioral instruction/intervention and
modify interventions based on student
data.

Practice is emerging but requires
supervision, supports and training or
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Does not demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

4. Sharesstudent performance data in a relevant and understandable way with students, parentsand administrators.

In addition to the characteristics of
Effective: Trains or mentors others to
provide feedback on student data to
stakeholders and to present data in a way
that is understandable and relevant to
stakeholder interest/needs.

Independently provides feedback on data
to stakeholders (students, teachers,
parents, administrators, school teams) and
presents data in a way that is
understandable and relevant to
stakeholder interest/needs.

Practice is emerging but requires
supervision, supports and training or
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Does not demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.
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Evidencesfor Domain A (Behavior Specialists)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Documentation of problem identification and problem analysis with graphed data and
gap analysis (e.g., screening, progress monitoring, diagnostic assessment)

Problem-Solving/Intervention Plan
Behavior Intervention Plan
Student Outcomes/Progress-Monitoring Plan (systemic and individual)
Fidelity of Intervention Implementation (systemic and individual)
Section 504 Plan
Social Validity Data
Consultant Alliance Data

Reports/graphs with data analysis and interpretation (e.g., data reports providing
summary of key data indicators related to identified problem, such as single-subject
graphs with intervention phases, schoolwide data graphs)
Examples:

Reference to student outcome graphs showing baseline/post-intervention data
points, phase lines and trend lines in making data-based decisions
Observation notes (e.g., 10 instances of praise in a 30-minute period)
Qualitative observation notes—climate of classroom/school, use of MTSS for
behavior

Use of data platforms/electronic documentation systems (e.g., Multi Option Observation
System for Experimental Studies [MOOSES] data coding, Florida State Response to
Intervention Behavior [RtIB] Data Base Summary Reports, School Wide Information
System [SWIS] reports, Benchmarks of Advanced Tiers [BAT], other data platforms)
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Domain B: Instruction/ Intervention Planning and Design (Behavior Specialists)

Highly Effective Effective Needs
Improvement/ Developing

Unsatisfactory

1. Usesacollaborative problem‐solving framework as the basisfor identification and planning for academic, behavioral and health interventionsand supports.

In addition to the characteristics of Effective:
Provides a leadership role by training others and
mentoring team members to identify, problem solve
and plan academic and behavioral interventions.

Independently works with team members
to identify, problem solve and plan
academic, behavioral and health
interventions.

Practice is emerging but
requires supervision, supports,
and training or prompts to
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Does not demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

2. Plansand designs instruction/ intervention based on data and alignseffortswith the school and district improvement plansand state and federal mandates.

In addition to the characteristics of Effective: Trains
and mentors others in collecting and using multiple
sources of data, including individual, classroom,
district and state assessments, to design and plan
instruction and interventions that are aligned with
school improvement priorities and other mandates.

Independently facilitates the use of
multiple sources of data, including
individual classroom, district and state
assessments, to design and plan
instruction and interventions that are
aligned with school improvement
priorities and other mandates.

Practice is emerging but
requires supervision, supports,
and training or prompts to
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Does not demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

3. Appliesevidence‐based research and best practicesto improve instruction/ interventions.

In addition to the characteristics of Effective:
Applies evidenced-based practices when developing
and planning instruction and interventions across all
levels of support (individual, targeted group, school,
district).

Independently applies EBPs when
developing and planning instruction and
intervention.

Practice is emerging but
requires supervision, support
and/or training to be effective.

Does not demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

4. Developsintervention support plansthat help the student, family or other community agenciesand systemsof support reach a desired goal.

In addition to the characteristics of Effective:
Facilitates collaboration at multiple levels to identify
systems-level needs, resources and infrastructure to
access services and supports.

Independently facilitates development of
a support plan that reflects the goals of
stakeholders and includes supports to
obtain the goals.

Practice is emerging but
requires supervision, supports,
and training or prompts to
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Does not demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

5. Engagesparentsand community partners in the planningand design of instruction/ interventions.

In addition to the characteristics of Effective:
Develops systems-level strategies (e.g., validate
participation, decision making, two-way
communication) for engaging families and
community when planning and designing
instruction/interventions.

Independently engages families,
community and educational stakeholders
when planning and designing
instruction/interventions. Parent input is
valued and incorporated into plans.

Practice is emerging but
requires supervision, supports,
and training or prompts to
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Does not demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.
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Evidences for Domain B(Behavior Specialists)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Problem solving/intervention meeting/plan – documentation of intervention design and
development (with targets, goals, delivery methods, etc.)

Functional Behavioral Assessment (FBA)
Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP)
Progress Monitoring Plan
Fidelity of Implementation
IEP
Section 504 Plan
Emergency Action Plan
Individualized Health Care Plan
School Health Plan

Professional development trainings/presentations (handouts, agenda, PowerPoint)

Learning community discussions/presentations (agenda)

School/District Improvement Plans – documentation of participation
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Domain C: Instruction/ Intervention Delivery and Facilitation (Behavior Specialists)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Collaborateswith school‐based and district‐level teamsto develop and maintain an MTSSto support the academic, social, emotional and behavioral successand health of all students.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Facilitates
the development of MTSSat multiple levelsby
implementing interventionsthat addressschoolwide
and/or district issues/concerns.

Facilitates the development of MTSSat the school
level by implementing interventionsthat match the
intensity of student, group or school needs.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand training or
promptsto consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.

2. Consultsand collaboratesat the individual, family, group and systemslevels to implement effective instruction and intervention services.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Consults
and collaboratesat multiple levels to implement and
evaluate academic and social, emotional/behavioral
and health interventions.

Consultsand collaborateswith individuals, families
and/or group levelsto implement and evaluate
academic, social, emotional/ behavioral and health
interventions.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand training or
promptsto consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.

3. ImplementsEvidence Based Practice (EBPs) within amulti‐tiered framework.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Assists
in implementing EBPsrelevant at multiple levelsof
interventionsand supports.

Facilitatesimplementation of EBPsfor individual
studentsand/or targeted groups.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand training or
promptsto consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.

4. Identifies, providesand/or refers for supportsdesigned to help studentsovercome barriersthat impede learning.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Facilitatesidentification of systemicbarriersto
social/emotional/ academic learningand facilitates
the development of broader support systemsfor
studentsand families.

Identifiesbarriers to social/emotional/academic
learningand connectsstudentswith resourcesthat
support positive student outcomes/goals.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand training or
promptsto consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.

5. Promotes student outcomesrelated to career and college readiness.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Assists
in the development/ planningof district level or
school level policies/ interventions/supportsthat
addressbehavioral outcomesrelated to student goal
attainment.

Develops/plansinterventionsor programsto
increase student engagement (e.g., attendance, on‐
task behavior, rigorous/relevant instruction,
participation in school activities) and other
behavioral outcomesto support attainment of
goals.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand training or
promptsto consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.

6. Providesrelevant information regardingchild and adolescent development, barriers to learningand student risk factors.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Develops/provides trainingsthat include EBPsrelated
to developmental issues, barriersto learningand risk
factorsrelated to healthy social/emotional growth.

Providesstudents, staff and parentswith
information, research and EBPsrelated to
developmental issues, barriers to learningand risk
factors related to healthy social/emotional growth.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand training or
promptsto consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.
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Evidences for Domain C(Behavior Specialists)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Problem-Solving/Intervention Plan – documentation of intervention and monitoring of
student response (e.g., Response to Intervention [RtI] data, progress-monitoring data)

Monitoring intervention implementation (dosage and fidelity)

Case consultation summary

Parent conference notes/logs

Newsletters, emails, webpage and other communication methods

Critical Components Checklist

Benchmark of Quality (BoQ); BAT

Professional development trainings/presentations related to intervention delivery and
facilitation (handouts, agenda, PowerPoint)

Pre-post surveys

School/District improvement – documentation of participation

Satisfaction surveys
Family participation and engagement
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Domain D: LearningEnvironment (Behavior Specialists)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Collaborateswith teachersand administratorsto develop and implement schoolwide PBS.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Interactswith
school, district, parentsand community partnersto sustain and
promote effective system‐wide programs/servicesthat result in
a healthy school climate.

Interactswith school personnel to promote
and implement schoolwide PBS.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support and/or
training to be effective.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

2. Collaborateswith school personnel and studentsto foster student engagement (e.g., involvement, motivation, persistence, resilience, ownership).

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Examinesneed and
feasibility for systemic intervention to support and increase
student engagement districtwide.

Consultswith school staff and studentsto
identify strengthsand weaknessesaspart of
problem solvingand intervention planning to
increase student engagement.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand
trainingor prompts to
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

3. Promotessafe school environments.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Collaborateswith
learningcommunity to enhance, support and/or create safe and
violence‐free school climates through provision of trainingand
advancement of state, school and/or district initiatives that
relate to healthy and violence‐free schools.

Collaborateswith school personnel to promote
and assist in implementing effective
programs/services that result in safe and
violence‐free school climates(i.e., readiness,
school failure, attendance, dropout, bullying,
child abuse, youth suicide, school violence).

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand
trainingor prompts to
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

4. Integratesrelevant cultural issuesand contexts that impact family–school partnerships.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Promotes
multicultural understandingand dialogue through provision of
trainingand information dissemination to examine the broader
context of cultural issues that impact family–school
partnerships.

Identifies relevant cultural issuesand contexts
that impact family–school partnershipsand
usesthisknowledge asthe basisfor problem
solving related to prevention and intervention.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand
trainingor prompts to
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.
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Evidencesfor Domain D (Behavior Specialists)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Threat assessment participation/facilitation

Crisis intervention participation/facilitation

School climate surveys

Professional development trainings/presentations related to school climate, violence
prevention, crisis intervention, cultural competency and mental health issues

School-based programs – development and implementation

Health education, medication administration, first aid, blood borne pathogens,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and automated external defibrillator (AED)
trainings

Disproportionality – risk index and ratios

Needs assessments related to family–school partnerships
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Domain E: Professional Learning, Responsibility and Ethical Practice (Behavior Specialists)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Developsapersonal, professional growth plan that enhancesprofessional knowledge, skillsand practice and addressesareasof need on the evaluation.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: solicits feedback
from supervisorsand colleaguesand initiatesactivitiesor
modifiesplan based on performance outcomes.

Maintainsa plan for continuousprofessional
growth and skill development aligned with
performance evaluation outcomesand
personal/professional goals.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively
demonstrates the
practice.

2. Engagesin targeted professional growth opportunitiesand reflective practices(e.g., professional learningcommunity [PLC]).

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Facilitates
professional learningactivitiesand initiatesactivities that
contribute to professional growth of self and others.

Participates in professional learning
opportunitiesand reflective practices
consistent with the professional growth
plan.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively
demonstrates the
practice.

3. Implementsknowledge and skills learned in professional development activities.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Integratesand
appliesacquired knowledge and training into professional
practice in order to mentor and/or train others.

Implementsknowledge and skills learned in
professional development activities into
professional practice.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively
demonstrates the
practice.

4. Demonstrateseffective recordkeepingskills.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Tracks treatment
dosage, tracksthe impact of serviceson student outcomesand
usesrecordsto make decisionsabout the service delivery system.

Maintainscomplete and accurate records
includingdocumentation of planning,
implementation and evaluation of services.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively
demonstrates the
practice.

5. Demonstrateseffective oral and written communication skills.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Facilitates
communication, adaptscommunication style and content to a
variety of audiences.

Demonstratescoherent and professional
written and oral communication skills.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively
demonstrates the
practice.

6. Complieswith national and state laws, district policiesand guidelinesand ethical educational and professional standards.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Servesasa model
for colleaguesin displayinghigh standardsof professionalism and
ethics in accordance with laws, policies, guidelinesand standards.

Complieswith applicable federal, state and
local laws, rulesand policies. Adheresto
professional standards, ethicsand practices.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively
demonstrates the
practice.
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Evidences for Domain E

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Professional Development/Goal Plan (attending conferences and
trainings that will enhance achievement of professional goals;
participating in activities that will increase capacity)

Documentation of attendance at professional development
presentations, professional conferences and workshops aligned with
professional development goals

Documentation of Continuing Education Units (CEUs)

Conference/workshop follow-up activities/implementation

Professional learning community participation/facilitation

Membership in professional organization

Documentation of supervision/mentoring activities

Demonstration of time management (e.g., logs, calendars)
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Domain A: Data‐Based Decision Makingand Evaluation of Practices(OT/PT)

Highly Effective Effective
Needs

Improvement/ Developing
Unsatisfactory

1. Collectsand usesdata to develop and implement interventionswithin aproblem‐solving framework.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Initiatesand
supportsothersto ensure collaboration with student teams
to use available student data relevant to analysisof current
capacity and barriersand the design of interventions. Plans
interventions that will support function in future
environments.

In collaboration with the student team, uses
available student data (e.g., screening, assessment,
evaluation, progressmonitoring) relevant to
analysisof current capacity and barriersand the
design of interventionsand therapy.

Practice isemerging but
requiressupervision, supports
and trainingor promptsto
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

2. Analyzesmultiple sourcesof qualitative and quantitative data to inform decision making.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Identifies
patterns in data acrossmultiple studentsand settings, brings
to the attention of administration and advocatesfor
responsive change.

Analyzes, assimilatesand interpretsdata from
multiple sourcesat the individual level and usesthis
data to guide and inform decisionsconcerning
interventionsand delivery of therapy.

Practice isemerging but
requiressupervision, supports
and trainingor promptsto
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

3. Usesdata to monitor student progress(academic, social/emotional/behavioral) and health and evaluate the effectivenessof serviceson student achievement.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Interpretsdata
to the student team in an understandable way and servesasa
resource to colleaguesregardingdata‐based modification of
interventions.

Usesindividual data to monitor student progress
and, in collaboration with the student team,
evaluate the effectivenessof the intervention and
modifies the intervention as indicated.

Practice isemerging but
requiressupervision, supports
and trainingor promptsto
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

4. Sharesstudent performance data in a relevant and understandable way with students, parentsand administrators.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Facilitatesan
ongoing exchange of information regardingstudent
performance and the effectivenessof the interventions.

Actively participates in an ongoingexchange of
information regarding student performance and the
effectivenessof the interventionsand therapy.

Practice isemerging but
requiressupervision supports
and trainingor promptsto
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.
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Evidencesfor Domain A (OT/ PT)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Documentation of problem identification and problem analysiswith graphed data and gap analysis (e.g.,
screening, progressmonitoring, diagnostic assessment):

Assessment protocols(standardized and non‐standardized), student data from classroom performance,
student observation notes, input from familiesand school personnel, and summariesof interpretation of
results
Therapy logs/anecdotal notes/case files that incorporate
Documentation of analysisof progress‐monitoringdata and examplesof the data (such asgraphs)
Documentation of participation in MTSS/problem solving team meetings
Referral database logs/documentation
Samplesof qualitative and quantitative school and student data acrossmultiple studentsand settings
Screening/observation data
Samplesof IEPsthat demonstrate effectivenessand adjustment of therapy servicesbased on review of
data
Data from community‐based providersconcerningongoing treatment and how that may affect the
school data
Samplesof data formatted in multiple waysto aid understanding (IEP/present level statements,
consultation logs, conference logs) and that the data hasbeen shared consistently with other pertinent
professionals, students, and families
Written implicationsof dataon student performance (progressnotes, graphs, assessments, rubrics, etc.)
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Domain B: Instruction/ Intervention Planning and Design (OT/PT)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Usesa collaborative problem‐solving framework as the basis for identification and planning for academic, behavioral and health interventionsand supports.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Initiates, developsand implementssystemsto
ensure collaboration with student and team to
identify, problem solve and plan for academic,
behavioral, communication, health and
independent functioning interventionsand
supports.

Works in collaboration with student and
team to identify, problem solve and plan
for academic, behavioral,
communication, health and independent
functioning interventionsand supports.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

2. Plansand designs instruction/ intervention based on dataand alignseffortswith the school and district improvement plansand state and federal mandates.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Initiatesusing multiple sourcesof data.
Designs, trains, implementsand modifies
interventionsaligned with school improvement
effortsand other mandates.

Usesmultiple sourcesof data. Designs,
implementsand modifies interventions
aligned with school improvement efforts
and other mandates.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

3. Appliesevidence‐based research and best practices to improve instruction/ interventions.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Participatesevidence‐based research or
servicesasa resource regardingknowledge and
skillsneeded for EBP.

Demonstratesuse of evidence‐based
practicesand sound clinical and
professional reasoning in planning
interventionsand therapy.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

4. Develops intervention support plans that help the student, family or other community agenciesand systemsof support reach adesired goal.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Engagesagenciesand other systemsof support
with student and family to develop plans to
achieve student goals.

Developsplans, interventionsand
therapy that reflect student goalsand
prioritiesand are supportive of or
aligned with other interventions in the
educational environment.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot engage or ineffectively develops
plans that reflect student goalsand
priorities.

5. Engagesparentsand community partners in the planning and design of instruction/ interventions.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Developssystem‐level strategiesto design and
implement instruction/ interventions to reach a
desired goal.

Works in alignment with othersto design
and implement instruction/
interventionsand therapy to reach a
desired goal.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.
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Evidences for Domain B(OT/ PT)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Problem solving/intervention meeting/plan – documentation of intervention design and development (with targets,
goals, delivery methods, etc.)

Logsdemonstratingparticipation in the problem‐solving process/RtI process(MTSS) including
consultation with team membersto support students in all Tiers
Documentation of input in the development and modification of interventions
Samplesof written plansfor therapy (Plan of Care, Section 504 Plan, Individual Education Plan
(IEP) that show use of avariety of appropriate materialsor equipment and effective, evidence‐
based therapy techniques
Documentation or observation of the use of evidence/performance‐based decisionsregarding
instruction/ intervention (such ascopiesof multiple sourcesof dataused to inform
instruction/ intervention)
Recordsof student, family, teacher and/or community partner input in the planningand design of
instruction/ intervention (parent input on variousdocuments)

Professional development trainings/presentations (handouts, agenda, PowerPoint)
Documentation demonstrating trainingor support of other professionals, such ascolleague‐
mentoring logs

Learning community discussions/presentations (agenda)/information
Documentations such as logs, agendas, or meeting notes regarding discussions and presentations
with learning communities/other related agencies
Documentation of referralsfor and communication with other service providerswhen necessary,
such asaudiology, vision services, medical equipment providers, etc.
Recordsshowinga system for school‐to‐home communication through providingmultiple venues
for communication with families
Evidence of materials sent to families about ways to reinforce student progress while in the home
or community setting

School/District Improvement Plans – documentation of participation
Recordsshowing advocacy for district practicesto meet the needsof students' familiesand
communities
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Domain C: Instruction/ Intervention Delivery and Facilitation (OT/PT)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory
1. Collaborateswith school‐based and district‐level teamsto develop and maintain interventionsto support the academic, social, emotional and behavioral successand health of all students.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Initiates
and supportscolleagueswith problem solving in
planning, facilitatingor delivering interventionsthat
match intensity to need.

Functionsaspart of school team in planning,
facilitatingor delivering interventionswhose
intensity matchesstudent, group or school needs.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training
or promptsto consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

2. Consultsand collaboratesat the individual, family, group and systemslevels to implement effective instruction and intervention services.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Mentorsan
leadsother professionals in the design and
implementation of therapeutic interventionsthat suppo
effective instruction.

Consultsand collaborateswith student, family and
membersof school environment to design and
implement therapeutic interventions that support
effective student instruction.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training
or promptsto consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

3. ImplementsEBPswithin a multi‐tiered framework.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Provides
professional development in the selection and use of
EBPsthat support effective instruction.

Seeksout and incorporatesbest available evidence‐
based practices in the implementation of
interventionsfor students.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training
or promptsto consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

4. Identifies, providesand/or refers for supportsdesigned to help studentsovercome barriersthat impede learning.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Initiates,
developsand implementssystemsto ensure learning
barriersare addressed acrossmultiple studentsand
environments.

Identifiesbarriers to learningand connectsstudents
to appropriate resourcesor refers to other
professionals.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training
or promptsto consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

5. Promotes student outcomesrelated to career and college readiness.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Advocatesfor opportunitiesto support postsecondary
goalsand engage studentsand their families to
further explore goals, develop self‐determination skills
and promote independence.

Selectsand implements interventionsthat support
the attainment of postsecondary goalsor community
readiness, includingsupporting increased student
engagement and promotion of independence.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training
or promptsto consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

6. Providesrelevant information regardingchild and adolescent development, barriers to learningand student risk factors.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Develops
and /or providesprofessional development
opportunitieson research and best practicesrelated
to human development, learningbarriersand risk
factors.

Providesstudents, familiesand educational
personnel with information, research and best
practicesrelated to human development, learning
barriersand risk factors.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training
or promptsto consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.
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Evidences for Domain C(OT/PT)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Demonstration of collaboration with other professionalsand families to develop, implement, and identify
interventionsand supports for promotingstudent outcomesrelated to college and career readiness

Meetingattendance logs
Therapy schedule showingclassroom‐based servicesand acontinuum of service delivery interventions
Documentation of communication from MTSSteamsor teachersrequestingassistance, and suggestions
made to staff/ family and listsof materials that are provided asresources
Written intervention plansand documentation that these have been shared with school personnel
IEPsthat demonstrate a variety of service delivery, frequency and location based on student’s individual
needs
Teacher, parent or student surveys
Logsshowingconsultation/collaboration sessionswith classroom teachersand other school personnel
Student progress‐monitoringdata/ therapy data demonstratingeffectivenessof interventions
Logsor samplesof presentationsor activitiesprovided for staff and/or parents
Documentation of EBP(i.e., articles) to support interventionson written plans
Documentation of supports, materials, or resourcesprovided regarding research and best practicesrelated
to human development, learningbarriersand risk
Colleague‐mentoring logs
Assignmentsand logsfor supervisingPhysical Therapy Assistants(PTAs), Certified Occupational Therapy
Assistants(COTAs) and/or interns
Resultsof professional self‐assessment
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Domain D: LearningEnvironment (OT/PT)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Collaborateswith teachersand administrators to develop schoolwide PBS.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Coordinates the development
and implementation of therapeutic
interventionswithin apositive behavior
support system.

Collaborateswith school staff/ team to
develop and implement therapeutic
interventionswithin a positive behavior
support system.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training or
promptsto consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.

2. Collaborateswith school personnel and students to foster student engagement (e.g., involvement, motivation, persistence, resilience, ownership).

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Identifiesbarriersto equal
accessand initiatescollaborative action
for systemic interventions.

Collaborateswith school personnel and
students to identify and implement
therapeutic strategiesand/or assistive
technology to encourage student
engagement.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training or
promptsto consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.

3. Promotessafe school environments.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Initiates, developsand
implementssystemsto support safe and
accessible environments.

Interactswith students, educatorsand
other school personnel to support safe
and accessible environments.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training or
promptsto consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Fails to interact with students,
educators/school personnel to support
safe and accessible environments.

4. Integratesrelevant cultural issuesand contextsthat impact family–school partnerships.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Createsand promotes
materialsand supports relevant to
cultural, social and societal issues that
impact family–school relationships.

Identifiesrelevant cultural, social and
societal issues that impact family–
school relationshipsand uses the
knowledge to problem solve possible
prevention and intervention strategies.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training or
promptsto consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.
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Evidences for Domain D (OT/ PT)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Demonstratescollaboration in the educational environment to foster positive student engagement
Logs/meetingnotesof consultation with school personnel or participation on astudent or school‐based
behavior team regarding adaption/modification of standard behavior protocols, if needed, to
accommodate needsof studentswith disabilities
Attendance logsshowing training related to school climate, crisis intervention, PBSand documentation
of the use of common PBSschool‐wide termsand strategies
Observation of sessionsshowspracticeswhich foster student engagement: Starts/pacesintervention
with a structure appropriate for the student(s), scaffoldingstrategies(such as task analysisetc.) are
evident asneeded, studentsactively engaged, materialsand resourcessupport the session objectives
per the IEP

Demonstratescollaboration in the education environment to promote safe and accessible schools
Logs/Meetingnotesthat demonstrate the identification of barriersto curriculum and environmental
accessand potential hazards, nd proposed solutionsto allow studentswith disabilities to fully
participate in all available educational programsand activitieson school campus
Logs/Notes indicating the identification and proposed solutions for potential safety issueswith
management plansdeveloped for arrival, dismissal, safety evacuations, safety drillsand lockdown
routines for studentswith disabilities.
Observation of therapy sessionsdemonstratesasafe and organized physical environment and is
arranged to promote individual and/or group participation
Logs/Notes/Written Plansdemonstratingcollaboration to ensure materials, technology and resources
are easily and readily accessible
Attendance sheets/MeetingNotesof participation with the school community on ensuringhealthy, safe
and accessible school environments

Demonstrates integration of relevant cultural, social, and societal practices that impact family‐school partnerships
Observation or samplesof materials that show use of culturally sensitive materialsand assessment
methods/protocols
Logs/MeetingNotesshowingcollaboration with English Speakersof Other Languages(ESOL) personnel
Attendance logs/certificatesshowingprofessional development on multicultural issues
Observationsof interactionswith families/students in meetingsand/or therapy sessionsshow use of
sensitivity to other cultural, social, and societal practices
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Domain E: Professional Learning, Responsibility and Ethical Practice (OT/ PT)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Documentsparticipation and completion of continuingeducation activities that enhance professional knowledge, skills, and practice and address the areasof need on the
evaluation.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Solicits feedback from supervisorsand
colleaguesand initiatesactivitiesor modifies
plan based on performance outcomes.

Maintainsaplan for continuous
professional growth and skill development
aligned with performance evaluation
outcomesand personal/professional goals.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstratesthe
practice.

2. Engages in targeted professional growth opportunitiesand reflective practices(e.g., PLC).

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Facilitatesprofessional learningactivitiesand
initiatesactivities that contribute to
professional growth of self and others.

Participatesin professional learning
opportunitiesand reflective practices
consistent with the professional growth
plan.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstratesthe
practice.

3. Implementsknowledge and skills learned in professional development activities.

Integratesand appliesacquired knowledge
and training into professional practice in order
to mentor and/or train others.

Implementsknowledge and skills learned
in professional development activities into
professional practice.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstratesthe
practice.

4. Demonstrateseffective recordkeepingskills.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Tracks the impact of serviceson student
outcomesand usesrecords to make decisions
about the service delivery system.

Maintainscomplete and accurate records,
including documentation of planning,
implementation and evaluation of services.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstratesthe
practice.

5. Demonstrateseffective oral and written communication skills.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Facilitatescommunication and adapts
communication style and content to a variety
of audiences.

Demonstratescoherent and professional
written and oral communication skills.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstratesthe
practice.

6. Complieswith national and state laws, district policiesand guidelinesand ethical educational and professional standards.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Servesasa model for colleaguesin displaying
high standardsof professionalism and ethics
in accordance with laws, policies, guidelines
and standards.

Complieswith applicable federal, state and
local laws, rulesand policies. Adheres to
professional standards, ethicsand
practices.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstratesthe
practice.
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Evidences for Domain E(OT/ PT)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Professional Development/Goal Plan (attending conferences and trainings that will enhance achievement of
professional goals; participating in activities that will increase capacity):

Documentation of Professional Development Plan modification and application of feedback based on
performance assessment and feedback from mentors/supervisor
Documentation of attendance at professional development presentations, professional conferences and
workshops aligned with professional development goals
Records/logs indicate compliance with federal and state laws, district policies and guidelines
Documentation of conference/workshop follow-up activities, including presentations to
colleagues/implementation
Evidence of professional learning community participation/facilitation
Record of activities contributing to profession, such as service on district or state committee, leadership
committee, etc.
Evidence of membership in professional organization and/or documentation of leadership roles
Documentation or evidence of compliance with professional, ethical and educational standards
Documentation of CEUs and maintenance of licensure

Documentation of supervision/mentoring activities
Documentation or evidence of time management (e.g., logs, calendars)
Samplesof recordkeeping (plan of treatment, prescriptions, attendance logs, data sheets, Medicaid billing,
consultation logsand observation logs, IEPs, etc.)
Samplesof written and oral communication

Observationsof oral communication during school‐based meetings, in therapy, classroom settings, and
during informal collaboration with other professionalsand parents
Documentation of written student evaluation summaries
Documentation of phone logswith content, letterswritten to physiciansregardingstudent statusor
need for additional support/changes

Documentation of progressnotesor logdemonstrating follow up with all parent, teacher and administrative
requests/concernsin a reasonable timeframe
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Special Considerations

Domain: ThingsTo Consider When Reviewing the Evidence:

Domain B:

Instruction/ Intervention Planningand Design

Administratorsare advised to address these indicatorsbased on the individualized caseload and assigned dutiesof
individual beingevaluated; for example a therapist with an itinerant caseload in multiple schoolsmay be unable to
be asclosely involved in MTSS/PST.

Quantity of evidencesneedsto be considered, it issuggested that evidencesbe present for multiple examplesnot
just one.

Domain C:

Instruction/ Intervention Delivery and Facilitation

Administratorsare advised to address these indicatorsbased on the individualized caseload and assigned dutiesof
individual beingevaluated; for example a therapist with an itinerant caseload in multiple schoolsmay be unable to
be asclosely involved in MTSS/PST.

Domain E:

Professional Learning, Responsibility and Ethical
Practice

Portfolio includesdocumentation of how strategies/ techniquesprovided duringworkshopsare being incorporated
with specific students/staff/administrators.

Therapist may select 2‐3 student recordsto share which would include documentation of parent permission to
evaluate form, PTprescription or signed plan of treatment/care, samplesof evaluations, and plan of treatment/care,
IEPgoals, and noteson therapy sessions, and possibly the Considerations for Educationally Relevant Therapy
(CERT) or wheelchair evaluations.

Modificationsof the plan respond to changesin caseload, student supportsand needs, curriculum, school or district
improvement plansetc.
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Domain A: Data‐Based Decision Makingand Evaluation of Practices(SLP)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Collectsand usesdata to develop and implement interventionswithin a problem‐solving framework.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Collectsand usesdata to
identify patterns in data acrossmultiple
studentsand settingsand bringsto the
attention of team membersto inform
problem analysisand intervention and
therapy design.

Collectsand usesavailable data relevant
to informingproblem identification,
problem analysis, intervention and
therapy design for individual students

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.

2. Analyzesmultiple sourcesof qualitative and quantitative data to inform decision making.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Identifiespatterns in data
acrossmultiple studentsand settings,
brings to the attention of team members
and advocatesfor responsive change
based on relevant data.

Analyzes, integratesand interprets
qualitative and quantitative data from
multiple sourcesat the individual and
group level and usesdata to inform
decision making for individual students.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.

3. Usesdata to monitor student progress(academic, social/emotional/behavioral) and health and evaluate the effectivenessof serviceson student achievement.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Servesasa resource to
colleaguesregardinguse of data.

Uses individual and group data to
monitor student progressand evaluate
the effectivenessof interventionsand
therapies.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.

4. Sharesstudent performance data in a relevant and understandable way with students, parentsand administrators.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Clearly interpretsand shares
data in multiple ways to help students,
families, educatorsand administrators
understand the implicationson student
performance and conveys the rationale
for professional decisions.

Actively participates in an ongoing
exchange of information regarding
student performance, the effectiveness
of the interventionsand the rationale for
professional decisions.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.
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Evidencesfor Domain A (SLP)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Documentation of problem identification and problem analysiswith graphed data and gap analysis (e.g.,
screening, progressmonitoring, diagnostic assessment)

Problem‐ solving/ intervention plan
Academic intervention record
Behavior intervention plan
Progress‐ monitoringplan
IEP
Health care plan
Participation in IEPor problem‐solving or team (PST) meetings
Screening/observation results
Therapy logs
Comprehensive speech or language evaluations, progressreportsor IEPsdemonstratingeffectivenessor
adjustment of therapy services
Data formatted in multiple ways to aid understanding (IEP/present level statements, consultation logs,
conference logs) and shared with students, families, educators, administratorsor other appropriate
personnel
Data from individual students, classroom and multiple studentsand settings—qualitative and
quantitative data
Decision‐making rationale/rubric for services
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Domain B: Instruction/ Intervention Planning & Design (SLP)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory
1. Usesacollaborative problem‐solving framework as the basisfor identification and planning for academic, behavioral and health interventionsand supports.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Thorough and extensive
knowledge of the specialty area is
evident and actively initiatesand
promotescollaboration.

Collaborateswith membersof the
educational team and studentsto target
the skills, conceptsand strategiescritical
for meetingstudent needsby usingan
array of effective therapy and
intervention approachesand evaluation
tools.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

2. Plansand designs instruction/ intervention based on data and alignseffortswith the school and district improvement plansand state and federal mandates.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Initiates, designsand
implements, or trainsother
professionals, in the use of multiple
sourcesof datacollection.

Usesmultiple sourcesof data collection,
including therapy, classroom, district and
state assessments to design and plan
student interventionsand therapies that
align with school improvement efforts
and other mandates.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

3. Appliesevidence‐based research and best practicesto improve instruction/ interventions.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Identifies resources,
collaboratesand supportsuse of EBPfor
planning.

Demonstratesknowledge of EBPand the
ability to select and apply those
practices to improve instruction and/or
interventions.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

4. Developsintervention support plansthat help the student, family or other community agenciesand systemsof support reach a desired goal.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Initiatescontactswith agencies
and other systemsof support in
developingplans that reflect student
goalsand priorities.

Developsplans that reflect student
goals, prioritiesand support connected
with other agenciesor community
resources.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

5. Engagesparentsand community partners in the planningand design of instruction/ interventions.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Developssystem‐level
strategiesin planning/designing
instruction and intervention.

Engages family, community and
educational stakeholdersasappropriate
when planningand designing
instructionsand intervention with clear
outcomesthat are appropriate to the
disorder, age, developmental level and
needsof students.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.
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Evidences for Domain B(SLP)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Documentation of problem identification and problem analysiswith graphed data and gap analysis (e.g.,
screening, progressmonitoring, diagnostic assessment)
Problem‐ solving/ intervention plan (academic or behavior)
Progress‐ monitoringplan
IEP
Health care plan
Participation in PSTor IEPmeetings
Training related to cultural competence and sensitivity
Mentoring and/or trainingof other professionals
Use of EBPs, such asscaffolding, verbal cues
Referral to other services, such asaudiology, when necessary
Involvement in student, family, teacher and/or community partner input in planning& designing
instruction/ interventions
Alignment of therapy serviceswith current standards
Screening/observation results
Therapy logs
Comprehensive speech or language evaluations
Progressreportsor IEPsdemonstratingeffectivenessor adjustment of therapy services
System of on‐goingcommunication with families
Data from individual students, classroom and the school‐—qualitative and quantitative
Data formatted in multiple ways to aid understanding (IEP/present level statements, consultation logs,
conference logs) and shared with students, families, educators, administratorsor other appropriate
personnel
Documentation systemsthat track and verify student services from school professionalsand outside
professionals
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Domain C: Instruction/ Intervention Delivery and Facilitation (SLP)
Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Collaborateswith school‐based and district level teamsto develop and maintain a multi‐tiered continuum of services(MTSS) to support the academic, social, emotional, behavioral
successand health of all students.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Contributes
innovative ideasand/or takesa leadership role in
planning, facilitatingor delivering interventionsand
therapies.

Contributesto school team in planning, facilitating or
delivering interventionsand therapieswhose intensity
matchesstudent, group or school needs.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates
the practice.

2. Consultsand collaboratesat the individual, family, group and systemslevels to implement effective instruction and intervention services.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Mentorsand
leadsother professionals in the design and
implementation of interventionsand therapies that
support effective instruction.

Consultsand collaborateswith student, family and
educators to design and implement interventionsand
therapies that support effective student instruction.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates
the practice.

3. ImplementsEBPswithin a multi‐tiered framework.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Mentorsor
providesprofessional development in the selection and
use of EBPsin acontinuum of service delivery models.

Seeksout and EBPs in the implementation of
interventionsand therapieswithin a continuum of
service delivery modelsthat are dynamic and
appropriate for students.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates
the practice.

4. Identifies, providesand/or refers for supportsdesigned to help studentsovercome barriersthat impede learning.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Continuously
evaluates, monitorsand/or adjustssupports identified to
help studentsovercome barriers to learning.

Identifiesbarriers to learningand providessupport or
connectsstudentsto appropriate resourcesand/or
other professionals.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates
the practice.

5. Promotesstudent outcomesrelated to career and college readiness.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Advocates
for opportunitiesthat support goal attainment and
engage students to further explore goals, develop self‐
determination skillsand promote independence.

Identifiesand promotesstrategies that support the
attainment of community readinessor postsecondary
goals, includingsupporting increased student
engagement and promotion of independence.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates
the practice.

6. Providesrelevant information regardingchild and adolescent development, barriers to learningand student risk factors.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Promotes
professional development opportunitiesor mentorson
practicesrelated to child and/or adolescent language
development, barriersto learning and risk factors.

Providesstudents, familiesand educatorswith
information on EBPsrelated to child and/or adolescent
language development, barriers to learningand
awarenessand prevention of communication disorders.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates
the practice.
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Evidences for Domain C(SLP)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

RtI collaboration, consultation and strategieswith classroom teachers
Checklistscompleted by classroom teachersaspart of a comprehensive evaluation for speech
and/or language
Implementation of therapeutic tasks/ interventionsthat align with Common Core Standards
Use of strategy‐based therapeutic interventions
Therapy schedule showing variation in frequency and location of speech‐language support services
based on student’s individual needs
IEPgoalsand progresson goalshave been shared with classroom teachersand other professionals
and ongoingcollaboration that results in educationally relevant and measurable long‐term goals
and objectives
Teacher, parent or student surveys
Developsstrategies for students’ successful participation in the classroom curriculum
Presentationsand resourcesprovided to staff and/or parents
Structures therapy setting to facilitate maximum opportunities for student(s) to practice skill sets
and monitorsstudent progress
Actively engagesstudent(s) in self‐monitoring and self‐assessment of targeted skills
Monitorsand providesnew and high‐quality research evidence for therapy procedures
Incorporates the values, preferencesand interestsof individualsand familiesof the studentsand
integratesthose factorsalong with best current research and clinical expertise in selection of goals
and therapy procedures
Integratesresults from all evaluations to identify barriers
Physical space organized for student learning
Evidence of data management and documentation
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Domain D: Learning Environment (SLP)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Collaborateswith teachersand administratorsto implement schoolwide PBS.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Collaborateswith educators
and/or families to generalize positive
behavior supportsacrosssettings.

Consistently implementsand maintains
PBSin order to effectively manage
student behavior in the therapeutic
environment.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.

2. Collaborateswith school personnel and students to foster student engagement (e.g., involvement, motivation, persistence, resilience, ownership).

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Solicitsother stakeholders’
perspectiveson behalf of studentsand,
when appropriate, engages the
involvement of families in therapeutic
intervention.

Consistently optimizesservice delivery
time to actively engage students
throughout the therapeutic environment
to ensure student participation.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.

3. Promotessafe school environments.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Interactswith school
community to support a safe and
accessible environment conducive to
student engagement and learning
throughout the school setting.

Consistently establishesa therapeutic
environment conducive to student
engagement and learning.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.

4. Integratesrelevant cultural issuesand contextsthat impact family–school partnerships.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Promotesunderstanding of
cultural issuesand knowledge of
language differencesversuslanguage
disordersamongstakeholders.

Consistently reflectssensitivity to
cultural issuesand knowledge of
language differencesversus language
disorderswhen interactingwith students
and familiesand when making
intervention decisions.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstratesthe practice.
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Evidences for Domain D(SLP)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Training related to school climate, crisis intervention, PBS
Use of common PBSschoolwide terms/ language
Maintain certification, if appropriate
Referrals to the school office
Written documentation to parents
Clearly posted, observable behavioral expectations
Preventive strategies
Participant on astudent behavior plan or school‐based team
Startsand paces intervention with a coherent structure appropriate to the student(s)
Focuseson session objectiveswhich are aligned with student IEPs
Scaffolding isevident, asappropriate
Materialsand resourcessupport session objectives
Studentsactively engaged throughout the session
Communication with familiesand other stakeholders regarding therapeutic intervention (communication logs,
phone logs, consultation logs, etc.)
Therapeutic setting issafe, organized and arranged to promote individual and/or group participation
Materials, technology and resourcesare easily and readily accessible
Use of physical resourcesand space contributes to all students’ ability to access learning
Participation with the school community on ensuringhealthy, safe and accessible school environments
Use of culturally sensitive materials
Collaboration with ESOLpersonnel
Professional development on multicultural issues
Use of linguistically sensitive protocolsand materials
SLPinteractionswith families/studentsfrom different culturesduringmeetingsand/or therapy
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Domain E: Professional Learning, Responsibility and Ethical Practice (SLP)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory
1. Developsapersonal, professional growth plan that enhancesprofessional knowledge, skillsand practice and addressesareasof need on the evaluation.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective; Solicits
feedback from supervisorsand colleaguesand initiates
activitiesor modifiesplan based on performance
outcomes.

Maintainsa plan for continuousprofessional
growth and skill development aligned with
performance evaluation outcomesand
personal/professional goals.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

2. Engagesin targeted professional growth opportunitiesand reflective practices(e.g., PLC).
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Facilitates
professional learningactivitiesand initiatesactivities that
contribute to professional growth of self and others.

Participates in professional learning
opportunitiesand reflective practices
consistent with the professional growth plan.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

3. Implementsknowledge and skills learned in professional development activities.
Integratesand appliesacquired knowledge and training
into professional practice in order to mentor and/or train
others.

Implementsknowledge and skills learned in
professional development activities in
professional practice.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

4. Demonstrateseffective recordkeepingskills.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Tracks the
impact of serviceson student outcomesand usesrecords
to make decisionsabout the service delivery system.

Maintainscomplete and accurate records,
includingdocumentation of planning,
implementation and evaluation of services.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

5. Demonstrateseffective oral and written communication skills.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Facilitates
communication, and adaptscommunication style and
content to avariety of audiences.

Demonstratescoherent and professional
written and oral communication skills.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

6. Complieswith national and state laws, district policiesand guidelinesand ethical educational and professional standards.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Servesasa
model for colleagues in displaying high standardsof
professionalism and ethics in accordance with laws,
policies, guidelinesand standards.

Complieswith applicable laws, rules,
guidelinesand policiesat the federal, state
and local levels. Adheres to professional
standards, ethicsand practices.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.
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Evidences for Domain E(SLP)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts

☐ Observation

☐ Stakeholder Feedback

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Self-Assessment

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐ Other:

Professional development plan
Consideration of feedback from colleaguesand/or supervisor
Modification of professional growth plansbased on performance outcomes
Attendance/participation in trainings, continuingeducation or advanced coursework
Supervision of clinical fellowship year or externships for SLPs
Mentoring of colleagues
Participatesin activitiescontributing to profession (service on district or state committee, leadership
committee, etc.)
Presentationsmade to staff, parentsand/or parents
Incorporation of new skillsand knowledge into daily educational activities
Written communication isprofessionally appropriate
Appropriate oral communication duringschool‐based meetings
Appropriate oral communication in therapy and classroom settings
Compliance with professional, ethical and educational standards
Compliance with federal and state laws, district policiesand guidelines
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Domain A: Data‐based Decision Makingand Evaluation of Practices(StaffingSpecialists)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Ineffective

1. Collectsand usesdata to develop and implement interventionswithin a problem‐solving framework.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Reviewsand collectsschool or
district data relevant to the application
and problem solving approach in the
implementation and development of a
school wide plan.

Reviewsand collectsschool based data relevant to
the implementation and development of students’
individualized plans through the collaboration with
other interrelated individualsand professionalsthat
support the student needs.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

2. Analyzesmultiple sourcesof qualitative and quantitative data to inform decision‐making.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Providesleadership and
facilitation in analyzing, integratingand
interpreting data.

Assists relevant individualswith analyzing, integrating
and interpretingdata from multiple sources including
assessmentsand usescomparisonsamongprevious
datacollected to determine the student learning
needsand instruction, which will drive the learning
process

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

3. Usesdata to monitor student progress(academic, social/emotional/behavioral) and health and evaluate the effectivenessof serviceson student achievement.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Usesgrade‐level, school or
district‐wide student data to facilitate
the monitoringof student progress to
evaluate the effectivenessof academic,
behavioral and/or health needsand
modify interventionsand servicesbased
on the datacollected.

Usesstudent data to monitor student progress to
evaluate the effectivenessof academic, behavioral
and/or health needsand create interventionsbased
on the data collected.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

4. Sharesstudent performance data in a relevant and understandable way with students, parentsand administrators.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Providesfeedback that creates
a clear vision of the priority instructional
goalsfor the school and can discussin a
way that isunderstandable and relevant
to the cause and effect relationship
between practice and student
achievement

Providesfeedback on the assessed areasof concern
with other data collected on student performance to
stakeholders(students, teachers, parents,
administratorsand school teams) and presents this
information in a way that isunderstandable and
relevant to stakeholder interest/needs.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.
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Evidences for Domain A (StaffingSpecialists)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Student Records

☐ Health Care Plans/ Medical diagnosis from student’s
physician

☐ Stakeholder feedback, including student families

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Student assessment(s), including transition
assessment, if applicable

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐Meeting notes/minutes

☐Other:

Documentation of problem identification and problem analysiswith graphed dataand gap analysis(e.g., screening,
progressmonitoring, diagnostic assessment)

Problem‐ Solving/ Intervention Plan
Academic Intervention Record
Behavior Intervention Plan
Progress‐ MonitoringPlan
Individual Education Plan
Health Care Plan

Documentation based on assessment, observation and/or interpretation of student performance and progress
(e.g., Psycho‐educational, Functional Behavioral Assessment, Transition Assessment, teacher and parent input
forms)
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Domain B: Instruction/ Intervention Planning& Design (StaffingSpecialists)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Usesacollaborative problem‐solving framework as the basisfor identification and planning for academic, behavioral and health interventionsand supports.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Usesschool or district level
data in a problem‐solving framework.

Collaborateswith appropriate school or district level
professionals in a problem solving framework to plan
the academic, behavioral and/or health interventions
and supportsto assist in individual student’sneeds

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training
or prompts to consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

2. Plansand designs instruction/ intervention based on data and alignseffortswith the school and district improvement plansand state and federal mandates.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Usesgrade‐level, school or
district‐wide data to improve student
outcomes.

Usesmultiple sourcesof data to facilitate the
planningand design of instruction and interventions
that promote student achievement and are aligned
with school and district improvement plansand state
and federal mandates.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training
or prompts to consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

3. Appliesevidence‐based research and best practicesto improve instruction/ interventions.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Providesleadership and
training in the use of evidence‐ based
and best practices to improve student
instruction and interventions.

Appliesevidence‐based and best practiceswhen
facilitating the development and planningof student
instruction and interventions.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training
or prompts to consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

4. Developsintervention support plansthat help the student, family or other community agenciesand systemsof support reach a desired goal.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Collaborateswith community
agencies(e.g., Vocational Rehabilitation,
Agency for Personswith Disabilities, etc.)
to develop systemsof support.

Facilitatesthe development of planswith the
collaboration of a team that may involve community
agencies(e.g., Vocational Rehabilitation, Agency for
Personswith Disabilities, etc.) and other systemsof
support in an effort to support the student and their
family with specificneeds.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training
or prompts to consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

5. Engagesparentsand community partners in the planningand design of instruction/ interventions.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Facilitatesstrategiesand
engagesin the planningand design of
student instruction and interventions
with input from the parent and
community partners.

Engagesand collaborateswith parentsand
community partners to ensure their input in the
planningand design of instruction and interventions.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand training
or prompts to consistently
demonstrate the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.
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Evidences for Domain B(StaffingSpecialists)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Student Records

☐ Health Care Plans/ Medical diagnosis from student’s
physician

☐ Stakeholder feedback, including student families

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Student assessment(s), including transition
assessment, if applicable

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐Meeting notes/minutes

☐Other:

Documentation of problem identification and problem analysiswith graphed dataand gap analysis(e.g., screening,
progressmonitoring, diagnostic assessment)

Problem‐ Solving/ Intervention Plan
Academic Intervention Record
Behavior Intervention Plan
Progress‐ MonitoringPlan
Individual Education Plan
Health Care Plan

Documentation based on assessment, observation and/or interpretation of student performance and progress
(e.g., Psycho‐educational, Functional Behavioral Assessment, Transition Assessment, teacher and parent input
forms)

Problem‐ Solving/ Intervention Plan‐ documentation of intervention and monitoringof student response (e.g., RtI
data, progressmonitoringdata)

Documentation systemsthat track and verify student servicesfrom school professionalsand outside professionals

Conference notesand logs

In‐service trainings /presentations(handouts, agenda, PowerPoint
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Domain C: Instruction/ Intervention Delivery and Facilitation (Staffing Specialists)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory
1. Collaborateswith school‐based and district level teamsto develop and maintain a multi‐tiered continuum of servicesto support the academic, social, emotional,

behavioral successand health of all students.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Coordinatesand facilitatesthe collaboration of
school‐based or district level teams.

Collaborateswith a team of school‐based personnel to
implement multi‐tiered supportsthat addressacademic,
social/emotional behavioral and health successof
students.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand
trainingor promptsto
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot
demonstrate or
ineffectively
demonstrates the
practice.

2. Consultsand collaboratesat the individual, family, group and systemslevels to implement effective instruction and intervention services.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Coordinatesand facilitatesstudents, their families
and the appropriate team members.

Consultsand collaborateswith students, their familiesand
the appropriate team membersto support the
development and implementation of effective instruction
and intervention servicesthat will support the student’s
needs.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand
trainingor promptsto
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot
demonstrate or
ineffectively
demonstrates the
practice.

3. Implementsevidence‐based practiceswithin a multi‐tiered framework.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Coordinatesand facilitatesthe collaboration of
appropriate team members.

Collaborateswith the appropriate team members to
facilitate the implementation of evidence‐ based practices
that are proven to achieve positive student outcomes
within amulti‐ tiered framework.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand
trainingor promptsto
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot
demonstrate or
ineffectively
demonstrates the
practice.

4. Identifies, providesand/or refersfor supportsdesigned to help studentsovercome barriers that impede learning.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Provides trainingand mentoring of professionalsof
the process.

Assists in the planningand collaboration of professionals
through the evaluation/eligibility processof astudent to
determine and adjust supportsafter student datahasbeen
collected and interpreted to develop an effective
individualized plan for student

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand
trainingor promptsto
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot
demonstrate or
ineffectively
demonstrates the
practice.

5. Promotesstudent outcomesand the use of computer based programsrelated to career and college readiness.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Implementsactivitiesthat promote self‐advocacy
skillsand transitional needs, asappropriate.

Coordinatescollaboration with the student, teachers,
school counselorsand other appropriate team membersto
promote in the self‐advocacy and transitional needs(if
appropriate) related to the use of digital tools related to
career and college readiness through self determination
which will prepare the student with post school outcome
goals.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand
trainingor promptsto
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot
demonstrate or
ineffectively
demonstrates the
practice.

6. Providesrelevant information regardingchild and adolescent development, barriersto learningand student risk factors.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Selects, develops, modifiesand/or adapts
materialsand resourceswhich support learning
objectivesby addressingstudent development,
student risk factors, varyingstudent learningstyles
and special needsof the student.

Coordinatesand supportscollaboration between the
school psychologist, [delete “assigned”] teachersand other
relevant professionalsto help astudent’s team understand
any relevant information regarding the student’s risk
factorsand student development that may be causing
barriers to learning.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand
trainingor promptsto
consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot
demonstrate or
ineffectively
demonstrates the
practice.
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Evidences for Domain C(StaffingSpecialists)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Student Records

☐ Health Care Plans/ Medical diagnosis from student’s
physician

☐ Stakeholder feedback, including student families

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Student assessment(s), including transition
assessment, if applicable

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐Meeting notes/minutes

☐Other:

Conference Notes

RtI/MTSSdocumentation

Individual Education Plans

Functional Behavior Assessmentsand Behavior Intervention Plan

Student data collection
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Domain D: LearningEnvironment (Staffing Specialists)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory
1. Collaborateswith teachersand administrators to develop and implement positive behavior supports.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Coordinatesand facilitates
collaboration to implement at the school
wide level.

Collaborateswith educatorsand
administratorsto develop and/or
implement a classroom or individual
positive behavior support system that
includeshigh expectationsfor all
students.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

2. Collaborateswith school personnel and students to foster student engagement (e.g., involvement, motivation, persistence, resilience, ownership).

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Coordinatesaprocesswith
educators, studentsand familiesabout
school level activitiesthat will encourage
student engagement to reflect an
outcome of student achievement and
success

Collaboratesand consultswith
educators, studentsand familiesto
identify the strengthsand needsof the
student aspart of the problem solving
and intervention planning processto
increase student engagement.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

3. Promotessafe school environments.

In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Coordinateson the
development of classroom management
systems.

Consultson the development of
classroom management systemsthat
promote healthy, safe and accessible
school environments.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.

4. Integratesrelevant cultural issuesand contextsthat impact family–school partnerships.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof
Effective: Assists in collaboration among
individualsand organizationsto improve
cultural, social and societal issues that
impact family school relationships
through planning activitiesconsidering
individual student’sculture, learning
styles, special needsand socio‐
economical background.

Identifiesrelevant cultural, social and
societal issues that impact family school
relationshipsand usesthe knowledge to
problem solve possible prevention and
intervention strategies.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
promptsto consistently demonstrate the
practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or ineffectively
demonstrates the practice.
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Evidencesfor Domain D(StaffingSpecialists)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Student Records

☐ Health Care Plans/ Medical diagnosis from student’s
physician

☐ Stakeholder feedback, including student families

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Student assessment(s), including transition
assessment, if applicable

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐Meeting notes/minutes

☐Other:

Threat Assessment

School Climate surveys

In‐service Training‐ presentation/ facilitation related to school climate, violence prevention, crisis intervention and
cultural sensitivity

School level activities to promote student success and progress (e.g., FCAT rallies, SAT/ACT high score achiever
certificate, good student attendance certificate, honor roll acknowledgement)
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Domain E: Professional Learning, Responsibility and Ethical Practice (StaffingSpecialists)

Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory
1. Developsa personal, professional growth plan that enhancesprofessional knowledge, skillsand practice; and addressesareasof need on the evaluation.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: solicits
feedback from supervisorsand colleaguesand
initiatesactivitiesor modifiesplan based on
performance outcomes.

Demonstratescontinuousprofessional
growth and skill development aligned
with performance evaluation outcomes
and personal/professional goals.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

2. Engages in targeted professional growth opportunitiesand reflective practices(e.g., PLC).
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Facilitatesprofessional learningactivitiesand
initiatesactivities that contribute to professional
growth of self and others.

Participates in professional learning
opportunitiesand reflective practices
consistent with the professional growth
plan.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

3. Implementsknowledge and skills learned in professional development activities.
Integratesand appliesacquired knowledge and
training into professional practice in order to mentor
and/or train others.

Implementsknowledge and skills
learned in professional development
activities into professional practice.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

4. Demonstrateseffective recordkeepingskills.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Facilitatescommunication, adaptscommunication
style and content to a variety of audiences.

Demonstratesreliable recordkeeping
and coherent and professional written
and oral communication skills.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

5. Demonstrateseffective oral and written communication skills.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective:
Facilitatescommunication, adaptscommunication
style and content to a variety of audiences.

Demonstratescoherent and
professional written and oral
communication skills.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.

6. Complieswith national and state laws, district policiesand guidelinesand ethical educational and professional standards.
In addition to thecharacteristicsof Effective: Serves
asa model for colleaguesin displayinghigh standards
of professionalism and ethics in accordance with
laws, policies, guidelinesand standards.

Complieswith applicable laws, rules,
guidelinesand policiesat the federal,
state and local levels. Adheres to
professional standards, ethicsand
practices.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, supportsand trainingor
prompts to consistently demonstrate
the practice.

Doesnot demonstrate or
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice.
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Evidences for Domain E(StaffingSpecialists)

Sourcesof Evidence: Typesof Evidence:

☐ Student Records

☐ Health Care Plans/ Medical diagnosis from student’s
physician

☐ Stakeholder feedback, including student families

☐ Conference/Interview

☐ Student assessment(s), including transition
assessment, if applicable

☐ Professional Growth Plan

☐Meeting notes/minutes

☐Other:

Professional accolades from local, state and national professional organizations

Documentation of professional conferencesand workshops

Professional learningcommunity participation and facilitation

Documentation of supervision and/or mentoringactivities

Demonstrate of organization and time management (e.g., logs and calendars)
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Student ServicesProfessionals: State Model (SSPEM)

The instrumentsare exactly asprovided by the state model, except that the performance levelsof Emergent and Ineffective have been revised to align with the
district developed models, which use NeedsImprovement/Developing and Unsatisfactory respectively.
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Domain A: Data‐Based Decision Makingand Evaluation of Practices
Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Collectsand usesdata to develop and implement interventionswithin aproblem‐solving framework.
Usesand/or facilitatescollectingdistrict
data relevant to informingproblem
identification, problem analysis, and
intervention design at the systems level.

Usesavailable school data and collects
additional student data (e.g., screening,
progressmonitoring, and diagnostic
assessment) relevant to informing
problem identification, problem analysis,
and intervention design.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be effective independently.

Doesnot collect or use data to inform
interventionswithin a problem‐solving
framework ORineffectively demonstrates
the practice/skill required.

2. Analyzesmultiple sourcesof qualitative and quantitative data to inform decision making.
Analyzes, integrates, and interpretsdata
from multiple sourcesat the school or
district level, and uses the data to inform
systems‐level decisions.

Analyzes, integrates, and interpretsdata
from multiple sourcesat the individual
and group level, and uses the data to
inform decisions.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be effective independently.

Doesnot analyze, integrate, and interpret
data from multiple sourcesor use data to
inform decisionsORineffectively
demonstrates the practice/skill required.

3. Usesdata to monitor student progress(academic, social/emotional/behavioral) and health and evaluate the effectivenessof serviceson student achievement.
Usesschool or district data to monitor
the effectivenessof MTSSsupportsand
district intervention program outcomes.

Usesindividual and group data to
monitor student progress, evaluate the
effectivenessof academicand behavioral
instruction/ intervention, and modify
interventionsbased on student data.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be effective independently.

Doesnot monitor student progressor
evaluate the effectivenessof academic
and behavioral instruction/ intervention
ORineffectively demonstrates the
practice/skill required.

4. Sharesstudent performance data in a relevant and understandable way with students, parents, and administrators.
Trainsor mentorsothers to provide
feedback on student performance and
other assessment data to stakeholders
and to present data in a way that is
understandable and relevant to
stakeholder interest/needs.

Provides feedback on student
performance and other assessment data
to stakeholders (students, teachers,
parents, administrators, school teams)
and presentsdata in a way that is
understandable and relevant to
stakeholder interest/needs.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be effective independently.

Doesnot provide feedback on student
performance and other assessment data;
doesnot present data in a way that is
understandable and relevant OR
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice/skill required.
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Domain B: Instruction/ Intervention Planning and Design

Highly Effective Effective Needs Improvement/ Developing Unsatisfactory
1. Usesacollaborative problem‐solving framework as the basisfor identification and planning for academic, behavioral, and health interventionsand supports.
Providesa leadership role by training
othersand facilitating team members’
ability to identify, problem solve, and
plan academicand behavioral
interventions.

Workswith team and team members to
identify, problem solve, and plan
academic, behavioral, and health
interventions.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be effective independently.

Doesnot work with team to identify,
problem solve, and plan academicand
behavioral interventionsORineffectively
demonstratesthe practice/skill required.

2. Plansand designsinstruction/ intervention based on data and alignseffortswith the school and district improvement plansand state and federal mandates.
Trainsor mentorsothers in collecting
and usingmultiple sourcesof data,
includingclassroom, district, and state
assessments, to design and plan
instruction and interventions that are
aligned with school improvement
prioritiesand other mandates.

Usesmultiple sourcesof data, including
classroom, district, and state
assessments, to design and plan
instruction and interventionsthat are
aligned with school improvement
prioritiesand other mandates.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be effective independently.

Instruction and interventionsare not
aligned ORare poorly aligned with
school improvement prioritiesand other
mandates.

3. Appliesevidence‐based research and best practicesto improve instruction/ interventions.
Appliesevidenced‐based best practices
when developingand planning
instruction and interventionsacrossall
levelsof MTSS(individual, targeted
group, school, systems).

Appliesevidence‐based and best
practiceswhen developing and planning
instruction and intervention.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be effective independently.

Fails to apply ORpoorly applies
evidence‐based and best practiceswhen
developing and planning instruction and
intervention.

4. Developsintervention support plansthat help the student, family, or other community agenciesand systemsof support to reach adesired goal.
Collaborates to identify systems‐level
needs, resources, and infrastructure to
accessservicesand supports.

Developsasupport plan that reflectsthe
goalsof student/client systemsand
supportsthe goal.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be effective independently.

Support plansare ineffectively
developed (i.e., plansdo not reflect goals
or systemscoordination and support to
obtain stated goal).

5. Engagesparentsand community partners in the planning and design of instruction/ interventions.
Developssystems‐level strategies(e.g.,
validate participation, decision making,
two‐way communication) for engaging
familiesand community when planning
and designing instruction and
interventions.

Engages families, community, and
educational stakeholderswhen planning
and designing instruction and
interventions. Parent input isvalued and
incorporated into plans.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be effective independently.

Doesnot engage ORineffectively
engages familiesand community when
planningand designing
instruction/ intervention.
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Domain C: Instruction/ Intervention Delivery and Facilitation
Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Collaborateswith school‐based and district‐level teamsto develop and maintain amulti‐tiered continuum of services(MTSS) to support the academic, social,
emotional, and behavioral successand health of all students.

Facilitatesthe development of MTSSat
the district level by planningand
implementing interventionsthat address
systemic issues/concerns.

Facilitatesthe development of MTSSat
the school level by planning and
implementing interventionswhose
intensity matchesstudent, group, or
school needs.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot contribute to the development
and implementation of MTSSat the
school level ORineffectively
demonstrates the practice/skill required.

2. Consultsand collaboratesat the individual, family, group, and systems levelsto implement effective instruction and intervention services.
Consultsand collaboratesat the
school/systems level to plan, implement,
and evaluate academicand social‐
emotional/behavioral services.

Consultsand collaboratesat the
individual, family, and group levels to
plan, implement, and evaluate
academic, social‐emotional/ behavioral,
and health services.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot consult/collaborate OR
demonstratespractice/skill ineffectively
when planning, implementing, or
evaluatingacademicand social‐
emotional/behavioral services.

3. Implementsevidence‐based practiceswithin a multi‐tiered framework.
Assists in identifyingand implementing
evidence‐based practicesrelevant to
system‐wide (school or district)
interventionsand supports.

Incorporatesevidence‐based practicesin
the implementation of interventions for
individual studentsand targeted groups.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot incorporate ORineffectively
demonstratesevidence‐based practices
when implementing interventions for
individual studentsand targeted groups.

4. Identifies, provides, and/or refersfor supportsdesigned to help studentsovercome barriers that impede learning.
Identifies the systemicbarriers to
learningand facilitates the development
of broader support systemsfor students
and families.

Identifiesbarriersto learning and
connectsstudentswith resources that
support positive student outcomes/
goals.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot identify barriers to learningor
connect studentswith resourcesthat
support positive outcomes/goalsOR
ineffectively demonstrates the
practice/skill required.

5. Promotesstudent outcomesrelated to career and college readiness.
Develops/plansdistrict‐level or school‐
level policies/ interventions/ supports
that addressstudent postsecondary goal
attainment.

Develops/plans interventionsor
programsto increase student
engagement (e.g., attendance, on‐task
behavior, rigorous/ relevant instruction,
participation in school activities) and
support attainment of post‐secondary
goals.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot develop interventions that
increase student engagement or support
attainment of postsecondary goalsOR
ineffectively demonstratespractice/skill
required.

6. Providesrelevant information regardingchild and adolescent development, barriersto learning, and student risk factors.
Develops/providestrainings that include
best practicesrelated to developmental
issues, barriersto learning, and risk
factors.

Providesstudents, staff, and parents
with information, research, and best
practicesrelated to developmental
issues, barriersto learning, and risk
factors.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot inform students, staff, or
parentsabout best practicesrelated to
developmental issues, barriersto
learning, or risk factorsORdemonstrates
practice/skill ineffectively.
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Domain D: Learning Environment
Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/ Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Collaborateswith teachersand administratorsto develop and implement school‐wide positive behavior supports.
Interactswith school, district, parents,
and community partners to sustain and
promote effective system‐wide
programs/services that result in a
healthy school climate.

Interactswith school personnel to
promote and implement school‐wide
positive behavior supports.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot interact with school personnel
to promote and implement school‐wide
positive behavior supportsORpoorly
demonstrates the practice/skill required.

2. Collaborateswith school personnel and students to foster student engagement (e.g., involvement, motivation, persistence, resilience, ownership).
Examinesneed and feasibility for
systemic intervention to support and
increase student engagement district‐
wide.

Consultswith school staff and students
to identify strengthsand weaknessesas
part of problem solvingand intervention
planning to increase student
engagement.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot consult with school personnel
to support and/or increase student
engagement ORineffectively
demonstrates the practice/skill required.

3. Promotessafe school environments.
Interactswith learningcommunity to
enhance, support, and/or create safe
and violence‐free school climates
through trainingand advancement of
initiativesthat relate to healthy and
violence‐free schools.

Interactswith school personnel to
promote and implement effective
programs/services that result in a
healthy and violence‐free school climate
(i.e., readiness, school failure,
attendance, dropout, bullying, child
abuse, youth suicide, school violence).

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Fails to demonstrate ORineffectively
demonstratesunderstanding, advocacy,
and implementation of
services/programsthat addressrisk and
protective factorsamongstudents/staff.

4. Integratesrelevant cultural issuesand contextsthat impact family–school partnerships.
Createsand promotesmulticultural
understandingand dialogue through
trainingand information dissemination
to examine the broader context of
cultural issuesthat impact family–school
partnerships.

Identifiesrelevant cultural issuesand
contexts that impact family–school
partnershipsand uses thisknowledge as
the basisfor problem solving related to
prevention and intervention.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot ORineffectively demonstrates
knowledge of cultural influenceson
students, teachers, communication
styles, techniques, and practices.

5. Providesacontinuum of crisis intervention services.
Engagesthe learning community in
strengtheningcrisispreparednessand
response by organization, training, and
information dissemination.

Collaborates in crisisplanning,
prevention, response, and recovery
and/or collaborates in implementing/
evaluating programs.

Practice isemerging but requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot ORineffectively demonstrates
skills related to collaboration for crisis
intervention along the continuum of
services.
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Domain E: Professional Learning, Responsibility, and Ethical Practice
Highly Effective Effective NeedsImprovement/Developing Unsatisfactory

1. Developsa personal, professional growth plan that enhancesprofessional knowledge, skills, and practice and addressesareasof need on the evaluation.
Establishescontinuousimprovement
strategy to identify and self‐monitor
areas for skill and professional growth
based on performance outcomes.

Maintainsaplan for continuous
professional growth and skill
development aligned with performance
evaluation outcomesand
personal/professional goals.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot develop apersonal professional
growth plan with goalsrelated to
performance evaluation outcomesOR
shows ineffective effort in this
practice/skill.

2. Engages in targeted professional growth opportunitiesand reflective practices(e.g., professional learningcommunity [PLC]).
Facilitatesprofessional learning
communities’ review of practicesand
response to feedback from supervisor
and/or coworkers.

Participatesin professional learning
opportunitiesconsistent with the
professional growth plan and uses
feedback from supervisor and/or
colleagues for skill enhancement.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot participate in professional
development opportunitiesOR
demonstratespoor acceptance and/or
use of constructive feedback to enhance
skills.

3. Implementsknowledge and skills learned in professional development activities.
Integratesacquired knowledge and
training into practice for professional
community.

Integratesand appliesacquired
knowledge and training into professional
practice.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Demonstrates little or no interest in
altering practicesand delivery of services
to accommodate new knowledge and
skills.

4. Demonstrateseffective recordkeepingand communication skills.
Supportsrecord/datamanagement
system impact on practice and facilitates
active listening amongprofessional
learningcommunity members.

Demonstratesreliable recordkeeping
skills; demonstratescoherent,
professional written/oral communication;
adaptscommunication style and content
to a variety of audiences; establishes
rapport and isan active listener.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot ORineffectively maintains
reliable system of recordkeeping; fails to
or poorly demonstratesactive listening,
written, and/or verbal communication
skills.

5. Complieswith national and state laws, district policiesand guidelines, and ethical educational and professional standards.
Demonstratesaclear understandingof
professional practice standardsand
ethics. Operationalizesstandards in day‐
to‐day practice asa model for
professional community members.

Adheres to professional standards, ethics
and practices; maintainsaccurate, timely,
and confidential records; and complies
with relevant laws, rules, guidelines, and
policiesat the national, state, and local
levels.

Practice isemergingbut requires
supervision, support, and/or training to
be independently effective.

Doesnot adhere to standardsof
professional practice, national and state
laws, and/or local policy and procedures
in the professional arena.
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Methodsand Sourcesof Evidence

Data‐Based Decision Making and Evaluation of Practices
Sourcesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts
☐Observation
☐ Stakeholder Feedback
☐ Conference/ Interview
☐ Self‐Assessment
☐ Professional Growth Plan
☐Other:

Typesof Evidence:

Documentation of problem identification and problem analysiswith graphed data and gap analysis (e.g., screening, progressmonitoring,
diagnostic assessment)

Problem‐Solving/Intervention Plan
Academic Intervention Record
Behavior Intervention Plan
Progress‐Monitoring Plan
Section 504 Plan

Reportswith data analysisand interpretation
(e.g., psychoeducational; psychological; psychosocial; counselors, school health report)
Data platforms/electronic documentation systems(e.g., Data Warehouse, Pinnacle, Global Scholar, Performance Matters, AIMSWEB, mCLASS,
EASYCBM)
Critical ComponentsChecklist
Counseling Plan and logs
NeedsAssessments

Instruction/ Intervention Planningand Design
Sourcesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts
☐Observation
☐ Stakeholder Feedback
☐ Conference/ Interview
☐ Self‐Assessment
☐ Professional Growth Plan
☐Other:

Typesof Evidence:

Problem solving/ intervention meeting/plan, documentation of intervention design and development (w/ targets, goals, delivery methods, etc.)
Critical ComponentsChecklist
Functional Behavioral Assessment (FBA)
Individual Educational Plan (IEP)
Section 504 Plan
Emergency Action Plan
Individualized Health Care Plan
School Health Plan

Electronic documentation systems(school‐entry health exam, immunization certification, health records, emergency information, electronic
data panels that verify collaboration and consultation)
Inservice trainings/presentations (handouts, agenda, PowerPoint)
Learning community discussions/presentations(agenda)
School/District Improvement Plans– documentation of participation
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Instruction/ Intervention Delivery and Facilitation
Sourcesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts
☐Observation
☐ Stakeholder Feedback
☐ Conference/ Interview
☐ Self‐Assessment
☐ Professional Growth Plan
☐Other:

Typesof Evidence:

Problem‐Solving/ Intervention Plan – documentation of intervention and monitoring of student response (e.g., RtI data, progress‐monitoring
data)
Monitoring intervention implementation (dosage and fidelity)
Electronic documentation systems(electronic data panels that track and verify services)
Case consultation summary
Parent conference notes/ logs
Newsletters, emails, webpage, and other communication methods
Critical ComponentsChecklist
Benchmark of Quality (BoQ); Benchmarks for Advanced Tiers (BAT)
Inservice trainings/presentationsrelated to intervention delivery and facilitation (handouts, agenda, PowerPoint)
Pre‐post surveys
School/District Improvement – documentation of participation
Customer satisfaction surveys
Family participation and engagement

Learning Environment

Sourcesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts
☐Observation
☐ Stakeholder Feedback
☐ Conference/ Interview
☐ Self‐Assessment
☐ Professional Growth Plan
☐Other:

Typesof Evidence:
Threat assessment
Crisis intervention participation/ facilitation
School climate surveys
Inservice trainings/presentationsrelated to school climate, violence preventions, crisis intervention, and mental health issues
School‐based programs– development and implementation
Health education, medication administration, first aid, bloodborne pathogens, cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and automated external
defibrillator (AED) trainings
Disproportionality – risk index and ratios
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Professional Learning, Responsibility and Ethical Practice
Sourcesof Evidence:

☐ Artifacts
☐Observation
☐ Stakeholder Feedback
☐ Conference/ Interview
☐ Self‐Assessment
☐ Professional Growth Plan
☐Other:

Types of Evidence:

Professional Growth Plan
Documentation of inservice, professional conferences, and workshops
Conference/workshop follow‐up activities/ implementation
Professional learningcommunity participation/facilitation
Membership in professional organization
Documentation of supervision/mentoringactivities
Demonstration of time management (e.g., logs, calendars)
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District Developed Danielson‐Based Model (Classroom)
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Classroom Teacher Evaluation Rubric

School District of Lee County

Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory
NeedsImprovement/

Developing Effective Highly Effective
Domain 1: Planning and Preparation
1a. DemonstratingKnowledge
of Content and Pedagogy

Lesson plansand practice display no
knowledge of the state standards,
content, or the instructional practices
specific to that discipline.

Lesson plansare incomplete.

Lesson plansare not evident on a
consistent basis.

Lesson plansand practice reflect some
knowledge of the state standards,
content and instructional practices
specific to that discipline.

Lesson plansare lacking basic elements,
or are difficult for others to follow.

Lesson plansare rudimentary.

Some evidence of extension activities,
methods, and higher level thinking skills.

Lesson plansand practice reflect
consistent and appropriate knowledge of
the state standardsand the instructional
practicesspecific to that discipline.

Lesson plansinclude all basic elementsof
lesson design including objectives.

Consistent evidence of extension
activities, methods, and higher level
thinking skills.

Lesson plansand practice reflect detailed
knowledge of state standards, content
and instructional practicesspecific to that
discipline.

Lesson plansinclude extensive use of
higher level thinking skills, activities, and
application.

Research and new or innovative methods
are extensively incorporated into lesson
plansand instructional strategies.

1b. DesigningStudent
Assessment

Teacher’splan for assessingstudent
learning containsno clear criteria or
standards, ispoorly aligned with the
instructional outcomes, or isnot
appropriate for most students. The
resultsof assessment have minimal
impact on the design of future
instruction.

Teacher’splan for student assessment is
moderately aligned with the instructional
outcomes, lacksclear criteria, and isnot
appropriate for at least some students.
Teacher utilizesassessment results to
plan for future instruction for the classas
a whole.

Assessmentsprovide studentswith
limited ways to demonstrate mastery.

Teacher’splan for student assessment is
aligned with the instructional outcomes,
usesclear criteria, and isappropriate to
the needsof students. Teacher utilizes
assessment results to plan for future
instruction for groupsof students.

Assessmentsprovide studentswith
multiple ways to demonstrate mastery.

Teacher’splan for student assessment is
fully aligned with the instructional
outcomes, with clear criteria and
standards that show evidence of student
contribution to their development.
Assessment methodologiesmay have
been adapted for individuals, and the
teacher utilizes results to plan for future
instruction for individual students.

Assessmentsare adapted for individual
studentsand provide multiple ways to
demonstrate mastery and multiple
opportunitiesduring the unit to
demonstrate mastery.
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School District of Lee County

Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory
NeedsImprovement/

Developing Effective Highly Effective
1c. Setting Instructional
Outcomes

The teacher developsgeneral student
achievement goals for the classor does
not develop goalsat all.

Instructional outcomesare of moderate
rigor and are suitable for some students,
but consist of a combination of activities
and goals, some of which permit viable
methodsof assessment.

Outcomesreflect more than one activity,
and there issome evidence of, or
attempt at, coordination or integration.

The teacher developsmeasurable
student achievement goals for her or his
class.

Instructional outcomesare stated as
goals reflecting high‐level learning and
state standards, are suitable for most
students in the class, represent different
typesof learning, and can be assessed.

Outcomesreflect opportunitiesfor
extension and interdisciplinary
application.

The teacher developsmeasurable
student achievement goals for the class
that are aligned to content standardsand
are differentiated based on the needsof
the class.

The teacher collaboratively developsand
monitorsambitiousand measurable
achievement goalswith individual
students, aswell as instructional
outcomesfor the classor course, that are
aligned to the state standards.

1d. DemonstratingKnowledge
of Resourcesand Technology

The teacher demonstratesminimal
familiarity with resourcesand technology
available to enhance own knowledge, use
in teaching, or to provide for students
who need them.

The teacher doesnot seek knowledge of
resourcesand technology.

The teacher, at times, demonstrates
some familiarity with resourcesand basic
technology available through the school
or district to enhance own knowledge, to
use in teaching, or to provide for students
who need them.

The teacher makes limited attempts to
extend knowledge of resourcesand
technology.

The teacher consistently utilizes the basic
or required resourcesand technology
available through the school or district to
enhance own knowledge, use in teaching,
or to provide for studentswho need
them.

The teacher utilizesavailable support for
required knowledge of resourcesand
technology.

The teacher extensively integrates
resourcesand technology (asavailable) in
and beyond the school, the district and
the community to enhance own
knowledge, to use in teaching, and to
provide for studentswho need them.

The teacher providessupport to others
for required knowledge of resources and
technology.
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Unsatisfactory
NeedsImprovement/

Developing Effective Highly Effective
1e. DesigningCoherent
Instruction that Demonstrates
Knowledge of Students

The teacher'splan for learning
experiences ispoorly aligned with
instructional outcomesand doesnot
represent a coherent structure.

Lessonsare not differentiated.

Teacher demonstratesminimal
knowledge of students’ backgrounds,
cultures, skills, language proficiency,
interests, and special needs, and doesnot
seek such understanding.

The teacher'splan for learning
experiencesdemonstratessome
alignment with instructional outcomes.

Lessonshave a recognizable structure
and reflect moderate knowledge of grade
level, school, or district strategiesand
resourcesfound in the instructional
standardsand/or Academic Plan.

Lessonsare inconsistently differentiated.

Teacher demonstratessome knowledge
of the importance of understanding
students’ backgrounds, cultures, skills,
language proficiency, interests, and
special needs, and attains thisknowledge
for the classasa whole.

The teacher'splan for learning
experiencesconsistently demonstrates
knowledge of content, students, and
resourcesto design lessonsthat are
aligned to instructional outcomes.

Lessonshave a clear structure and reflect
effective knowledge of grade level,
school, or district strategiesand
resourcesfound in the instructional
standardsand/or Academic Plan.

Lessonsare often differentiated and
suitable for groupsof students, and are
likely to engage students in significant
learning.

Teacher clearly demonstratesthe
importance of understanding students’
backgrounds, cultures, skills, language
proficiency, interests, and special needs,
and attains thisknowledge for the class
asa whole.

The teacher'splan for learning
experiencesextensively demonstrates
knowledge of content, students, and
resources to design detailed lessonsthat
are fully aligned to instructional
outcomes.

Lessonshave a clear structure, are
reflective of detailed knowledge of grade
level, school, or district strategiesand
resources found in the instructional
standardsand/or Academic Plan, and
allow for different pathwaysaccording to
student needs. Detailed interdisciplinary
instruction isutilized, asappropriate, for
the content, setting and level.

Lessonsare differentiated where
appropriate, suitable for individual
students, and expected to engage all
students in significant learning.

Teacher actively seeksknowledge of
students’ backgrounds, cultures, skills,
language proficiency, interests, and
special needs from a variety of sources,
and attainsthisknowledge for individual
students.
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Domain 2: The Classroom Environment
2a. Creatingan Environment
of Respect

Classroom interactions, both between
the teacher and studentsand among
students, are negative, inappropriate, or
insensitive to students' cultural
backgroundsor developmental
differences, and are characterized by
sarcasm, put‐downs, or conflict.

Classroom interactions, both between
the teacher and studentsand among
students, are generally appropriate and
free from conflict but may be
characterized by occasional displaysof
insensitivity or lack of responsiveness to
cultural or developmental differences.

Classroom interactions, both between
teacher and studentsand among
students, are polite and respectful,
reflect general warmth and caring, and
are appropriate to the cultural and
developmental differencesamonggroups
of students.

Classroom interactions, both between
teacher and studentsand among
students, are respectful and reflect
genuine warmth, caring, and sensitivity to
the cultural and developmental
differencesamong groupsof students.
Studentsthemselvesensure high levelsof
civility among membersof the class.

2b. Establishesa Culture for
Learning

The teacher hasnot created a positive
culture for learning. Teacher
commitment to the subject matter and
expectationsfor student achievement are
low. Student pride in work isnot evident.

The teacher hasmoderately established a
positive culture for learning.
Commitment to the subject matter is
developing, and there are rudimentary
expectations for student achievement.
Studentsshow some pride in their work.

The teacher hascreated a positive
classroom culture for learning,
characterized by high expectationsfor
most students, the belief that students
can succeed if they work hard, and
appropriate commitment to the subject
matter by both the teacher and students.
Studentsdemonstrate pride in their
work.

The teacher hascreated a culture for
learningcharacterized by high levelsof
student energy and the teacher'spassion
for the subject area. Everyone sharesa
belief in the importance of the subject
and the belief that all studentscan
succeed if they work hard. All students
hold themselves to high standardsof
performance; for example, by initiating
improvement to their work.

2c. Establishesand Manages
Classroom Procedures

Considerable instructional time is lost
because of inefficient classroom routines
and procedures for transitions, handling
of supplies, and performance of non‐
instructional duties.

Some instructional time is lost because of
inefficient classroom routinesand
proceduresfor transitions, handlingof
supplies, and performance of non‐
instructional duties, which are only
rudimentary.

Little instructional time is lost because of
inefficient classroom routinesand
proceduresfor transitions, handlingof
supplies, and performance of non‐
instructional duties, which occur
smoothly.

Studentscontribute to the seamless
operation of classroom routinesand
proceduresfor transitions, handling of
supplies, and performance of non‐
instructional duties.

2d. StopsMisconduct by Using
Effective, Appropriate
Techniques

There isno evidence that standardsof
conduct have been established and
minimal teacher monitoring of student
behavior. Response to student
misbehavior is repressive or disrespectful
of student dignity.

The teacher doesnot addressoff‐task,
inappropriate, or challenging behavior
efficiently, thereby creating significant
negative impact on the learning of
students in the class. The teacher does
not reinforce positive behavior.

There issome evidence that the teacher
hasmade an effort to establish standards
of conduct for studentsand tries to
monitor student behavior, but these
effortsare not alwayssuccessful.

The teacher addressessome off task,
inappropriate, or challenging behavior
efficiently, thereby creatingsome
negative impact on the learning of
students in the class. The teacher
generally reinforcespositive behavior.

There isconsistent evidence that
standardsof conduct are clear to
students, and the teacher monitors
student behavior against those
standards. The teacher'sresponse to
student misbehavior isappropriate and
respectful to students.

The teacher addressesmost off‐task,
inappropriate, or challenging behavior
efficiently, thereby creating little negative
impact on the learning of students in the
class. The teacher strategically reinforces
positive behavior.

Standardsof conduct are clear, with
evidence of student participation in
setting them. Expectationsare developed
and taught. The teacher'smonitoring of
student behavior issubtle and
preventative, and the teacher'sresponse
to student misbehavior issensitive to
individual student needs.

The teacher addressesalmost all off‐task,
inappropriate, or challengingbehavior
efficiently, thereby creating no negative
impact on the learningof students in the
class. Studentstake an active role in
monitoring the standardsof behavior and
there issignificant evidence that students
support the positive classroom culture.
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2e. OrganizingPhysical Space The physical environment isunsafe, or

studentsdon't have access to learning.
There ispoor alignment between the
physical arrangement and the lesson
activities.

The classroom issafe, essential learning is
accessible to some students, and the
teacher'suse of physical resourcesis
moderately effective. Teacher may
attempt to modify the physical
arrangement to suit learning activities,
with limited success.

The classroom issafe, and learning is
accessible to most students. Teacher
ensures that the physical arrangement is
appropriate to the learning activities.
Teacher makeseffective use of physical
resources.

The classroom issafe, and the physical
environment ensures the learning of all
students, including those with special
needs. Studentscontribute to the use or
adaptation of the physical environment
to advance learning.

Domain 3: Instruction
3a. Communicating with
Students

The teacher hasan inadequate presence
in the classroom.

The teacher ineffectively develops
students’ understanding of the objective
by not communicating it, the teacher
doesnot have a clear objective, or the
lesson doesnot connect to the objective.

The teacher hasa positive presence in
the classroom.

The teacher developsstudents’
understanding of the objective by
communicating what studentswill know
or be able to do by the end of the lesson
and connecting the objective to prior
knowledge.

The teacher hasa positive presence in
the classroom.

The teacher effectively develops
students’ understanding of the objective
by communicating what studentswill
know or be able to do by the end of the
lesson, connecting the objective to prior
knowledge, and explaining the
importance of the objective.

The teacher hasa positive presence in
the classroom.

The teacher extensively develops
students’ understanding of the objective
by communicatingwhat studentswill
know or be able to do by the end of the
lesson, connecting the objective to prior
knowledge, explaining the importance of
the objective, providing multiple
opportunities for student think time, and
referring to the objective at key points
during the lesson.
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3b. Using Questioning and
Discussion Techniques

The teacher checks for understanding of
content, but missesall key moments.

Checksdo not provide an accurate pulse
of the class' understanding.

The teacher asksquestions that are low‐
level or inappropriate, elicitsminimal or
no student participation and recitation
rather than discussion, and doesnot
respond to students' correct answersby
probing for higher‐level understanding in
an effective manner.

The teacher doesnot use guided
discussion techniques.

The teacher checks for understandingof
content, but missesseveral key
moments.

Checkssometimesprovide an accurate
pulse of the class' understanding, such
that the teacher hasenough information
to adjust subsequent instruction, if
necessary.

The teacher asks few questions that elicit
a thoughtful response, attemptsto
engage all students in the discussion but
isonly moderately successful, and
sometimesresponds to students' correct
answersby probing for higher level
understanding in an effective manner.

The teacher attempts to use guided
discussion techniqueswith limited
success.

The teacher checks for understandingof
content, but missesone or two key
moments.

Checksconsistently provide an accurate
pulse of the class' understanding, such
that the teacher hasenough information
to adjust subsequent instruction, if
necessary.

The teacher asksmany questions that
elicit a thoughtful response and
consistently allowssufficient time for
studentsto answer, engagesmost
students in the discussion, stepsaside
when appropriate, and consistently
respondsto students' correct answersby
probing for higher level understanding in
an effective manner.

The teacher usesguided discussion
techniqueswith success.

The teacher checks for understanding of
content at all key moments.

Checksalwaysprovide an accurate pulse
of the class' understanding, such that the
teacher hasenough information to adjust
subsequent instruction if necessary.

The teacher regularly asksquestionsthat
reflect high expectationsand are
culturally and developmentally
appropriate, alwaysallowssufficient time
for studentsto answer, promotescritical
and creative thinking, ensures that all
voicesare heard, and frequently
respondsto students' correct answersby
probing for higher level understanding in
an effective manner.

The teacher frequently usesguided
discussion techniqueswith success.
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3c. Engaging Students in
Learning

Activitiesand assignments, materials, and
groupingsof studentsare not appropriate
for the instructional outcome or not
sensitive to the students' culture or level
of understanding, resulting in minimal
intellectual engagement.

Lessonshave no structure, have no pace,
and have no academic focus.

The teacher doesnot use technology (as
available) in the teaching and learning
processes.

Teacher’sknowledge of subject matter is
poor.

Activitiesand assignments, materials, and
groupingsof studentsare moderately
appropriate for the instructional
outcomesor are somewhat sensitive to
the students' culture or level of
understanding, resulting in moderate
intellectual engagement.

Lessonshave recognizable structure, but
are not fully maintained, are poorly
paced, and have limited academic focus.

The teacher sometimesuses technology
(asavailable) in the teaching and learning
processes.

Teacher demonstrates limited knowledge
of subject matter.

Activitiesand assignments, materials, and
groupingsof studentsare appropriate for
the instructional outcomesand are
sensitive to the students' culture and
level of understanding, resulting in
intellectual engagement with most
studentsengaged in a high level of rigor.

Lessonshave coherent structure, are
appropriately paced, and have consistent
academic focus.

The teacher consistently usesappropriate
technology (asavailable) in the teaching
and learning processes.

Teacher demonstratesknowledge of
subject matter.

Activitiesand assignments, materials, and
groupingsof studentspromote significant
learning for the instructional outcomes
and are frequently sensitive to the
students' culture and level of
understanding, resulting in high
intellectual engagement with all students
engaged in a high level of rigor.

Lessonshave coherent structure that is
adapted asnecessary to the needsof
individuals, are appropriately paced to
allow for student reflection and closure,
and alwaysmaintain academic focus.

The teacher frequently usesappropriate
technology (asavailable) in the teaching
and learning processes, and teaches
studentshow to use technology.

Teacher demonstratesa depth and
breadth of subject matter.

3d. Using Assessment in
Instruction

Formative assessment isnot used in
instruction, either through monitoring of
progressby the teacher or students, or
through feedback to students.

Studentsare unaware of the assessment
criteria used to evaluate their work.

Formative assessment issometimesused
in instruction, through some monitoring
of progressof learningby teacher and/or
students. Feedback to students is
rudimentary.

Studentsare aware of only some of the
assessment criteria used to evaluate their
work.

Formative assessment isconsistently
used in instruction, through self‐
assessment by studentsand monitoring
of progressof learningby the teacher
and/or students. Feedback to students is
of high quality.

Studentsare mostly aware of the
assessment criteria used to evaluate their
work.

Formative assessment is frequently used
in a sophisticated manner in instruction,
through student involvement in
establishingcriteria, self‐assessment by
students, and monitoring of progressby
both the teacher and students. Feedback
to students isof high quality and from a
variety of sources.

Studentsare fully aware of the
assessment criteria used to evaluate their
work.
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3e. Demonstrating Flexibility
and Responsiveness

The delivery of instruction isnot aligned
with the instructional standardsand/or
Academic Plan.

The teacher doesnot adjust the lesson
plan or instructional momentum to
addressstudent needs.

The teacher doesnot re‐teach or attempt
to differentiate instruction to ensure or
reinforce student learning.

The delivery of instruction is
inconsistently aligned to the instructional
standardsand/or Academic Plan.

The teacher attemptsto respond to some
student needs through modification of
the lesson plan or instructional
momentum, with moderate success.

The teacher sometimesattempts to
differentiate instruction to ensure
student learning.

The delivery of instruction ismostly
aligned to the instructional standards
and/or Academic Plan.

The teacher successfully promotesthe
learningof most studentsthrough
modification of the lesson plan and
instructional momentum.

The teacher consistently uses
differentiated strategiesto ensure
student learning.

The delivery of instruction isalways
aligned to the instructional standards
and/or Academic Plan.

The teacher successfully promotesthe
learning of all students through
modification of the lesson plan and
instructional momentum.

The teacher frequently usesa multitude
of differentiated strategies to ensure
student learning. The teacher considers
student questions, needs, and interest
when instructing.

The teacher holdsstudentsaccountable
for personal learning through the use of
data folders, goal statements, and/or
reflection of individual learning. The
teacher adjusts long term planswhen
needed.

Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities
4a. ShowingProfessionalism The teacher doesnot adhere to standards

for professional conduct and overall
performance requirements, including
attendance and punctuality.

The teacher fails to comply with school
and district regulationsand timelines.

The teacher hasdifficulty demonstrating
respect, responsibility, honesty and
integrity, requires frequent support
supervision, and resists feedback from
colleaguesand administration.

The teacher inconsistently adheresto
standardsfor professional conduct and
overall performance requirements,
including attendance and punctuality,
with some support supervision.

The teacher attempts to comply with
school and district regulations.

The teacher strives to develop behaviors
that model the valuesof respect,
responsibility, honesty and integrity, and
requiressome support supervision. The
teacher respondsappropriately to and
actsupon feedback.

The teacher consistently adheres to and
modelsstandards for professional
conduct and overall performance
requirements, including attendance and
punctuality.

The teacher complies fully and voluntarily
with school and district regulations.
Performswith minimum supervision.

The teacher models the valuesof respect,
responsibility, honesty, and integrity, and
performswith minimum supervision. The
teacher respondsappropriately to and
actsupon feedback.

The teacher alwaysadheres to and
modelsstandards for professional
conduct and overall performance
requirements, including attendance and
punctuality.

The teacher complies fully and voluntarily
with school and district regulations.

The teacher positively influences
membersof school community to
understand and adhere to these
professional obligations. The teacher
respondsappropriately to and actsupon
feedback.
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4b. Maintaining Accurate
Records

The teacher’ssystemsfor maintaining
both instructional and non‐instructional
recordsare either nonexistent or in
disarray, resulting in errorsand
confusion.

The teacher doesnot use student grades
to monitor and analyze student progress.

The teacher’ssystemsfor maintaining
both instructional and non‐instructional
recordsare rudimentary and moderately
effective.

The teacher tracksand monitorsstudent
progress.

The teacher’ssystemsfor maintaining
both instructional and non‐instructional
recordsare accurate, efficient, effective
and timely.

The teacher tracks, monitors, and
analyzesstudent progressdata to drive
instructional planning.

Attendance, grades, and records/reports
are consistently submitted in a timely
manner.

The teacher’ssystemsfor maintaining
both instructional and non‐instructional
recordsare accurate, efficient, effective
and on time. Studentscontribute to the
maintenance of these systems.

The teacher tracks, monitors, and
analyzesstudent progressdata to drive
instructional planning and usesresults to
differentiate instructional and curriculum
design.

Attendance, grades, and records/ reports
are alwayssubmitted on time.

4c. Communicating with
Families

The teacher’scommunication with
familiesabout instructional programsor
about individual students issporadic
and/or insensitive.

The teacher'scommunication with
familiesmeetsbasic requirements for
frequency, however; communication is
not alwaysappropriate.

The teacher makesmodest attemptsto
engage families in the instructional
program.

The teacher'scommunication with most
families is frequent and conveyed in an
appropriate manner.

The teacher successfully engagesmost
families in the instructional program, as
appropriate.

The teacher frequently communicates
with all familiesusing a variety of
methods. Communication issensitive to
cultural traditions. Studentsparticipate in
the communication.

The teacher successfully engagesall
families in the instructional programs, as
appropriate.

4d. Participating in a
Professional Community

The teacher avoidsparticipating in a
professional community or in school and
district eventsand projects, minimally
collaborateswith colleagues, and has
negative or self‐serving relationshipswith
colleagues.

The teacher becomes involved in the
professional community and in school
and/or district eventsand projectswhen
specifically asked, makessome effort to
collaborate with colleagues, and has
cordial relationshipswith colleagues.

The teacher participatesactively in the
professional community and in school
and/or district eventsand projects,
actively seeksout opportunities to
collaborate with others, and maintains
positive and productive relationships
with colleagues.

The teacher makesa substantial
contribution to the professional
community and to school and district
eventsand projects, collaborates
with/coachesothers through difficult
situations, and assumesa leadership role
among the faculty.

4e. Growing and Developing
Professionally

The teacher doesnot participate in
professional development activities, and
makesno effort to share knowledge with
colleagues. The teacher is resistant to
feedback from supervisorsor colleagues.

The teacher participates in professional
development activities that are
convenient or are required, and makes
limited contribution to the profession.
The teacher acceptsfeedback from
supervisorsand colleagueswith some
reluctance.

The teacher seeksout opportunities for
professional development based on an
individual assessment of needs, and
actively sharesexpertise with others. The
teacher welcomesfeedback from
supervisorsand colleagues.

The teacher actively pursuesprofessional
development opportunitiesand initiates
activities to contribute to the profession.
In addition, the teacher seeks feedback
from supervisorsand colleagues.
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Teacher: Observer: School:

Pre‐Observation
Conference Date:

Date of
Observation:

Post‐Observation
Conference Date:

Instructions:
1. Prior to a formal classroom observation, the teacher completes the pre‐observation lesson planning form by filling out the comments for each of the domain

categories.
2. The teacher sendsthe lesson planning form to the evaluator at least two daysprior to the observation.
3. The evaluator reads the plan, providesfeedback to the teacher and asksany clarifying questionsasnecessary, aswell asany other questions that will

provide helpful information prior to the observation.

4. During the post‐observation conference, teacher and observer meet to discussthe lesson. Observer also sharesthe ratingsbased on the evidence observed
during the observation. Observer and teacher share insights into the events that occurred during the observation and work toward agreement regarding
teacher’s rating for the elementsobserved. Specific sectionsof the observation instrument may be discussed.

DOMAIN 1: Planningand Preparation DOMAIN 4: Professional Responsibilities

1a. Demonstrating Knowledge of Content and Pedagogy 4a. ShowingProfessionalism
1b. DesigningStudent Assessment 4b. MaintainingAccurate Records
1c. Setting Instructional Outcomes 4c. Communicating with Families
1d. Demonstrating Knowledge of Resourcesand Technology
1e. DesigningCoherent Instruction that DemonstratesKnowledgeof Students

4d. Participating in a Professional Community
4e. Growingand DevelopingProfessionally

Strategiesand Behaviors Rating Scale:
The generic rating scale described below may be used to determine the appropriate rating for each of the elements.

Unsatisfactory (UN) Need Improvement/ Developing (NI/ D) Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)
Strategy wascalled for but not observed

or wasused incorrectly or with parts
missing.

This isa teacher who isattempting to
implement effective teachingstrategies.

This isa teacher who hasmastered and
consistently useseffective teaching

strategies.

This isan expert teacher who could
model and/or teach otherseffective

teaching strategies.
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory
Needs Improvement/

Developing Effective Highly Effective
Domain 1: Planning and Preparation
1a. Demonstrating Knowledge
of Content and Pedagogy

Lesson plansand practice display no
knowledge of the state standards, content,
or the instructional practicesspecific to
that discipline.

Lesson plansare incomplete.

Lesson plansare not evident on a
consistent basis.

Lesson plansand practice reflect some
knowledge of the state standards, content
and instructional practicesspecific to that
discipline.

Lesson plansare lackingbasic elements, or
are difficult for othersto follow.

Lesson plansare rudimentary.

Some evidence of extension activities,
methods, and higher level thinking skills.

Lesson plansand practice reflect
consistent and appropriate knowledge of
the state standardsand the instructional
practicesspecific to that discipline.

Lesson plans include all basic elementsof
lesson design includingobjectives.

Consistent evidence of extension activities,
methods, and higher level thinking skills.

Lesson plansand practice reflect detailed
knowledge of state standards, content and
instructional practicesspecific to that
discipline.

Lesson plans include extensive use of
higher level thinking skills, activities, and
application.

Research and new or innovative methods
are extensively incorporated into lesson
plansand instructional strategies.

Teacher Comments: e.g. What is the content to be taught?What prerequisite learning isrequired?

1b. Designing Student
Assessment

Teacher’splan for assessing student
learningcontainsno clear criteria or
standards, ispoorly aligned with the
instructional outcomes, or isnot
appropriate for most students. The results
of assessment have minimal impact on the
design of future instruction.

Teacher’splan for student assessment is
moderately aligned with the instructional
outcomes, lacksclear criteria, and isnot
appropriate for at least some students.
Teacher utilizesassessment results to plan
for future instruction for the classasa
whole.

Assessmentsprovide studentswith limited
ways to demonstrate mastery.

Teacher’splan for student assessment is
aligned with the instructional outcomes,
usesclear criteria, and isappropriate to
the needsof students. Teacher utilizes
assessment results to plan for future
instruction for groupsof students.

Assessmentsprovide studentswith
multiple waysto demonstrate mastery.

Teacher’splan for student assessment is
fully aligned with the instructional
outcomes, with clear criteria and
standardsthat show evidence of student
contribution to their development.
Assessment methodologiesmay have
been adapted for individuals, and the
teacher utilizes results to plan for future
instruction for individual students.

Assessmentsare adapted for individual
studentsand provide multiple ways to
demonstrate mastery and multiple
opportunitiesduring the unit to
demonstrate mastery.
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Teacher Comments: e.g. How will you measure the goalsarticulated in 1c?What doessuccess look like?

1c. Setting Instructional
Outcomes

The teacher developsgeneral student
achievement goals for the classor does
not develop goalsat all.

Instructional outcomesare of moderate
rigor and are suitable for some students,
but consist of a combination of activities
and goals, some of which permit viable
methodsof assessment.

Outcomesreflect more than one activity,
and there issome evidence of, or attempt
at, coordination or integration.

The teacher developsmeasurable student
achievement goals for her or hisclass.

Instructional outcomesare stated asgoals
reflectinghigh‐level learningand state
standards, are suitable for most students
in the class, represent different typesof
learning, and can be assessed.

Outcomesreflect opportunities for
extension and interdisciplinary application.

The teacher developsmeasurable student
achievement goals for the class that are
aligned to content standardsand are
differentiated based on the needsof the
class.

The teacher collaboratively developsand
monitorsambitiousand measurable
achievement goalswith individual
students, aswell as instructional outcomes
for the classor course, that are aligned to
the state standards.

Teacher Comments: e.g. What do you want studentsto learn during this lesson?

1d. DemonstratingKnowledge
of Resourcesand Technology

The teacher demonstratesminimal
familiarity with resourcesand technology
available to enhance own knowledge, use
in teaching, or to provide for studentswho
need them.

The teacher doesnot seek knowledge of
resourcesand technology.

The teacher, at times, demonstratessome
familiarity with resourcesand basic
technology available through the school or
district to enhance own knowledge, to use
in teaching, or to provide for studentswho
need them.

The teacher makeslimited attempts to
extend knowledge of resourcesand
technology.

The teacher consistently utilizesthe basic
or required resourcesand technology
available through the school or district to
enhance own knowledge, use in teaching,
or to provide for studentswho need them.

The teacher utilizesavailable support for
required knowledge of resourcesand
technology.

The teacher extensively integrates
resourcesand technology (asavailable) in
and beyond the school, the district and the
community to enhance own knowledge, to
use in teaching, and to provide for
studentswho need them.

The teacher providessupport to othersfor
required knowledge of resourcesand
technology.
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Teacher Comments: e.g. What resourceswere considered for this lesson and rejected?Why?What resourceswill be used?Why?

1e. DesigningCoherent
Instruction that Demonstrates
Knowledge of Students

The teacher'splan for learningexperiences
ispoorly aligned with instructional
outcomesand doesnot represent a
coherent structure.

Lessonsare not differentiated.

Teacher demonstratesminimal knowledge
of students’ backgrounds, cultures, skills,
language proficiency, interests, and special
needs, and doesnot seek such
understanding.

The teacher'splan for learning experiences
demonstratessome alignment with
instructional outcomes.

Lessonshave a recognizable structure and
reflect moderate knowledge of grade
level, school, or district strategiesand
resources found in the instructional
standardsand/or Academic Plan.

Lessonsare inconsistently differentiated.

Teacher demonstratessome knowledge of
the importance of understanding students’
backgrounds, cultures, skills, language
proficiency, interests, and special needs,
and attainsthisknowledge for the classas
a whole.

The teacher'splan for learningexperiences
consistently demonstratesknowledge of
content, students, and resources to design
lessons that are aligned to instructional
outcomes.

Lessonshave a clear structure and reflect
effective knowledge of grade level, school,
or district strategiesand resources found
in the instructional standardsand/or
Academic Plan.

Lessonsare often differentiated and
suitable for groupsof students, and are
likely to engage students in significant
learning.

Teacher clearly demonstrates the
importance of understanding students’
backgrounds, cultures, skills, language
proficiency, interests, and special needs,
and attains thisknowledge for the classas
a whole.

The teacher'splan for learning experiences
extensively demonstratesknowledge of
content, students, and resourcesto design
detailed lessonsthat are fully aligned to
instructional outcomes.

Lessonshave a clear structure, are
reflective of detailed knowledge of grade
level, school, or district strategiesand
resourcesfound in the instructional
standardsand/or Academic Plan, and
allow for different pathwaysaccording to
student needs. Detailed interdisciplinary
instruction isutilized, asappropriate, for
the content, settingand level.

Lessonsare differentiated where
appropriate, suitable for individual
students, and expected to engage all
students in significant learning.

Teacher actively seeksknowledge of
students’ backgrounds, cultures, skills,
language proficiency, interests, and special
needsfrom a variety of sources, and
attains thisknowledge for individual
students.

Teacher Comments: e.g. List very briefly the stepsof the lesson.
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory
NeedsImprovement/

Developing Effective Highly Effective
Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities
4a. ShowingProfessionalism The teacher doesnot adhere to standards

for professional conduct and overall
performance requirements, including
attendance and punctuality.

The teacher fails to comply with school
and district regulationsand timelines.

The teacher hasdifficulty demonstrating
respect, responsibility, honesty and
integrity, requires frequent support
supervision, and resists feedback from
colleaguesand administration.

The teacher inconsistently adheresto
standards for professional conduct and
overall performance requirements,
including attendance and punctuality, with
some support supervision.

The teacher attempts to comply with
school and district regulations.

The teacher strives to develop behaviors
that model the valuesof respect,
responsibility, honesty and integrity, and
requiressome support supervision. The
teacher respondsappropriately to and
actsupon feedback.

The teacher consistently adheres to and
modelsstandards for professional conduct
and overall performance requirements,
including attendance and punctuality.

The teacher compliesfully and voluntarily
with school and district regulations.
Performswith minimum supervision.

The teacher modelsthe valuesof respect,
responsibility, honesty, and integrity, and
performswith minimum supervision. The
teacher respondsappropriately to and
actsupon feedback.

The teacher alwaysadheresto and models
standards for professional conduct and
overall performance requirements,
including attendance and punctuality.

The teacher compliesfully and voluntarily
with school and district regulations.

The teacher positively influencesmembers
of school community to understand and
adhere to these professional obligations.
The teacher respondsappropriately to and
actsupon feedback.

Teacher Comments: List any evidence for Domain 4 that relatesto the lesson being taught; evidence isnot required for all Domain 4 components.

4b. MaintainingAccurate
Records

The teacher’ssystemsfor maintaining
both instructional and non‐instructional
recordsare either nonexistent or in
disarray, resulting in errorsand confusion.

The teacher doesnot use student grades
to monitor and analyze student progress.

The teacher’ssystemsfor maintaining
both instructional and non‐instructional
recordsare rudimentary and moderately
effective.

The teacher tracksand monitorsstudent
progress.

The teacher’ssystemsfor maintaining
both instructional and non‐instructional
recordsare accurate, efficient, effective
and timely.

The teacher tracks, monitors, and analyzes
student progressdata to drive
instructional planning.

Attendance, grades, and records/ reports
are consistently submitted in a timely
manner.

The teacher’ssystemsfor maintaining
both instructional and non‐instructional
recordsare accurate, efficient, effective
and on time. Studentscontribute to the
maintenance of these systems.

The teacher tracks, monitors, and analyzes
student progressdata to drive
instructional planning and usesresults to
differentiate instructional and curriculum
design.

Attendance, grades, and records/ reports
are alwayssubmitted on time.

Teacher Comments: List any evidence for Domain 4 that relatesto the lesson being taught; evidence isnot required for all Domain 4 components.
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory
NeedsImprovement/

Developing Effective Highly Effective
4c. Communicatingwith
Families

The teacher’scommunication with
familiesabout instructional programsor
about individual students issporadic
and/or insensitive.

The teacher'scommunication with families
meetsbasic requirementsfor frequency,
however; communication isnot always
appropriate.

The teacher makesmodest attemptsto
engage families in the instructional
program.

The teacher'scommunication with most
families is frequent and conveyed in an
appropriate manner.

The teacher successfully engagesmost
families in the instructional program, as
appropriate.

The teacher frequently communicates
with all familiesusing a variety of
methods. Communication issensitive to
cultural traditions. Studentsparticipate in
the communication.

The teacher successfully engagesall
families in the instructional programs, as
appropriate.

Teacher Comments: List any evidence for Domain 4 that relatesto the lesson being taught; evidence isnot required for all Domain 4 components.

4d. Participating in a
Professional Community

The teacher avoidsparticipating in a
professional community or in school and
district eventsand projects, minimally
collaborateswith colleagues, and has
negative or self‐serving relationshipswith
colleagues.

The teacher becomes involved in the
professional community and in school
and/or district eventsand projectswhen
specifically asked, makessome effort to
collaborate with colleagues, and has
cordial relationshipswith colleagues.

The teacher participatesactively in the
professional community and in school
and/or district eventsand projects,
actively seeksout opportunities to
collaborate with others, and maintains
positive and productive relationshipswith
colleagues.

The teacher makesa substantial
contribution to the professional
community and to school and district
eventsand projects, collaborates
with/coachesothersthrough difficult
situations, and assumesa leadership role
among the faculty.

Teacher Comments: List any evidence for Domain 4 that relatesto the lesson being taught; evidence isnot required for all Domain 4 components.

4e. Growingand Developing
Professionally

The teacher doesnot participate in
professional development activities, and
makesno effort to share knowledge with
colleagues. The teacher isresistant to
feedback from supervisorsor colleagues.

The teacher participates in professional
development activities that are convenient
or are required, and makes limited
contribution to the profession. The
teacher accepts feedback from supervisors
and colleagueswith some reluctance.

The teacher seeksout opportunitiesfor
professional development based on an
individual assessment of needs, and
actively sharesexpertise with others. The
teacher welcomes feedback from
supervisorsand colleagues.

The teacher actively pursuesprofessional
development opportunitiesand initiates
activities to contribute to the profession.
In addition, the teacher seeksfeedback
from supervisorsand colleagues.

Teacher Comments: List any evidence for Domain 4 that relatesto the lesson being taught; evidence isnot required for all Domain 4 components.
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Teacher: Observer: Date of
Observation:

Instructions:
1. Prior to the completion of a walk‐through the observer selectsa domain or domain category for focus.
2. Walk‐through observation isconducted using the appropriate domain category observation form.
3. Observer will complete observation formswithin two daysof the walk‐through.
4. Observation form will be available for review by the teacher within two daysof the walk‐through.
5. It is the intent of the walk‐through observation to provide frequent and ongoing feedback to the teacher regarding performance. Post‐observation

conferenceswill be scheduled when appropriate.

DOMAIN 1: Planningand Preparation DOMAIN 4: Professional Responsibilit ies
1a. Demonstrating Knowledge of Content and Pedagogy 4a. Showing Professionalism
1b. DesigningStudent Assessment 4b. Maintaining Accurate Records
1c. Setting Instructional Outcomes 4c. Communicating with Families
1d. Demonstrating Knowledge of Resourcesand Technology
1e. DesigningCoherent Instruction that DemonstratesKnowledgeof Students

4d. Participating in a Professional Community
4e. Growingand Developing Professionally

DOMAIN 2: The Classroom Environment DOMAIN 3: Instruction
2a. Creatingan Environment of Respect 3a. Communicatingwith Students
2b. Establishesa Culture for Learning 3b. UsingQuestioningand Discussion Techniques
2c. Establishesand ManagesClassroom Procedures 3c. EngagingStudents in Learning
2d. StopsMisconduct
2e. OrganizesPhysical Space

3d. Using Assessment in Instruction
3e. DemonstratingFlexibility and Responsiveness

Strategiesand Behaviors Rating Scale:
The generic rating scale described below may be used to determine the appropriate rating for each of the elementsobserved during the walk‐through.

Observed (O) Not Observed (N) FocusArea (F)
The strategy or behavior wasobserved. If not marked asa focusarea,

thiswould be an example of either Effective or Highly Effective
performance

The strategy or behavior wasnot observed. If not marked asa focus
area, thissimply means the strategy wasnot seen by the observer

during the time of the walkthrough and the observer did not expect to
see the strategy.

Strategy waseither called for but not observed or wasobserved but
used with partsmissing or incorrectly.

Note: Look‐fors in plain text are examplesof Effective behaviorsor strategies. Looks‐fors in bold, italicized text are examplesof Highly Effective behaviorsor strategies.
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Domain 1: Planningand Preparation
1a. Demonstrating Knowledge of Pedagogy FEAPFoundational Principle 2

Lesson plans: O N F Comments
‐ reflect consistent and appropriate knowledge of State Standards/Academic Plans.
‐ reflect detailed knowledge of State Standards/ Academic Plans.
‐ reflect instructional practicesspecific to that discipline.
‐ include basic elementsof lesson design including objectives.
‐ include use of higher order thinkingskills/activities/application.
‐ include extensive use of innovative research‐based methods.

1b. DesigningStudent Assessment FEAP(a)1.d.; (a)4.a.; (a)4.b.; (a)4.d.
Assessments: O N F Comments
‐ are consistently aligned with instructional outcomes.
‐ are fully aligned with the instructional outcomes.
‐ are appropriate to the needsof students.
‐ show evidence of student contribution to their development.
‐ provide results that are utilized for planning for groupsof students.
‐ provide results that are utilized for planning for individual students.
‐ provide multiple waysto demonstrate mastery.
‐ are adapted for individual studentswith multiple waysand opportunities to

demonstrate mastery.
‐ measure higher order thinkingskills.
‐ are on‐goingand/or informal.

1c. Setting Instructional Outcomes FEAP(a)1.a.
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ states instructional outcomesasgoalsreflectinghigh level learningand State

Standards/Academic Plansfor most students.
‐ usesclassdata folders/data walls to set goalsand monitor progress.
‐ collaboratively developsand monitorsgoalswith individual students.

1d. Demonstrating Knowledge of Resourcesand Technology FEAP(a)2.g.; (a)2.i
The teacher: O N F Comments

‐ consistently utilizesbasic or required resourcesand technology.
‐ extensively integrates resourcesand technology in and beyond the school.
‐ utilizesavailable support for resourcesand technology.
‐ providessupport to others for required knowledge of resourcesand technology.
‐ consistently usesresourcesand technology in lesson plans.
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‐ usestechnology and resourcesto differentiate instruction and enhance learning.
1e. DesigningCoherent Instruction FEAP(a)1.b.; (a)1.c.; (a)1.e; (a)1.f; (a)3.e.; (a)3.h.

The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ demonstratesknowledge of content, studentsand resources in designing lessonsaligned

to instructional outcomes.
‐ demonstratesknowledge of content, studentsand resources in designing detailed

lessonsthat are fully aligned to instructional outcomes.
‐ appliesknowledge of emotional needs, cultures, abilities, and backgroundsto support

classasa whole.
‐ seeksand appliesknowledge of emotional needs, cultures, abilities, and backgrounds

to support individual students.
Lessons:
‐ show clear structure.
‐ reflect effective knowledge of grade level, school or district strategiesbased on State

Standards/Academic Plans.
‐ reflect detailed knowledge of grade level, school or district strategiesbased on State

Standards/ Academic Plans.
‐ include a variety of standardsbased activitiesbased on student needs.
‐ include interdisciplinary instruction asappropriate.
‐ are often differentiated and suitable for groupsof studentsand engagesmost students.
‐ are differentiated for individual studentsand engagesall students.
‐ utilize learningcentersdesigned to support areasof focusbased on classassessment

results.

Domain 2: The Classroom Environment
2a. Creatingan Environment of Respect FEAP(a)2.d.; (a)2.f.

The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ demonstratesrespectful interactionswith students reflectinggeneral warmth and caring.
‐ demonstratesappropriate cultural and developmental interactions.
The students: O N F
‐ demonstrate respectful interactionswith teacher and with each other reflecting general

warmth and caring.
‐ ensure high levelsof civility among classmembers.
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2b. Establishesa Culture for Learning FEAP(a)2.c.; (a)2.f.; Foundational Principle 1
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ createsa positive culture for learning.
‐ demonstrateshigh expectationsfor most students.
‐ demonstrateshigh expectations for all students.
‐ demonstratesan appropriate commitment to the subject matter.
‐ createshigh levelsof student energy and demonstratesteacher passion for the subject.
The students: O N F
‐ mostly demonstrate pride in their work.
‐ all demonstrate pride in their work and initiate self‐improvement.

2c. Establishesand ManagesClassroom Procedures FEAP(a)2.a.
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ manages instructional time.
‐ demonstratesefficient classroom routines.
‐ demonstratesproceduresfor transitions.
‐ demonstratesroutines for handling supplies.
‐ handlesnon‐instructional dutiessmoothly.
‐ ensures that studentscontribute to the daily operationsof the classroom.

2d. StopsMisconduct by Using Effective, Appropriate Techniques FEAP(a)2.b.
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ visibly postsand enforcesclassroom rules.
‐ demonstratesevidence of student participation in setting rulesof conduct.
‐ respondsto student misbehavior in an appropriate and respectful manner.
‐ responds to student misbehavior based on individual student needs.
‐ respondsin a subtle and preventative manner.
‐ addressesmost off task or challengingbehavior with little negative impact on student

learning.
‐ addressesall off task or challenging behavior with no negative impact on student

learning.
‐ strategically reinforcespositive behavior.
‐ ensures that studentsreinforce positive behavior in support of the classroom culture.

2e. OrganizesPhysical Space FEAP(a)2.a.; (a)2.h.
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ ensures that the classroom issafe, and learning isaccessible to most students.
‐ ensures that the classroom issafe, and learning isaccessible to all students.
‐ makeseffective use of physical resources.
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‐ expectsstudents to contribute to the adaptation of the physical environment.

Domain 3: Instruction
3a. Communicating with Students FEAP(a)2.e.

Lesson objectivesare: O N F Comments
‐ posted in a visible location to all students.
‐ aligned with the instruction occurring during class.
‐ in clear and concise “student‐friendly” language.
‐ consistent with the Academic Plan/state standards.
The teacher: O N F
‐ hasa positive presence in the classroom.
‐ communicateswhat studentswill know or be able to do by the end of the lesson.
‐ connects the objective to students’ prior knowledge.
‐ explainsthe importance of the objective.
‐ providesstudentswith multiple opportunit iesfor think time regarding objectives.
‐ refers to the objective at key pointsduring the lesson.

3b. Using Questioning and Discussion Techniques FEAP(a)3.f
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ checksfor understanding of content at most key moments.
‐ checksfor understanding of content at all key moments.
‐ consistently asksquestionsthat allow the teacher to adjust subsequent instruction if

necessary.
‐ alwaysasksquestionsthat allow theteacher to adjust subsequent instruction if necessary.
‐ useslow to moderate complexity questions.
‐ asksquestionsthat reflect high expectations.
‐ asksquestionsthat are culturally & developmentally appropriate.
‐ asksquestionsthat promote crit ical and creative thinking.
‐ consistently allows think time before studentsanswer.
‐ alwaysallows think time before studentsanswer.
‐ consistently probes for understanding.
‐ frequently probesfor higher level understanding in an effective manner.
‐ providesopportunitiesfor guided discussion with success.
‐ provides frequent opportunitiesfor guided discussion with success.
‐ involvesmost students in the discussion, not just those whose handsare raised.
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3c. EngagingStudents in Learning FEAP(a)3.a.; (a)3.b.; (a)3.g.
Group of students: O N F Comments
‐ are appropriate for the instructional outcomes.
‐ promote significant learning of the instructional outcomes.
‐ are sensitive to the students’ culture and level of understanding.
‐ are frequently sensitive to the students’ culture and level of understanding.
‐ engage most students in work of a high level of rigor.
‐ engage all students in work of a high level of rigor.
Lessons: O N F
‐ have acoherent structure.
‐ are adapted asnecessary to the needsof individual students.
‐ are appropriately paced.
‐ are paced to allow for student reflection and closure.
‐ maintain a consistent academic focus.
‐ alwaysmaintain academic focus.
Technology is: O N F
‐ used appropriately in the teaching and learningprocess.
‐ frequently used appropriately in the teaching and learning process.
‐ used to create student projectsand to teach studentshow to use the technology.
The teacher: O N F
‐ demonstratesknowledge of subject matter.
‐ demonstratesdepth and breadth of subject matter.

3d. Using Assessment in Instruction FEAP(a)3.c.; (a)3.i.; (a)3.j.; (a)4.c.; (a)4.d.; (a)4.e.
Formative assessmentsare: O N F Comments
‐ consistently used in instruction.
‐ frequently used in instruction with student involvement.
Progress ismonitored by: O N F
‐ the studentsor the teacher.
‐ both the studentsand the teacher.
Feedback to students: O N F
‐ isof high quality.
‐ is from a variety of sources.
‐ makesstudentsmostly aware of the assessment criteria, including the evaluation

criteria to evaluative their work.
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‐ makesstudents fully aware of the assessment criteria, including the evaluation
criteria to evaluative their work.

3e. Demonstrating Flexibility and Responsiveness FEAP(a)2.h.; (a)3.d.; (a)3.j.
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ provides instruction that ismostly aligned to state standardsand/or the Academic Plan.
‐ provides instruction that isalwaysaligned to state standardsand/ or the Academic

Plan.
‐ successfully promotesthe learningof most students through modification of the lesson

plan.
‐ successfully promotes the learning of all studentsthrough modification of the lesson

plan.
‐ usesdifferentiated instruction to ensure student learning.
‐ considersstudent questions, needs, and interestswhen instructing.
Students: O N F
‐ are held accountable for personal learning.
‐ have a data folder where they frequently track academicprogress.
‐ have goal statements.
‐ reflect on their individual learning.

Domain 4: Professional Responsibilit ies
4a. ShowingProfessionalism FEAP(b)2; Foundational Principle 3

The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ consistently followsstandardsof conduct including attendance and punctuality.
‐ always followsstandardsof conduct including attendance and punctuality.
‐ complies fully with district and school regulationswith minimum supervision.
‐ complies fully with district and school regulations.
‐ workscooperatively with school staff.
‐ influencesothers to work cooperatively with school staff.

4b. MaintainingAccurate Records FEAP(a)4.f
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ producescomplete lesson plans in a timely manner.
‐ updateselectronic gradebook/attendance.
‐ alwaysupdateselectronicgradebook/ attendance on time.
‐ ensuresnon‐instructional recordsare accurate and timely.
‐ usesdata foldersto track student progress.
‐ ensures that studentscontribute to the maintenance of data.
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‐ usesdata to differentiate instruction.

4c. Communicating with Families FEAP(a)4.e.; (b)1.c.
The teacher: O N F Comments

‐ communicateswith most families in an appropriate manner.

‐ communicateswith all families in a variety of appropriate methods.

‐ ensures that studentsparticipate in the communication process.

4d. Participating in a Professional Community FEAP(a)1.e.; (b)1.c.
The teacher: O N F Comments

‐ participates in a professional community.
‐ contributes to the culture of a professional community.
‐ participates in school projectsand committees.
‐ participates in district projectsand committees.
‐ maintainspositive and productive relationshipswith colleagues.
‐ coachesothers to create/ maintain positive and productive relationships.
‐ assumesa leadership role among the faculty.

4e. Growing and DevelopingProfessionally FEAP(b)1.a.; (b)1.b.; (b)1.d.; (b)1.e.
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ participates in targeted professional development.
‐ implementsand appliesknowledge acquired from professional development.
‐ welcomesfeedback from supervisorsand colleagues.
‐ seeksand actsupon feedback from supervisorsand colleagues.
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Teacher: Observer: Date of
Observation:

Instructions:
1. During the pre‐observation conference, teacher and observer discuss the upcoming lesson and identify the focusof the observation by reviewing and discussing

Form 1. Together, the teacher and the observer identify the lesson elements that will be of most importance for thisobservation.
2. Additionally, both teacher and observer review the specific descriptorsregarding teacher and student evidence in determining the focusof the observation.

Observer will seek evidence to assessproficiency on the targeted lesson elements. Observer may also observe other issuesand addressthem in the post‐
observation conference. Observationsare recorded using Form 2B.

3. Teacher conductsa post‐observation self‐assessment of the elements that were targeted using Form 3 and shares it with the observer electronically prior to the
post‐observation conference.

4. During the post‐observation conference, teacher and observer meet to discussthe lesson. Observer also shares the ratingsbased on the evidence observed
during the observation. Observer and teacher share insights into the events that occurred during the observation and work toward agreement regarding
teacher’s rating for the elementsobserved. Specific sectionsof the observation instrument may be discussed.

DOMAIN 1: Planningand Preparation DOMAIN 4: Professional Responsibilities
1a. Demonstrating Knowledge of Content and Pedagogy 4a. Showing Professionalism
1b. Designing Student Assessment 4b. Maintaining Accurate Records
1c. Setting Instructional Outcomes 4c. Communicatingwith Families
1d. Demonstrating Knowledge of Resourcesand Technology
1e. DesigningCoherent Instruction that DemonstratesKnowledgeof Students

4d. Participating in a Professional Community
4e. Growing and Developing Professionally

DOMAIN 2: The Classroom Environment DOMAIN 3: Instruction
2a. Creatingan Environment of Respect 3a. Communicating with Students
2b. Establishesa Culture for Learning 3b. UsingQuestioning and Discussion Techniques
2c. Establishesand ManagesClassroom Procedures 3c. EngagingStudents in Learning
2d. StopsMisconduct
2e. OrganizesPhysical Space

3d. UsingAssessment in Instruction
3e. Demonstrating Flexibility and Responsiveness

Strategiesand Behaviors Rating Scale:
The generic rating scale described below may be used to determine the appropriate rating for each of the elementsobserved during the formal observation.

Unsatisfactory (UN) Needs Improvement/
Developing (NI/ D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE) Observed (O) Not Observed (N) FocusArea (F)

Strategy wascalled for but
not observed or wasused
incorrectly or with parts

missing.

This isa teacher who is
attempting to implement

effective teachingstrategies.

This isa teacher who has
mastered and consistently

useseffective teaching
strategies.

This isan expert teacher
who could model and/or

teach otherseffective
teachingstrategies.

The strategy wasobserved.
If not marked asa focus
area, thiswould be an
example of either Effective
or Highly Effective
performance.

The strategy or behavior wasnot
observed. If not marked asa focus
area, thissimply means the strategy
wasnot seen by the observer during
the time of the walkthrough and the
observer did not expect to see the
strategy.

Strategy waseither called
for but not observed or was
observed but used with
partsmissing or incorrectly.

Note: Look‐fors in plain text are examplesof Effective behaviorsor strategies. Looks‐fors in bold, italicized text are examplesof Highly Effective behaviorsor strategies.
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Domain 1: Planningand Preparation
1a. Demonstrating Knowledge of Pedagogy FEAPFoundational Principle 2

Lesson plans: O N F Comments
‐ reflect consistent and appropriate knowledge of State Standards/Academic Plans.
‐ reflect detailed knowledge of State Standards/ Academic Plans.
‐ reflect instructional practicesspecific to that discipline.
‐ include basic elementsof lesson design including objectives.
‐ include use of higher order thinking skills/activities/application.
‐ include extensive use of innovative research‐based methods.

Overall Rating for Indicator 1A U
N

NI
D E HE

1b. Designing Student Assessment FEAP(a)1.d.; (a)4.a.; (a)4.b.; (a)4.d.
Assessments: O N F Comments
‐ are consistently aligned with instructional outcomes.
‐ are fully aligned with the instructional outcomes.
‐ are appropriate to the needsof students.
‐ show evidence of student contribution to their development.
‐ provide results that are utilized for planning for groupsof students.
‐ provide results that are utilized for planning for individual students.
‐ provide multiple waysto demonstrate mastery.
‐ are adapted for individual studentswith multiple waysand opportunities to

demonstrate mastery.
‐ measure higher order thinking skills.
‐ are on‐going and/or informal.

Overall Rating for Indicator 1B U
N

NI
D E HE

1c. Setting Instructional Outcomes FEAP(a)1.a.
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ states instructional outcomesasgoals reflectinghigh level learningand State

Standards/Academic Plansfor most students.
‐ usesclassdata folders/data walls to set goalsand monitor progress.
‐ collaboratively developsand monitorsgoalswith individual students.

Overall Rating for Indicator 1C U
N

NI
D E HE
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1d. Demonstrating Knowledge of Resourcesand Technology FEAP(a)2.g.; (a)2.i
The teacher: O N F Comments

‐ consistently utilizesbasic or required resourcesand technology.
‐ extensively integratesresourcesand technology in and beyond the school.
‐ utilizesavailable support for resourcesand technology.
‐ providessupport to others for required knowledge of resourcesand technology.
‐ consistently usesresourcesand technology in lesson plans.
‐ usestechnology and resourcesto differentiate instruction and enhance learning.

Overall Rating for Indicator 1D U
N

NI
D E HE

1e. DesigningCoherent Instruction FEAP(a)1.b.; (a)1.c.; (a)1.e; (a)1.f; (a)3.e.; (a)3.h.
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ demonstratesknowledge of content, studentsand resources in designing lessonsaligned

to instructional outcomes.
‐ demonstratesknowledge of content, studentsand resources in designing detailed

lessons that are fully aligned to instructional outcomes.
‐ appliesknowledge of emotional needs, cultures, abilities, and backgroundsto support

classasa whole.
‐ seeksand appliesknowledge of emotional needs, cultures, abilities, and backgrounds to

support individual students.
Lessons:
‐ show clear structure.
‐ reflect effective knowledge of grade level, school or district strategiesbased on State

Standards/Academic Plans.
‐ reflect detailed knowledge of grade level, school or district strategiesbased on State

Standards/ AcademicPlans.
‐ include a variety of standardsbased activitiesbased on student needs.
‐ include interdisciplinary instruction asappropriate.
‐ are often differentiated and suitable for groupsof studentsand engagesmost students.
‐ are differentiated for individual studentsand engagesall students.
‐ utilize learningcentersdesigned to support areasof focusbased on classassessment

results.

Overall Rating for Indicator 1E U
N

NI
D E HE
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Domain 2: The Classroom Environment
2a. Creatingan Environment of Respect FEAP(a)2.d.; (a)2.f.

The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ demonstrates respectful interactionswith studentsreflectinggeneral warmth and caring.
‐ demonstratesappropriate cultural and developmental interactions.
The students: O N F
‐ demonstrate respectful interactionswith teacher and with each other reflecting general

warmth and caring.
‐ ensure high levelsof civility among classmembers.

Overall Rating for Indicator 2A UN NI
D E HE

2b. Establishesa Culture for Learning FEAP(a)2.c.; (a)2.f.; Foundational Principle 1
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ createsa positive culture for learning.
‐ demonstrateshigh expectations for most students.
‐ demonstrateshigh expectations for all students.
‐ demonstratesan appropriate commitment to the subject matter.
‐ createshigh levelsof student energy and demonstrates teacher passion for the subject.
The students: O N F
‐ mostly demonstrate pride in their work.
‐ all demonstrate pride in their work and initiate self‐improvement.

Overall Rating for Indicator 2B UN NI
D E HE

2c. Establishesand ManagesClassroom Procedures FEAP(a)2.a.
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ manages instructional time.
‐ demonstratesefficient classroom routines.
‐ demonstratesprocedures for transitions.
‐ demonstratesroutinesfor handling supplies.
‐ handlesnon‐instructional dutiessmoothly.
‐ ensures that studentscontribute to the daily operationsof the classroom.

Overall Rating for Indicator 2C UN NI
D E HE
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2d. Stops Misconduct by Using Effective, Appropriate Techniques FEAP(a)2.b.
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ visibly postsand enforcesclassroom rules.
‐ demonstratesevidence of student participation in setting rulesof conduct.
‐ respondsto student misbehavior in an appropriate and respectful manner.
‐ responds to student misbehavior based on individual student needs.
‐ responds in a subtle and preventative manner.
‐ addressesmost off task or challenging behavior with little negative impact on student

learning.
‐ addressesall off task or challenging behavior with no negative impact on student

learning.
‐ strategically reinforcespositive behavior.
‐ ensures that studentsreinforce posit ive behavior in support of the classroom culture.

Overall Rating for Indicator 2D UN NI
D E HE

2e. OrganizesPhysical Space FEAP(a)2.a.; (a)2.h.
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ ensures that the classroom issafe, and learning isaccessible to most students.
‐ ensures that the classroom issafe, and learning isaccessible to all students.
‐ makeseffective use of physical resources.
‐ expectsstudentsto contribute to the adaptation of the physical environment.

Overall Rating for Indicator 2E UN NI
D E HE
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Domain 3: Instruction
3a. Communicating with Students FEAP(a)2.e.

Lesson objectivesare: O N F Comments
‐ posted in a visible location to all students.
‐ aligned with the instruction occurringduring class.
‐ in clear and concise “student‐friendly” language.
‐ consistent with the Academic Plan/state standards.
The teacher: O N F
‐ hasa positive presence in the classroom.
‐ communicateswhat studentswill know or be able to do by the end of the lesson.
‐ connects the objective to students’ prior knowledge.
‐ explainsthe importance of the objective.
‐ providesstudentswith multiple opportunities for think time regarding objectives.
‐ refers to the objective at key pointsduring the lesson.

Overall Rating for Indicator 3A U
N

NI
D E HE

3b. Using Questioningand Discussion Techniques FEAP(a)3.f
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ checks for understanding of content at most key moments.
‐ checks for understanding of content at all key moments.
‐ consistently asksquestionsthat allow the teacher to adjust subsequent instruction if necessary.
‐ alwaysasksquestionsthat allow theteacher to adjust subsequent instruction if necessary.
‐ uses low to moderate complexity questions.
‐ asksquestions that reflect high expectations.
‐ asksquestionsthat are culturally & developmentally appropriate.
‐ asksquestionsthat promote critical and creative thinking.
‐ consistently allowsthink time before studentsanswer.
‐ alwaysallows think time before studentsanswer.
‐ consistently probesfor understanding.
‐ frequently probes for higher level understanding in an effective manner.
‐ providesopportunitiesfor guided discussion with success.
‐ providesfrequent opportunities for guided discussion with success.
‐ involvesmost students in the discussion, not just those whose handsare raised.

Overall Rating for Indicator 3B U
N

NI
D E HE
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3c. Engaging Students in Learning FEAP(a)3.a.; (a)3.b.; (a)3.g.
Group of students: O N F Comments
‐ are appropriate for the instructional outcomes.
‐ promote significant learning of the instructional outcomes.
‐ are sensitive to the students’ culture and level of understanding.
‐ are frequently sensitive to the students’ culture and level of understanding.
‐ engage most students in work of a high level of rigor.
‐ engage all students in work of a high level of rigor.
Lessons: O N F
‐ have a coherent structure.
‐ are adapted asnecessary to the needsof individual students.
‐ are appropriately paced.
‐ are paced to allow for student reflection and closure.
‐ maintain a consistent academic focus.
‐ alwaysmaintain academic focus.
Technology is: O N F
‐ used appropriately in the teachingand learningprocess.
‐ frequently used appropriately in the teaching and learning process.
‐ used to create student projectsand to teach studentshow to use the technology.
The teacher: O N F
‐ demonstratesknowledge of subject matter.
‐ demonstratesdepth and breadth of subject matter.

Overall Rating for Indicator 3C UN NI
D E HE
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3d. Using Assessment in Instruction FEAP(a)3.c.; (a)3.i.; (a)3.j.; (a)4.c.; (a)4.d.; (a)4.e.
Formative assessmentsare: O N F Comments
‐ consistently used in instruction.
‐ frequently used in instruction with student involvement.
Progress ismonitored by: O N F
‐ the studentsor the teacher.
‐ both the studentsand the teacher.
Feedback to students: O N F
‐ isof high quality.
‐ is from a variety of sources.
‐ makesstudentsmostly aware of the assessment criteria, including the evaluation criteria

to evaluative their work.
‐ makesstudents fully aware of the assessment criteria, including the evaluation criteria

to evaluative their work.

Overall Rating for Indicator 3D UN NI
D E HE

3e. Demonstrating Flexibility and Responsiveness FEAP(a)2.h.; (a)3.d.; (a)3.j.
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ provides instruction that ismostly aligned to state standardsand/or the Academic Plan.
‐ provides instruction that isalwaysaligned to state standardsand/ or the Academic

Plan.
‐ successfully promotesthe learning of most students through modification of the lesson

plan.
‐ successfully promotesthe learning of all studentsthrough modification of the lesson

plan.
‐ usesdifferentiated instruction to ensure student learning.
‐ considersstudent questions, needs, and interestswhen instructing.
Students: O N F
‐ are held accountable for personal learning.
‐ have a data folder where they frequently track academicprogress.
‐ have goal statements.
‐ reflect on their individual learning.

Overall Rating for Indicator 3E UN NI
D E HE
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Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities
4a. ShowingProfessionalism FEAP(b)2; Foundational Principle 3

The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ consistently followsstandardsof conduct includingattendance and punctuality.
‐ alwaysfollowsstandardsof conduct including attendance and punctuality.
‐ compliesfully with district and school regulationswith minimum supervision.
‐ complies fully with district and school regulations.
‐ workscooperatively with school staff.
‐ influencesothers to work cooperatively with school staff.

Overall Rating for Indicator 4A UN NI
D E HE

4b. Maintaining Accurate Records FEAP(a)4.f
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ producescomplete lesson plans in a timely manner.
‐ updateselectronic gradebook/attendance.
‐ alwaysupdateselectronicgradebook/ attendance on time.
‐ ensuresnon‐instructional recordsare accurate and timely.
‐ usesdata foldersto track student progress.
‐ ensures that studentscontribute to the maintenance of data.
‐ usesdata to differentiate instruction.

Overall Rating for Indicator 4B UN NI
D E HE

4c. Communicating with Families FEAP(a)4.e.; (b)1.c.

The teacher: O N F Comments

‐ communicateswith most families in an appropriate manner.

‐ communicateswith all families in a variety of appropriate methods.

‐ ensuresthat studentsparticipate in the communication process.

Overall Rating for Indicator 4C UN NI
D E HE
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4d. Participating in a Professional Community FEAP(a)1.e.; (b)1.c.
The teacher: O N F Comments

‐ participates in a professional community.
‐ contributesto the culture of a professional community.
‐ participates in school projectsand committees.
‐ participates in district projectsand committees.
‐ maintainspositive and productive relationshipswith colleagues.
‐ coachesothers to create/ maintain positive and productive relationships.
‐ assumesa leadership role among the faculty.

Overall Rating for Indicator 4D UN NI
D E HE

4e. Growing and Developing Professionally FEAP(b)1.a.; (b)1.b.; (b)1.d.; (b)1.e.
The teacher: O N F Comments
‐ participates in targeted professional development.
‐ implementsand appliesknowledge acquired from professional development.
‐ welcomesfeedback from supervisorsand colleagues.
‐ seeksand actsupon feedback from supervisorsand colleagues.

Overall Rating for Indicator 4E UN NI
D E HE
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Formal Observation Teacher Self‐Assessment Form (Form 3)

Instructions:

1. After a formal classroom observation, the teacher conductsa self‐assessment (Form 3) of the lesson by highlighting the appropriate components/ levelsof
performance. Commentsmay also be entered.

2. The teacher sendsthe self‐assessment to the evaluator within two daysof the observation.
3. The evaluator studies the teacher self‐assessment, and markson the evaluator rubric the componentsof agreement, that is, those componentswhere the

teacher’sself‐assessment of the lesson matcheswith the evaluator’sassessment of that component. The evaluator doesnot mark the componentswhere the
teacher’s thinking and the evaluator’s thinking do not match. These will be discussed in step 4.

4. During the post‐observation conference, teacher and observer meet to discussthe lesson. Observer also shares the ratingsbased on the evidence observed
during the observation. Observer and teacher share insights into the events that occurred during the observation and work toward agreement regarding
teacher’s rating for the elementsobserved. Specific sectionsof the observation instrument may be discussed.

DOMAIN 2: The Classroom Environment DOMAIN 3: Instruction
2a. Creatingan Environment of Respect 3a. Communicatingwith Students
2b. Establishesa Culture for Learning 3b. Using Questioning and Discussion Techniques
2c. Establishesand ManagesClassroom Procedures 3c. EngagingStudents in Learning
2d. StopsMisconduct by UsingEffective, Appropriate Techniques
2e. OrganizesPhysical Space

3d. UsingAssessment in Instruction
3e. DemonstratingFlexibility and Responsiveness

Classroom Strategiesand BehaviorsRating Scale:
The generic rating scale described below may be used to determine the appropriate rating for each of the elementsduring the observed lesson.

Unsatisfactory (UN) Needs Improvement/ Developing (UN/ D) Effective(E) Highly Effective (HE)
Strategy wascalled for but not observed

or wasused incorrectly or with parts
missing.

This isa teacher who isattempting to
implement effective teaching strategies.

This isa teacher who hasmastered and
consistently useseffective teaching

strategies.

This isan expert teacher who could model
and/or teach otherseffective teaching

strategies.

Teacher: Observer: School:

Pre‐Observation
Conference Date:

Date of
Observation:

Post‐Observation
Conference Date:
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory
NeedsImprovement/

Developing Effective Highly Effective
Domain 2: The Classroom
Environment
2a. Creatingan Environment
of Respect

Classroom interactions, both between the
teacher and studentsand among students,
are negative, inappropriate, or insensitive
to students' cultural backgroundsor
developmental differences, and are
characterized by sarcasm, put‐downs, or
conflict.

Classroom interactions, both between the
teacher and studentsand amongstudents,
are generally appropriate and free from
conflict but may be characterized by
occasional displaysof insensitivity or lack
of responsiveness to cultural or
developmental differences.

Classroom interactions, both between
teacher and studentsand among students,
are polite and respectful, reflect general
warmth and caring, and are appropriate to
the cultural and developmental
differencesamong groupsof students.

Classroom interactions, both between
teacher and studentsand amongstudents,
are respectful and reflect genuine warmth,
caring, and sensitivity to the cultural and
developmental differencesamong groups
of students. Students themselvesensure
high levelsof civility among membersof
the class.

Teacher Reflection:

2b. Establishesa Culture for
Learning

The teacher hasnot created a positive
culture for learning. Teacher commitment
to the subject matter and expectations for
student achievement are low. Student
pride in work isnot evident.

The teacher hasmoderately established a
positive culture for learning.
Commitment to the subject matter is
developing, and there are rudimentary
expectations for student achievement.
Studentsshow some pride in their work.

The teacher hascreated a positive
classroom culture for learning,
characterized by high expectations for
most students, the belief that studentscan
succeed if they work hard, and
appropriate commitment to the subject
matter by both the teacher and students.
Studentsdemonstrate pride in their work.

The teacher hascreated a culture for
learning characterized by high levelsof
student energy and the teacher'spassion
for the subject area. Everyone sharesa
belief in the importance of the subject and
the belief that all studentscan succeed if
they work hard. All studentshold
themselves to high standardsof
performance; for example, by initiating
improvement to their work.

Teacher Reflection:

2c. Establishesand Manages
Classroom Procedures

Considerable instructional time is lost
because of inefficient classroom routines
and procedures for transitions, handling of
supplies, and performance of non‐
instructional duties.

Some instructional time is lost because of
inefficient classroom routinesand
procedures for transitions, handlingof
supplies, and performance of non‐
instructional duties, which are only
rudimentary.

Little instructional time is lost because of
inefficient classroom routinesand
procedures for transitions, handlingof
supplies, and performance of non‐
instructional duties, which occur smoothly.

Studentscontribute to the seamless
operation of classroom routinesand
procedures for transitions, handlingof
supplies, and performance of non‐
instructional duties.

Teacher Reflection:
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory
NeedsImprovement/

Developing Effective Highly Effective
2d. StopsMisconduct by
UsingEffective, Appropriate
Techniques

There isno evidence that standardsof
conduct have been established and
minimal teacher monitoringof student
behavior. Response to student
misbehavior is repressive or disrespectful
of student dignity.

The teacher doesnot addressoff‐task,
inappropriate, or challenging behavior
efficiently, thereby creating significant
negative impact on the learningof
students in the class. The teacher does
not reinforce positive behavior.

There issome evidence that the teacher
hasmade an effort to establish standards
of conduct for studentsand tries to
monitor student behavior, but these
effortsare not alwayssuccessful.

The teacher addressessome off task,
inappropriate, or challenging behavior
efficiently, thereby creating some negative
impact on the learning of students in the
class. The teacher generally reinforces
positive behavior.

There isconsistent evidence that
standardsof conduct are clear to students,
and the teacher monitorsstudent
behavior against those standards. The
teacher's response to student misbehavior
isappropriate and respectful to students.

The teacher addressesmost off‐task,
inappropriate, or challengingbehavior
efficiently, thereby creating litt le negative
impact on the learningof students in the
class. The teacher strategically reinforces
positive behavior.

Standardsof conduct are clear, with
evidence of student participation in setting
them. Expectationsare developed and
taught. The teacher'smonitoring of
student behavior issubtle and
preventative, and the teacher's response
to student misbehavior issensitive to
individual student needs.

The teacher addressesalmost all off‐task,
inappropriate, or challenging behavior
efficiently, thereby creatingno negative
impact on the learning of students in the
class. Students take an active role in
monitoring the standardsof behavior and
there issignificant evidence that students
support the positive classroom culture.

Teacher Reflection:

2e. OrganizingPhysical Space The physical environment isunsafe, or
studentsdon't have accessto learning.
There ispoor alignment between the
physical arrangement and the lesson
activities.

The classroom issafe, essential learning is
accessible to some students, and the
teacher'suse of physical resources is
moderately effective. Teacher may
attempt to modify the physical
arrangement to suit learning activities,
with limited success.

The classroom issafe, and learning is
accessible to most students. Teacher
ensuresthat the physical arrangement is
appropriate to the learning activities.
Teacher makeseffective use of physical
resources.

The classroom issafe, and the physical
environment ensuresthe learningof all
students, including those with special
needs. Studentscontribute to the use or
adaptation of the physical environment to
advance learning.

Teacher Reflection:
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory
NeedsImprovement/

Developing Effective Highly Effective
Domain 3: Instruction
3a. Communicatingwith
Students

The teacher hasan inadequate presence in
the classroom.

The teacher ineffectively develops
students’ understandingof the objective
by not communicating it, the teacher does
not have a clear objective, or the lesson
doesnot connect to the objective.

The teacher hasa positive presence in the
classroom.

The teacher developsstudents’
understanding of the objective by
communicating what studentswill know
or be able to do by the end of the lesson
and connecting the objective to prior
knowledge.

The teacher hasa positive presence in the
classroom.

The teacher effectively developsstudents’
understanding of the objective by
communicatingwhat studentswill know
or be able to do by the end of the lesson,
connecting the objective to prior
knowledge, and explaining the importance
of the objective.

The teacher hasa positive presence in the
classroom.

The teacher extensively developsstudents’
understanding of the objective by
communicatingwhat studentswill know
or be able to do by the end of the lesson,
connecting the objective to prior
knowledge, explaining the importance of
the objective, providingmultiple
opportunitiesfor student think time, and
referring to the objective at key points
during the lesson.

Teacher Reflection:

3b. Using Questioning and
Discussion Techniques

The teacher checksfor understanding of
content, but missesall key moments.

Checksdo not provide an accurate pulse of
the class' understanding.

The teacher asksquestionsthat are low‐
level or inappropriate, elicitsminimal or
no student participation and recitation
rather than discussion, and doesnot
respond to students' correct answersby
probing for higher‐level understanding in
an effective manner.

The teacher doesnot use guided
discussion techniques.

The teacher checks for understandingof
content, but missesseveral key moments.

Checkssometimesprovide an accurate
pulse of the class' understanding, such
that the teacher hasenough information
to adjust subsequent instruction, if
necessary.

The teacher asksfew questions that elicit a
thoughtful response, attempts to engage
all students in the discussion but isonly
moderately successful, and sometimes
respondsto students' correct answersby
probing for higher level understanding in
an effective manner.

The teacher attempts to use guided
discussion techniqueswith limited success.

The teacher checksfor understanding of
content, but missesone or two key
moments.

Checksconsistently provide an accurate
pulse of the class' understanding, such
that the teacher hasenough information
to adjust subsequent instruction, if
necessary.

The teacher asksmany questions that
elicit a thoughtful response and
consistently allowssufficient time for
students to answer, engagesmost
students in the discussion, stepsaside
when appropriate, and consistently
responds to students' correct answersby
probing for higher level understanding in
an effective manner.

The teacher usesguided discussion
techniqueswith success.

The teacher checksfor understanding of
content at all key moments.

Checksalwaysprovide an accurate pulse
of the class' understanding, such that the
teacher hasenough information to adjust
subsequent instruction if necessary.

The teacher regularly asksquestions that
reflect high expectationsand are culturally
and developmentally appropriate, always
allowssufficient time for students to
answer, promotescritical and creative
thinking, ensures that all voicesare heard,
and frequently respondsto students'
correct answersby probing for higher level
understanding in an effective manner.

The teacher frequently usesguided
discussion techniqueswith success.
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory
NeedsImprovement/

Developing Effective Highly Effective
Teacher Reflection:

3c. EngagingStudents in
Learning

Activitiesand assignments, materials, and
groupingsof studentsare not appropriate
for the instructional outcome or not
sensitive to the students' culture or level
of understanding, resulting in minimal
intellectual engagement.

Lessonshave no structure, have no pace,
and have no academic focus.

The teacher doesnot use technology (as
available) in the teaching and learning
processes.

Teacher’sknowledge of subject matter is
poor.

Activitiesand assignments, materials, and
groupingsof studentsare moderately
appropriate for the instructional outcomes
or are somewhat sensitive to the students'
culture or level of understanding, resulting
in moderate intellectual engagement.

Lessonshave recognizable structure, but
are not fully maintained, are poorly paced,
and have limited academic focus.

The teacher sometimesuses technology
(asavailable) in the teaching and learning
processes.

Teacher demonstrates limited knowledge
of subject matter.

Activitiesand assignments, materials, and
groupingsof studentsare appropriate for
the instructional outcomesand are
sensitive to the students' culture and level
of understanding, resulting in intellectual
engagement with most studentsengaged
in a high level of rigor.

Lessonshave coherent structure, are
appropriately paced, and have consistent
academic focus.

The teacher consistently usesappropriate
technology (asavailable) in the teaching
and learning processes.

Teacher demonstratesknowledge of
subject matter.

Activitiesand assignments, materials, and
groupingsof studentspromote significant
learning for the instructional outcomes
and are frequently sensitive to the
students' culture and level of
understanding, resulting in high
intellectual engagement with all students
engaged in a high level of rigor.

Lessonshave coherent structure that is
adapted asnecessary to the needsof
individuals, are appropriately paced to
allow for student reflection and closure,
and alwaysmaintain academic focus.

The teacher frequently usesappropriate
technology (asavailable) in the teaching
and learning processes, and teaches
studentshow to use technology.

Teacher demonstratesa depth and
breadth of subject matter.

Teacher Reflection:
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory
NeedsImprovement/

Developing Effective Highly Effective
3d. Using Assessment in
Instruction

Formative assessment isnot used in
instruction, either through monitoring of
progressby the teacher or students, or
through feedback to students.

Studentsare unaware of the assessment
criteria used to evaluate their work.

Formative assessment issometimesused
in instruction, through some monitoring of
progressof learningby teacher and/or
students. Feedback to students is
rudimentary.

Studentsare aware of only some of the
assessment criteria used to evaluate their
work.

Formative assessment isconsistently used
in instruction, through self‐assessment by
studentsand monitoring of progressof
learning by the teacher and/or students.
Feedback to students isof high quality.

Studentsare mostly aware of the
assessment criteria used to evaluate their
work.

Formative assessment is frequently used
in a sophisticated manner in instruction,
through student involvement in
establishing criteria, self‐assessment by
students, and monitoring of progressby
both the teacher and students. Feedback
to students isof high quality and from a
variety of sources.

Studentsare fully aware of the assessment
criteria used to evaluate their work.

Teacher Reflection:

3e. Demonstrating Flexibility
and Responsiveness

The delivery of instruction isnot aligned
with the instructional standardsand/or
Academic Plan.

The teacher doesnot adjust the lesson
plan or instructional momentum to
addressstudent needs.

The teacher doesnot re‐teach or attempt
to differentiate instruction to ensure or
reinforce student learning.

The delivery of instruction is inconsistently
aligned to the instructional standards
and/or Academic Plan.

The teacher attempts to respond to some
student needs through modification of the
lesson plan or instructional momentum,
with moderate success.

The teacher sometimesattempts to
differentiate instruction to ensure student
learning.

The delivery of instruction ismostly
aligned to the instructional standards
and/or Academic Plan.

The teacher successfully promotes the
learning of most students through
modification of the lesson plan and
instructional momentum.

The teacher consistently uses
differentiated strategiesto ensure student
learning.

The delivery of instruction isalways
aligned to the instructional standards
and/or Academic Plan.

The teacher successfully promotes the
learning of all studentsthrough
modification of the lesson plan and
instructional momentum.

The teacher frequently usesa multitude of
differentiated strategiesto ensure student
learning. The teacher considersstudent
questions, needs, and interest when
instructing.

The teacher holdsstudentsaccountable
for personal learning through the use of
data folders, goal statements, and/or
reflection of individual learning. The
teacher adjusts long term planswhen
needed.

Teacher Reflection:
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District Developed Danielson‐Based Model (All Other Non‐Classroom Instructional Personnel)
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Non‐Classroom Instructional Personnel Performance Evaluation Form

Unsatisfactory NeedsImprovement/Developing Effective Highly Effective
Domain 1: Planning and Preparation
1a. Demonstrating
Knowledge of
Content and
Pedagogy

Demonstratesminimal knowledge of the
subject matter pertaining to specific assigned
job duties, responsibilitiesand functions.

Demonstratessome knowledge of the subject
matter pertaining to specific assigned job
duties, responsibilitiesand functions.

Demonstratesappropriate knowledge of the
subject matter pertaining to specific assigned
job duties, responsibilitiesand functions.

Promotesthe use of research‐based activities
and alignment/compliance with district, state
and federal rulesand regulations.

Demonstratesdetailed knowledge of the
subject matter pertaining to specific assigned
job duties, responsibilitiesand functions.

Promotes the use of research‐based activities
and alignment/compliance with district, state
and federal rulesand regulations resulting in
improved student achievement.

Demonstratesand communicatesasuperior
breadth of subject matter that supports
collaboration with other colleagues.

1b. Designing
Assessment

The plan for assessing instructional or program
outcomescontainsno clear criteria or
standards, ispoorly aligned with the
outcomes, or is ineffective in measuring
outcomes. The resultsof assessment have
minimal impact on future planning.

The plan for assessing instructional or program
outcomesismoderately aligned with the
outcomes, lacksclear criteria, and issomewhat
effective in measuring outcomes. The results
of the assessment have some impact on future
planning.

The plan for assessing instructional or program
outcomesisconsistently aligned with the
outcomes, usesclear criteria, and iseffective
in measuringoutcomes. The resultsof the
assessment have an effective impact on future
planning.

The plan for assessing instructional or program
outcomes isfully aligned with the outcomes,
usesclear criteria, and ishighly effective in
measuring outcomes. Assessment
methodologiesmay have been adapted for
unique or unusual circumstances, and results
of the assessment are a significant force in
future planning.

1c. Setting Outcomes Developsgeneral achievement goalsor does
not develop goalsat all.

Use of scheduling is ineffective.

Instructional and/or program outcomesare of
moderate rigor and are suitable for some
participants, but consist of a combination of
activitiesand goals, some of which permit
viable methodsof assessment.

Outcomesreflect more than one activity, but
there issome evidence of or attempt at
coordination or integration.

Identifiesrelevant information to share with
stakeholdersand developsmeasurable goals.

Utilizesscheduling to provide assistance to
school/department personnel.

Instructional and/or program outcomesare
stated asgoalsreflectinghigh‐level learning
and relevant standards, are suitable for most
participants, represent different typesof
learning, and can be assessed.

Outcomesreflect opportunitiesfor extension
and interdisciplinary application.

Identifiesrelevant information to share with
stakeholdersand developsmeasurable goals
that are aligned to relevant standardsand are
differentiated based on the needsof
stakeholders.

Utilizeseffective scheduling to provide timely
assistance to school/department personnel.

Collaboratively developsand monitors
ambitiousand measurable achievement goals
with individual participants, aswell as
instructional and/or program outcomesfor the
participant group that are aligned to the
relevant standards.

Utilizeshighly effective scheduling to provide
timely assistance and follow‐up to
school/department personnel.
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Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement/Developing Effective Highly Effective
1d. Demonstrating
Knowledge of
Resourcesand
Technology

Demonstratesminimal or no familiarity with
resourcesand technology available to enhance
own knowledge, use in teaching, or to provide
for otherswho need them.

Doesnot seek knowledge of resourcesand
technology.

Demonstrates, at times, some familiarity with
resourcesand basic technology available
through the school or district to enhance own
knowledge, to use in teaching, or to provide
for otherswho need them.

Attempts to seek to extend knowledge of
resourcesand technology.

Demonstratesappropriate awarenessof and
utilizes the basic or required resourcesand
technology available through the school or
district to enhance own knowledge, use in
teaching, or to provide for otherswho need
them.

Consistently utilizesavailable support for
required knowledge of resourcesand
technology.

Demonstratesextensive integration of
resources (including time) and technology (as
available) in and beyond the school, the
district and the community to enhance own
knowledge, to use in teaching, or to provide
for otherswho need them.

Providessupport to others for required
knowledge of resourcesand technology.

1e. Designing
Coherent Activities
that Demonstrate
Knowledge of
Stakeholders

Plans for learningexperiences/meetingsare
poorly aligned with instructional and/or
program outcomesand do not represent a
coherent structure.

Plans for learningexperiences/meetingsare
not differentiated.

Demonstrates litt le or no knowledge of
participants’ backgrounds, cultures, skills,
language proficiency, interests, and special
needs, and doesnot seek such understanding.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetingsare
somewhat aligned with instructional and/or
program outcomes.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetingshave
a recognizable structure and reflect some
knowledge of grade level, school, or district
strategiesand resources.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetingsare
infrequently differentiated.

Demonstratessome knowledge of the
importance of understanding participants’
backgrounds, cultures, skills, language
proficiency, interests, and special needs.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetingsare
aligned with instructional and/or program
outcomesand are demonstrative of
knowledge of job related responsibilities,
content, students, and resources.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetingshave
a clear structure and reflect effective
knowledge of grade level, school, or district
strategiesand resources.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetingsare
often differentiated and suitable for groupsof
participants, and are likely to engage
participants in significant learning.

Clearly demonstrates the importance of
understanding participants’ backgrounds,
cultures, skills, language proficiency, interests,
and special needs isdemonstrated and this
knowledge isattained for the group asa
whole.

Plans for learningexperiences/meetingsare
aligned with instructional and/or program
outcomesand are demonstrative of detailed
knowledge of job related responsibilit ies,
content, students, and resources.

Plans for learningexperiences/meetingshave
a clear structure, are reflective of detailed
knowledge of grade level, school, or district
strategiesand resourcesand allow for
different pathwaysaccording to participant
needs.

Plans for learningexperiences/meetingsare
consistently differentiated where appropriate,
suitable for individual participants, and likely
to engage participants in significant learning.

Knowledge of participants’ backgrounds,
cultures, skills, language proficiency, interests,
and special needsisactively sought from a
variety of sources, and thisknowledge is
attained for individual participants.
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement/Developing Effective Highly Effective
Domain 2: The Classroom Environment
2a. Creating an
Environment of
Respect

Interactionsare negative, inappropriate, or
insensitive to cultural backgroundsor
developmental differences, and are
characterized by sarcasm, put‐downs, or
conflict.

Doesnot use praise or positive feedback.

Interactionsare generally appropriate and free
from conflict but may be characterized by
occasional displaysof insensitivity or lack of
responsiveness to cultural or developmental
differences.

Usessome praise and positive feedback when
interacting with school and department
personnel, students, parentsand community
members.

Interactionsare polite and respectful, reflect
general warmth and caring, and are
appropriate to the cultural and developmental
differencesamong stakeholders.

Consistently usespraise and positive feedback
when interactingwith school and department
personnel, students, parentsand community
members.

Interactionsare respectful and reflect genuine
warmth, caring, and sensitivity to the cultural
and developmental differencesamong
stakeholders. Stakeholders themselvesensure
high levelsof civility amongmembersof the
group.

Frequently usesspecific praise and positive
feedback when interacting with school and
department personnel, students, parentsand
community members.

2b. Establishesa
Culture for Learning

Doesnot work with school/district personnel
to create a positive culture for learning,
improve instruction, or create positive learning
outcomesfor most stakeholders.

Attemptsto work with school/district
personnel to create a positive culture for
learning, improve instruction, and create
positive learningoutcomes for stakeholders,
but effortsare not alwayssuccessful.

Workswith school/district personnel to create
a positive culture for learning, improve
instruction, and create positive learning
outcomes for most stakeholders.

Workswith school/district personnel to create
a positive culture for learning, improve
instruction, and create positive learning
outcomes for all stakeholders. All stakeholders
hold themselves to high standardsof
performance; for example, by initiating
improvement to their work.

2c. Establishesand
ManagesProcedures

Considerable instructional/work time is lost
because of because of inefficient routinesor
proceduresfor performance of duties.

Some instructional/work time is lost because
of inefficient routinesor procedures for
performance of duties.

Little instructional/work time is lost because of
inefficient routinesor proceduresfor
performance of duties.

Uses the principlesof quality improvement to
ensure that instructional/work time isnot lost
because of inefficient routinesor procedures
for performance of duties.

2d. StopsMisconduct
by Using Effective,
Appropriate
Techniques

There isno evidence that standardsof
conduct/professionalism have been
established and minimal or no monitoring of
workgroups.

Doesnot provide constructive feedback to
teachers, support staff, administrators,
parents, and studentsor provides feedback in
an unprofessional manner.

An effort hasbeen made to establish
standardsof conduct/professionalism and to
monitor workgroups, but these effortsare not
alwayssuccessful.

Providessome constructive feedback to
teachers, support staff, administrators,
parents, and students.

Standardsof conduct/professionalism appear
to be clear to stakeholders. Monitors
workgroupsto remain on task, focused, and
effectively engaged.

Providesconstructive feedback to teachers,
support staff, administrators, parents, and
students in a professional manner.

Standardsof conduct/professionalism are clear
to stakeholders, with evidence of stakeholder
participation in setting them. Monitors
workgroups to remain on task, focused, and
effectively engaged. Maintains focusof an
individual or group, even during adversity.

Providesconstructive feedback to teachers,
support staff, administrators, parents, and
students in a professional manner and there is
significant evidence that stakeholdersact on
the feedback.
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2e. Organizing
Physical Space

The physical environment isunsafe.
Stakeholdersdon't have access to learning.
There ispoor alignment between the physical
arrangement and activities.

The environment issafe, essential learning is
accessible to some stakeholders, and use of
physical resources ismoderately effective.
May attempt to modify the physical
arrangement to suit learningactivities, with
some success.

The environment issafe, and learning is
accessible to most stakeholders. Physical
arrangement isappropriate to the learning
activities. Makeseffective use of physical
resources.

Usesand maintainsequipment and
property/ inventory related to accomplishing
job‐specific responsibilitiesand functions.

The environment issafe, and the physical
arrangement ensures the learningof all
stakeholders, including those with special
needs. Stakeholderscontribute to the use or
adaptation of the physical environment to
advance learning.

Usesand maintainsequipment and
property/ inventory related to accomplishing
job‐specific responsibilit iesand functionsand
developssystems/procedures for
improvement for the department/school or
other stakeholders.
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Domain 3: Instruction
3a. Communicating
with Students/
Stakeholders

Hasan inadequate presence.

Ineffectively developsstakeholders’
understanding of the objective by not
communicating it, doesnot have a clear
objective, or the activity doesnot connect to
the objective.

Hasa rudimentary positive presence.

Inconsistently developsstakeholders’
understanding of the objective by
communicating what stakeholderswill know or
be able to do by the end of the activity and
connecting the objective to prior knowledge.

Hasa consistent positive presence.

Effectively developsstakeholders’
understanding of objectivesby communicating
what stakeholderswill know or be able to do
by the end of the activity, connecting the
objective to prior knowledge, and explaining
the importance of the objective.

Hasa highly effective positive presence.

Effectively developsstakeholders’
understandingof objectivesby communicating
what stakeholderswill know or be able to do
by the end of the activity, connecting the
objective to prior knowledge, explaining the
importance of the objective, and referring to
the objective at key pointsduring the activity.

3b. Using
Questioningand
Discussion
Techniques

Doesnot check for understandingof content
and/or solicit feedback during formal/ informal
discussions, conferences, presentations, and
meetings.

Doesnot ask questionsor questionsare not
appropriate for clarifying and obtaining
information needed to reach sound
conclusions.

Questionselicit no participation and recitation
rather than discussion. Doesnot address
stakeholders’ responsesin an effective
manner.

Checksfor understandingof content and
solicits feedback during formal/ informal
discussions, conferences, presentations, and
meetings, but missesseveral key moments.

Sometimesasksappropriate questionsto
clarify and obtain information needed to reach
sound conclusions, such that adjustments to
subsequent instruction can be made, if
necessary.

Few questionselicit a thoughtful response.
Attemptsto engage all stakeholders in
discussion are only moderately successful.
Sometimesaddressesstakeholders’ responses
in an effective manner.

Checksfor understandingof content and
solicits feedback during formal/ informal
discussions, conferences, presentations, and
meetings, but missesone or two key
moments.

Consistently asksappropriate questionsto
clarify and obtain information needed to reach
sound conclusions, such that adjustments to
subsequent instruction can be made, if
necessary.

Many questionselicit a thoughtful response.
Allowssufficient time for stakeholders to
answer, engagesmost stakeholders in the
discussion, and stepsaside when appropriate.
Consistently addressesstakeholders’
responsesin an effective manner.

Checks for understanding of content and
solicits feedback during formal/ informal
discussions, conferences, presentations, and
meetingsat all key moments.

Alwaysasksappropriate questionsto clarify
and obtain information needed to reach sound
conclusions, such that adjustmentsto
subsequent instruction can be made, if
necessary.

Regularly asksquestionsthat reflect high
expectationsand are culturally and
developmentally appropriate. Allowssufficient
time for stakeholders to answer, promotes
critical and creative thinking, and ensures that
all voicesare heard. Frequently addresses
stakeholders’ responsesin an effective
manner.
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3c. Engaging
Students /
Stakeholders in
Learning

Presentation of information to school/district
personnel and use of skillsand strategiesthat
promote participant learning is ineffective.
Activitiesand assignments, materials, and/or
groupingsare not sensitive to the participants'
culture or level of understanding, resulting in
minimal intellectual engagement.

Activitieshave no structure, are poorly paced,
and have no job‐related focus.

Doesnot use technology (asavailable) in the
presentation of information or learning
processes.

Knowledge of subject matter ispoor.

Presentation of information to school/district
personnel and use of skillsand strategies that
promote participant learning issometimes
effective. Activitiesand assignments,
materials, and/or groupingsare somewhat
sensitive to the participants' culture or level of
understanding, resulting in moderate
intellectual engagement.

Activitieshave recognizable structure, but are
not fully maintained, are poorly paced, and
have limited job‐related focus.

Sometimesuses technology (asavailable) in
the presentation of information or learning
processes.

Demonstrates limited knowledge of subject
matter.

Presents information effectively to
school/district personnel while using skillsand
strategiesthat promote participant learning.
Activitiesand assignments, materials, and/or
groupingsare sensitive to the participants'
culture and level of understanding, resulting in
intellectual engagement with most
participantsengaged in work of a high level of
rigor.

Activitieshave coherent structure, are
appropriately paced, and have consistently
job‐related focus.

Consistently usesappropriate technology (as
available) in the presentation of information or
learning processes.

Demonstratesknowledge of subject matter.

Presents information effectively to
school/district personnel while using skillsand
strategies that promote participant learning.
Activitiesand assignments, materials, and/or
groupingsare frequently sensitive to the
participants' culture and level of
understanding, resulting in intellectual
engagement with all participantsengaged in
work of a high level of rigor.

Activitieshave coherent structure that is
adapted asnecessary to the needsof
individuals, are appropriately paced to allow
for reflection and closure, and alwaysmaintain
job‐related focus.

Frequently usesappropriate technology (as
available) in the presentation of information or
learningprocesses, and teachesstakeholders
how to use technology to present information.

Demonstratesa depth and breadth of subject
matter.

3d. Using
Assessment

Monitoring of progressand the provision of
suggestionsand criticismsare not evident.

Doesnot use supportive data to problem‐
solve, reach conclusions, and develop action
plans.

Some monitoring of progressof learning is
evident. Suggestionsand criticismsare
rudimentary.

Usessupportive data to problem‐solve, reach
conclusions, and develop action plans, with
moderate success.

Self‐assessment by participantsand
monitoringof progressof learning isevident.
Suggestionsare of high quality and criticism is
offered with discretion.

Usessupportive data to problem‐solve, reach
conclusions, and develop action planswhile
using technology to obtain, manage and apply
thisdata where appropriate and available,
with assistance.

Participant involvement in establishing criteria,
self‐assessment by participants, and
monitoringof progress isevident. Suggestions
are of high quality and from a variety of
sources. Criticism isoffered with discretion.

Usessupportive data to problem‐solve, reach
conclusions, and develop action planswhile
using technology to obtain, manage and apply
thisdata where appropriate and available.

3e. Demonstrating
Flexibility and
Responsiveness

Activitiesdo not follow an academic and/or
compliance focusregarding
district/state/ federal goals, initiatives, rules,
and regulations.

Doesnot establish an efficient work pace or
maintainsmomentum when performing job
duties.

Doesnot attempt to use differentiated
strategies.

Activities inconsistently maintain an academic
and/or compliance focusregarding
district/state/federal goals, initiatives, rules,
and regulations.

Attempts to establish an efficient work pace
and maintain momentum when performing
job duties, with moderate success.

Sometimesusesdifferentiated strategies.

Activitiesmostly maintain an academic and/or
compliance focusregarding
district/state/federal goals, initiatives, rules,
and regulations.

Establishesan efficient work pace and
maintainsmomentum when performing job
duties.

Consistently usesdifferentiated strategies.

Activitiesalwaysmaintain an academic and/or
compliance focus regarding
district/state/ federal goals, initiatives, rules,
and regulations.

Establishesan efficient work pace and
maintainsmomentum when performing job
duties. Adaptsand modifiesactivities in
response to the needsof stakeholders.

Frequently usesa multitude of differentiated
strategies. Considersstakeholders’ questions,
needs, and interestsduringactivities.
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Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities
4a. Showing
Professionalism

Doesnot adhere to standardsfor professional
conduct and overall performance
requirements, including attendance and
punctuality, and the observance of
confidentiality relating to students, teachers,
parents, community agencies, and
school/department.

Fails to comply with school, district, state, and
federal regulationsand timelines.

Hasdifficulty demonstrating respect,
responsibility, honesty and integrity, requires
frequent support supervision, and resists
feedback from colleaguesand administration.

Inconsistently adheres to standardsfor
professional conduct and overall performance
requirements, includingattendance and
punctuality, and the observance of
confidentiality relating to students, teachers,
parents, community agencies, and
school/department, with some support
supervision.

Attemptsto comply with school, district, state,
and federal regulations.

Strives to develop behaviorsthat model the
valuesof respect, responsibility, honesty and
integrity, and requiressome support
supervision. Respondsappropriately to and
actsupon feedback.

Consistently adheresto and modelsstandards
for professional conduct and overall
performance requirements, including
attendance and punctuality, and the
observance of confidentiality relating to
students, teachers, parents, community
agencies, and school/department.

Complies fully and voluntarily with school,
district, state, and federal regulations.
Performswith minimum supervision.

Models the valuesof respect, responsibility,
honesty, and integrity, and performswith
minimum supervision. Respondsappropriately
to and actsupon feedback.

Alwaysadheresto and modelsstandards for
professional conduct and overall performance
requirements, including attendance and
punctuality, and the observance of
confidentiality relating to students, teachers,
parents, community agencies, and
school/department.

Compliesfully and voluntarily with school,
district, state, and federal regulations.

Positively influencesmembersof the
organization to understand and adhere to
these professional obligations. Responds
appropriately to and actsupon feedback.

4b. Maintaining
Accurate Records

Instructional and/or non‐instructional records
are either nonexistent or in disarray, resulting
in errorsand confusion.

Doesnot monitor or analyze student progress
data.

Isnot punctual in reporting to
school/department and in carrying out
school/department assignments.

Maintenance of instructional and/or non‐
instructional records is rudimentary and only
moderately effective.

Tracksand monitorsstudent progressdata.

Is inconsistently punctual in reporting to
school/department and in carryingout
school/department assignments.

Maintenance of instructional and/or non‐
instructional records ismostly accurate,
efficient, effective, and timely.

Tracks, monitors, and analyzesstudent
progressdata to improve individual student
performance.

Isconsistently punctual in reporting to
school/department and in carryingout
school/department assignments.

Instructional and/or non‐instructional records
are maintained accurately, efficiently,
effectively, and on time, resulting in complete
documentation that can be used to
demonstrate compliance with state and
federal regulations in audit situations.

Tracks, monitors, and analyzesstudent
progressdata to improve individual student
performance and usesresults to positively
impact district‐wide performance measures.

Isalwayspunctual in reporting to
school/department and in carrying out
school/department assignments.

4c. Communicating
with Families /
Stakeholders

Communication with familiesand/or other
stakeholders issporadic and/or insensitive.

Communication with familiesand/or other
stakeholdersmeetsbasic requirementsfor
frequency, however; communication isnot
alwaysappropriate.

Makesmodest attemptsto engage families
and/or other stakeholders in programsand/or
services.

Communication with most familiesand/or
other stakeholders is frequent and conveyed in
an appropriate manner.

Successfully engagesmost familiesand/or
other stakeholders in programsand/or
services, asappropriate.

Frequently communicateswith all families
and/or other stakeholdersusinga variety of
methods to achieve program/department
related compliance and/or to increase student
achievement.

Successfully engagesall familiesand/or other
stakeholders in programsand/or services, as
appropriate.

Collaborateswith othersto build capacity.
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4d. Participating in a
Professional
Community

Avoidsparticipating in a professional
community or in school and district eventsand
projects, minimally collaborateswith
colleagues, and hasnegative or self‐serving
relationshipswith colleagues.

Becomesinvolved in the professional
community and in school and/or district
eventsand projectswhen specifically asked,
makessome effort to collaborate with
colleagues, and hascordial relationshipswith
colleagues.

Participatesactively in the professional
community and in school and/or district
eventsand projects, actively seeksout
opportunitiesto collaborate with others, and
maintainspositive and productive
relationshipswith colleagues.

Makesa substantial contribution to the
professional community and to school and
district eventsand projects, collaborates
with/coachesothers through difficult
situations, and assumesa leadership role
among the faculty.

4e. Growingand
Developing
Professionally

Doesnot participate in professional
development activities, and makesno effort to
share knowledge with colleagues.

Resistant to feedback from supervisorsor
colleagues.

Participates in professional development
activitiesthat are convenient or are required,
and makes limited contribution to the
profession.

Acceptsfeedback from supervisorsand
colleagueswith some reluctance.

Seeksout opportunities for professional
development based on an individual
assessment of needs, and actively shares
expertise with others.

Welcomes feedback from supervisorsand
colleagues.

Actively pursuesprofessional development
opportunitiesand initiatesactivitiesto
contribute to the profession.

Supports the professional development of
others.

Seeksfeedback from supervisorsand
colleagues.
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Domain 1: Planning and Preparation

1a. Demonstrating
Knowledge of
Content and
Pedagogy

Demonstratesminimal knowledge of the
subject matter pertaining to specific assigned
job duties, responsibilitiesand functions.

Demonstratessome knowledge of the subject
matter pertaining to specific assigned job
duties, responsibilitiesand functions.

Demonstratesappropriate knowledge of the
subject matter pertaining to specific assigned
job duties, responsibilitiesand functions.

Promotesthe use of research‐based activities
and alignment/compliance with district, state
and federal rulesand regulations.

Demonstratesdetailed knowledge of the
subject matter pertaining to specific assigned
job duties, responsibilitiesand functions.

Promotes the use of research‐based activities
and alignment/compliance with district, state
and federal rulesand regulations resulting in
improved student achievement.

Demonstratesand communicatesasuperior
breadth of subject matter that supports
collaboration with other colleagues.

1b. Designing
Assessment

The plan for assessing instructional or program
outcomescontainsno clear criteria or
standards, ispoorly aligned with the
outcomes, or is ineffective in measuring
outcomes. The resultsof assessment have
minimal impact on future planning.

The plan for assessing instructional or program
outcomesismoderately aligned with the
outcomes, lacksclear criteria, and issomewhat
effective in measuring outcomes. The results
of the assessment have some impact on future
planning.

The plan for assessing instructional or program
outcomesisconsistently aligned with the
outcomes, usesclear criteria, and iseffective
in measuringoutcomes. The resultsof the
assessment have an effective impact on future
planning.

The plan for assessing instructional or program
outcomes isfully aligned with the outcomes,
usesclear criteria, and ishighly effective in
measuring outcomes. Assessment
methodologiesmay have been adapted for
unique or unusual circumstances, and results
of the assessment are a significant force in
future planning.

1c. Setting Outcomes Developsgeneral achievement goalsor does
not develop goalsat all.

Use of scheduling is ineffective.

Instructional and/or program outcomesare of
moderate rigor and are suitable for some
participants, but consist of a combination of
activitiesand goals, some of which permit
viable methodsof assessment.

Outcomesreflect more than one activity, but
there issome evidence of or attempt at
coordination or integration.

Identifiesrelevant information to share with
stakeholdersand developsmeasurable goals.

Utilizesscheduling to provide assistance to
school/department personnel.

Instructional and/or program outcomesare
stated asgoalsreflectinghigh‐level learning
and relevant standards, are suitable for most
participants, represent different typesof
learning, and can be assessed.

Outcomesreflect opportunitiesfor extension
and interdisciplinary application.

Identifiesrelevant information to share with
stakeholdersand developsmeasurable goals
that are aligned to relevant standardsand are
differentiated based on the needsof
stakeholders.

Utilizeseffective scheduling to provide timely
assistance to school/department personnel.

Collaboratively developsand monitors
ambitiousand measurable achievement goals
with individual participants, aswell as
instructional and/or program outcomesfor the
participant group that are aligned to the
relevant standards.

Utilizeshighly effective scheduling to provide
timely assistance and follow‐up to
school/department personnel.
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1d. Demonstrating
Knowledge of
Resourcesand
Technology

Demonstratesminimal or no familiarity with
resourcesand technology available to enhance
own knowledge, use in teaching, or to provide
for otherswho need them.

Doesnot seek knowledge of resourcesand
technology.

Demonstrates, at times, some familiarity with
resourcesand basic technology available
through the school or district to enhance own
knowledge, to use in teaching, or to provide
for otherswho need them.

Attempts to seek to extend knowledge of
resourcesand technology.

Demonstratesappropriate awarenessof and
utilizes the basic or required resourcesand
technology available through the school or
district to enhance own knowledge, use in
teaching, or to provide for otherswho need
them.

Consistently utilizesavailable support for
required knowledge of resourcesand
technology.

Demonstratesextensive integration of
resources (including time) and technology (as
available) in and beyond the school, the
district and the community to enhance own
knowledge, to use in teaching, or to provide
for otherswho need them.

Providessupport to others for required
knowledge of resourcesand technology.

1e. Designing
Coherent Activities
that Demonstrate
Knowledge of
Stakeholders

Plans for learningexperiences/meetingsare
poorly aligned with instructional and/or
program outcomesand do not represent a
coherent structure.

Plans for learningexperiences/meetingsare
not differentiated.

Demonstrates litt le or no knowledge of
participants’ backgrounds, cultures, skills,
language proficiency, interests, and special
needs, and doesnot seek such understanding.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetingsare
somewhat aligned with instructional and/or
program outcomes.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetingshave
a recognizable structure and reflect some
knowledge of grade level, school, or district
strategiesand resources.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetingsare
infrequently differentiated.

Demonstratessome knowledge of the
importance of understanding participants’
backgrounds, cultures, skills, language
proficiency, interests, and special needs.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetingsare
aligned with instructional and/or program
outcomesand are demonstrative of
knowledge of job related responsibilities,
content, students, and resources.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetingshave
a clear structure and reflect effective
knowledge of grade level, school, or district
strategiesand resources.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetingsare
often differentiated and suitable for groupsof
participants, and are likely to engage
participants in significant learning.

Clearly demonstrates the importance of
understanding participants’ backgrounds,
cultures, skills, language proficiency, interests,
and special needs isdemonstrated and this
knowledge isattained for the group asa
whole.

Plans for learningexperiences/meetingsare
aligned with instructional and/or program
outcomesand are demonstrative of detailed
knowledge of job related responsibilit ies,
content, students, and resources.

Plans for learningexperiences/meetingshave
a clear structure, are reflective of detailed
knowledge of grade level, school, or district
strategiesand resourcesand allow for
different pathwaysaccording to participant
needs.

Plans for learningexperiences/meetingsare
consistently differentiated where appropriate,
suitable for individual participants, and likely
to engage participants in significant learning.

Knowledge of participants’ backgrounds,
cultures, skills, language proficiency, interests,
and special needsisactively sought from a
variety of sources, and thisknowledge is
attained for individual participants.
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Domain 2: The Classroom Environment
2a. Creating an
Environment of
Respect

Interactionsare negative, inappropriate, or
insensitive to cultural backgroundsor
developmental differences, and are
characterized by sarcasm, put‐downs, or
conflict.

Doesnot use praise or positive feedback.

Interactionsare generally appropriate and free
from conflict but may be characterized by
occasional displaysof insensitivity or lack of
responsiveness to cultural or developmental
differences.

Usessome praise and positive feedback when
interacting with school and department
personnel, students, parentsand community
members.

Interactionsare polite and respectful, reflect
general warmth and caring, and are
appropriate to the cultural and developmental
differencesamong stakeholders.

Consistently usespraise and positive feedback
when interactingwith school and department
personnel, students, parentsand community
members.

Interactionsare respectful and reflect genuine
warmth, caring, and sensitivity to the cultural
and developmental differencesamong
stakeholders. Stakeholders themselvesensure
high levelsof civility amongmembersof the
group.

Frequently usesspecific praise and positive
feedback when interacting with school and
department personnel, students, parentsand
community members.

2b. Establishesa
Culture for Learning

Doesnot work with school/district personnel
to create a positive culture for learning,
improve instruction, or create positive learning
outcomesfor most stakeholders.

Attemptsto work with school/district
personnel to create a positive culture for
learning, improve instruction, and create
positive learningoutcomes for stakeholders,
but effortsare not alwayssuccessful.

Workswith school/district personnel to create
a positive culture for learning, improve
instruction, and create positive learning
outcomes for most stakeholders.

Workswith school/district personnel to create
a positive culture for learning, improve
instruction, and create positive learning
outcomes for all stakeholders. All stakeholders
hold themselves to high standardsof
performance; for example, by initiating
improvement to their work.

2c. Establishesand
ManagesProcedures

Considerable instructional/work time is lost
because of because of inefficient routinesor
proceduresfor performance of duties.

Some instructional/work time is lost because
of inefficient routinesor procedures for
performance of duties.

Little instructional/work time is lost because of
inefficient routinesor proceduresfor
performance of duties.

Uses the principlesof quality improvement to
ensure that instructional/work time isnot lost
because of inefficient routinesor procedures
for performance of duties.

2d. StopsMisconduct
by Using Effective,
Appropriate
Techniques

There isno evidence that standardsof
conduct/professionalism have been
established and minimal or no monitoring of
workgroups.

Doesnot provide constructive feedback to
teachers, support staff, administrators,
parents, and studentsor provides feedback in
an unprofessional manner.

An effort hasbeen made to establish
standardsof conduct/professionalism and to
monitor workgroups, but these effortsare not
alwayssuccessful.

Providessome constructive feedback to
teachers, support staff, administrators,
parents, and students.

Standardsof conduct/professionalism appear
to be clear to stakeholders. Monitors
workgroupsto remain on task, focused, and
effectively engaged.

Providesconstructive feedback to teachers,
support staff, administrators, parents, and
students in a professional manner.

Standardsof conduct/professionalism are clear
to stakeholders, with evidence of stakeholder
participation in setting them. Monitors
workgroups to remain on task, focused, and
effectively engaged. Maintains focusof an
individual or group, even during adversity.

Providesconstructive feedback to teachers,
support staff, administrators, parents, and
students in a professional manner and there is
significant evidence that stakeholdersact on
the feedback.
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2e. Organizing
Physical Space

The physical environment isunsafe.
Stakeholdersdon't have access to learning.
There ispoor alignment between the physical
arrangement and activities.

The environment issafe, essential learning is
accessible to some stakeholders, and use of
physical resources ismoderately effective.
May attempt to modify the physical
arrangement to suit learningactivities, with
some success.

The environment issafe, and learning is
accessible to most stakeholders. Physical
arrangement isappropriate to the learning
activities. Makeseffective use of physical
resources.

Usesand maintainsequipment and
property/ inventory related to accomplishing
job‐specific responsibilitiesand functions.

The environment issafe, and the physical
arrangement ensures the learningof all
stakeholders, including those with special
needs. Stakeholderscontribute to the use or
adaptation of the physical environment to
advance learning.

Usesand maintainsequipment and
property/ inventory related to accomplishing
job‐specific responsibilit iesand functionsand
developssystems/procedures for
improvement for the department/school or
other stakeholders.
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Domain 3: Instruction
3a. Communicating
with Students/
Stakeholders

Hasan inadequate presence.

Ineffectively developsstakeholders’
understanding of the objective by not
communicating it, doesnot have a clear
objective, or the activity doesnot connect to
the objective.

Hasa rudimentary positive presence.

Inconsistently developsstakeholders’
understanding of the objective by
communicating what stakeholderswill know or
be able to do by the end of the activity and
connecting the objective to prior knowledge.

Hasa consistent positive presence.

Effectively developsstakeholders’
understanding of objectivesby communicating
what stakeholderswill know or be able to do
by the end of the activity, connecting the
objective to prior knowledge, and explaining
the importance of the objective.

Hasa highly effective positive presence.

Effectively developsstakeholders’
understandingof objectivesby communicating
what stakeholderswill know or be able to do
by the end of the activity, connecting the
objective to prior knowledge, explaining the
importance of the objective, and referring to
the objective at key pointsduring the activity.

3b. Using
Questioningand
Discussion
Techniques

Doesnot check for understandingof content
and/or solicit feedback during formal/ informal
discussions, conferences, presentations, and
meetings.

Doesnot ask questionsor questionsare not
appropriate for clarifying and obtaining
information needed to reach sound
conclusions.

Questionselicit no participation and recitation
rather than discussion. Doesnot address
stakeholders’ responsesin an effective
manner.

Checksfor understandingof content and
solicits feedback during formal/ informal
discussions, conferences, presentations, and
meetings, but missesseveral key moments.

Sometimesasksappropriate questionsto
clarify and obtain information needed to reach
sound conclusions, such that adjustments to
subsequent instruction can be made, if
necessary.

Few questionselicit a thoughtful response.
Attemptsto engage all stakeholders in
discussion are only moderately successful.
Sometimesaddressesstakeholders’ responses
in an effective manner.

Checksfor understandingof content and
solicits feedback during formal/ informal
discussions, conferences, presentations, and
meetings, but missesone or two key
moments.

Consistently asksappropriate questionsto
clarify and obtain information needed to reach
sound conclusions, such that adjustments to
subsequent instruction can be made, if
necessary.

Many questionselicit a thoughtful response.
Allowssufficient time for stakeholders to
answer, engagesmost stakeholders in the
discussion, and stepsaside when appropriate.
Consistently addressesstakeholders’
responsesin an effective manner.

Checks for understanding of content and
solicits feedback during formal/ informal
discussions, conferences, presentations, and
meetingsat all key moments.

Alwaysasksappropriate questionsto clarify
and obtain information needed to reach sound
conclusions, such that adjustmentsto
subsequent instruction can be made, if
necessary.

Regularly asksquestionsthat reflect high
expectationsand are culturally and
developmentally appropriate. Allowssufficient
time for stakeholders to answer, promotes
critical and creative thinking, and ensures that
all voicesare heard. Frequently addresses
stakeholders’ responsesin an effective
manner.
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Performance Rating
Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement/Developing Effective Highly Effective

3c. Engaging
Students /
Stakeholders in
Learning

Presentation of information to school/district
personnel and use of skillsand strategiesthat
promote participant learning is ineffective.
Activitiesand assignments, materials, and/or
groupingsare not sensitive to the participants'
culture or level of understanding, resulting in
minimal intellectual engagement.

Activitieshave no structure, are poorly paced,
and have no job‐related focus.

Doesnot use technology (asavailable) in the
presentation of information or learning
processes.

Knowledge of subject matter ispoor.

Presentation of information to school/district
personnel and use of skillsand strategies that
promote participant learning issometimes
effective. Activitiesand assignments,
materials, and/or groupingsare somewhat
sensitive to the participants' culture or level of
understanding, resulting in moderate
intellectual engagement.

Activitieshave recognizable structure, but are
not fully maintained, are poorly paced, and
have limited job‐related focus.

Sometimesuses technology (asavailable) in
the presentation of information or learning
processes.

Demonstrates limited knowledge of subject
matter.

Presents information effectively to
school/district personnel while using skillsand
strategiesthat promote participant learning.
Activitiesand assignments, materials, and/or
groupingsare sensitive to the participants'
culture and level of understanding, resulting in
intellectual engagement with most
participantsengaged in work of a high level of
rigor.

Activitieshave coherent structure, are
appropriately paced, and have consistently
job‐related focus.

Consistently usesappropriate technology (as
available) in the presentation of information or
learning processes.

Demonstratesknowledge of subject matter.

Presents information effectively to
school/district personnel while using skillsand
strategies that promote participant learning.
Activitiesand assignments, materials, and/or
groupingsare frequently sensitive to the
participants' culture and level of
understanding, resulting in intellectual
engagement with all participantsengaged in
work of a high level of rigor.

Activitieshave coherent structure that is
adapted asnecessary to the needsof
individuals, are appropriately paced to allow
for reflection and closure, and alwaysmaintain
job‐related focus.

Frequently usesappropriate technology (as
available) in the presentation of information or
learningprocesses, and teachesstakeholders
how to use technology to present information.

Demonstratesa depth and breadth of subject
matter.

3d. Using
Assessment

Monitoring of progressand the provision of
suggestionsand criticismsare not evident.

Doesnot use supportive data to problem‐
solve, reach conclusions, and develop action
plans.

Some monitoring of progressof learning is
evident. Suggestionsand criticismsare
rudimentary.

Usessupportive data to problem‐solve, reach
conclusions, and develop action plans, with
moderate success.

Self‐assessment by participantsand
monitoringof progressof learning isevident.
Suggestionsare of high quality and criticism is
offered with discretion.

Usessupportive data to problem‐solve, reach
conclusions, and develop action planswhile
using technology to obtain, manage and apply
thisdata where appropriate and available,
with assistance.

Participant involvement in establishing criteria,
self‐assessment by participants, and
monitoringof progress isevident. Suggestions
are of high quality and from a variety of
sources. Criticism isoffered with discretion.

Usessupportive data to problem‐solve, reach
conclusions, and develop action planswhile
using technology to obtain, manage and apply
thisdata where appropriate and available.

3e. Demonstrating
Flexibility and
Responsiveness

Activitiesdo not follow an academic and/or
compliance focusregarding
district/state/ federal goals, initiatives, rules,
and regulations.

Doesnot establish an efficient work pace or
maintainsmomentum when performing job
duties.

Doesnot attempt to use differentiated
strategies.

Activities inconsistently maintain an academic
and/or compliance focusregarding
district/state/federal goals, initiatives, rules,
and regulations.

Attempts to establish an efficient work pace
and maintain momentum when performing
job duties, with moderate success.

Sometimesusesdifferentiated strategies.

Activitiesmostly maintain an academic and/or
compliance focusregarding
district/state/federal goals, initiatives, rules,
and regulations.

Establishesan efficient work pace and
maintainsmomentum when performing job
duties.

Consistently usesdifferentiated strategies.

Activitiesalwaysmaintain an academic and/or
compliance focus regarding
district/state/ federal goals, initiatives, rules,
and regulations.

Establishesan efficient work pace and
maintainsmomentum when performing job
duties. Adaptsand modifiesactivities in
response to the needsof stakeholders.

Frequently usesa multitude of differentiated
strategies. Considersstakeholders’ questions,
needs, and interestsduringactivities.
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Performance Rating
Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement/Developing Effective Highly Effective

Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities
4a. Showing
Professionalism

Doesnot adhere to standardsfor professional
conduct and overall performance
requirements, including attendance and
punctuality, and the observance of
confidentiality relating to students, teachers,
parents, community agencies, and
school/department.

Fails to comply with school, district, state, and
federal regulationsand timelines.

Hasdifficulty demonstrating respect,
responsibility, honesty and integrity, requires
frequent support supervision, and resists
feedback from colleaguesand administration.

Inconsistently adheres to standardsfor
professional conduct and overall performance
requirements, includingattendance and
punctuality, and the observance of
confidentiality relating to students, teachers,
parents, community agencies, and
school/department, with some support
supervision.

Attemptsto comply with school, district, state,
and federal regulations.

Strives to develop behaviorsthat model the
valuesof respect, responsibility, honesty and
integrity, and requiressome support
supervision. Respondsappropriately to and
actsupon feedback.

Consistently adheresto and modelsstandards
for professional conduct and overall
performance requirements, including
attendance and punctuality, and the
observance of confidentiality relating to
students, teachers, parents, community
agencies, and school/department.

Complies fully and voluntarily with school,
district, state, and federal regulations.
Performswith minimum supervision.

Models the valuesof respect, responsibility,
honesty, and integrity, and performswith
minimum supervision. Respondsappropriately
to and actsupon feedback.

Alwaysadheresto and modelsstandards for
professional conduct and overall performance
requirements, including attendance and
punctuality, and the observance of
confidentiality relating to students, teachers,
parents, community agencies, and
school/department.

Compliesfully and voluntarily with school,
district, state, and federal regulations.

Positively influencesmembersof the
organization to understand and adhere to
these professional obligations. Responds
appropriately to and actsupon feedback.

4b. Maintaining
Accurate Records

Instructional and/or non‐instructional records
are either nonexistent or in disarray, resulting
in errorsand confusion.

Doesnot monitor or analyze student progress
data.

Isnot punctual in reporting to
school/department and in carrying out
school/department assignments.

Maintenance of instructional and/or non‐
instructional records is rudimentary and only
moderately effective.

Tracksand monitorsstudent progressdata.

Is inconsistently punctual in reporting to
school/department and in carryingout
school/department assignments.

Maintenance of instructional and/or non‐
instructional records ismostly accurate,
efficient, effective, and timely.

Tracks, monitors, and analyzesstudent
progressdata to improve individual student
performance.

Isconsistently punctual in reporting to
school/department and in carryingout
school/department assignments.

Instructional and/or non‐instructional records
are maintained accurately, efficiently,
effectively, and on time, resulting in complete
documentation that can be used to
demonstrate compliance with state and
federal regulations in audit situations.

Tracks, monitors, and analyzesstudent
progressdata to improve individual student
performance and usesresults to positively
impact district‐wide performance measures.

Isalwayspunctual in reporting to
school/department and in carrying out
school/department assignments.

4c. Communicating
with Families /
Stakeholders

Communication with familiesand/or other
stakeholders issporadic and/or insensitive.

Communication with familiesand/or other
stakeholdersmeetsbasic requirementsfor
frequency, however; communication isnot
alwaysappropriate.

Makesmodest attemptsto engage families
and/or other stakeholders in programsand/or
services.

Communication with most familiesand/or
other stakeholders is frequent and conveyed in
an appropriate manner.

Successfully engagesmost familiesand/or
other stakeholders in programsand/or
services, asappropriate.

Frequently communicateswith all families
and/or other stakeholdersusinga variety of
methods to achieve program/department
related compliance and/or to increase student
achievement.

Successfully engagesall familiesand/or other
stakeholders in programsand/or services, as
appropriate.

Collaborateswith othersto build capacity.
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Performance Rating
Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement/Developing Effective Highly Effective

4d. Participating in a
Professional
Community

Avoidsparticipating in a professional
community or in school and district eventsand
projects, minimally collaborateswith
colleagues, and hasnegative or self‐serving
relationshipswith colleagues.

Becomesinvolved in the professional
community and in school and/or district
eventsand projectswhen specifically asked,
makessome effort to collaborate with
colleagues, and hascordial relationshipswith
colleagues.

Participatesactively in the professional
community and in school and/or district
eventsand projects, actively seeksout
opportunitiesto collaborate with others, and
maintainspositive and productive
relationshipswith colleagues.

Makesa substantial contribution to the
professional community and to school and
district eventsand projects, collaborates
with/coachesothers through difficult
situations, and assumesa leadership role
among the faculty.

4e. Growingand
Developing
Professionally

Doesnot participate in professional
development activities, and makesno effort to
share knowledge with colleagues.

Resistant to feedback from supervisorsor
colleagues.

Participates in professional development
activitiesthat are convenient or are required,
and makes limited contribution to the
profession.

Acceptsfeedback from supervisorsand
colleagueswith some reluctance.

Seeksout opportunities for professional
development based on an individual
assessment of needs, and actively shares
expertise with others.

Welcomes feedback from supervisorsand
colleagues.

Actively pursuesprofessional development
opportunitiesand initiatesactivitiesto
contribute to the profession.

Supports the professional development of
others.

Seeksfeedback from supervisorsand
colleagues.
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Non‐Classroom Instructional Pre‐Observation Tool: Lesson Planning and Professionalism (Form #1)
The School District of Lee County

Instructions:

1. Prior a formal classroom observation, the teacher completes the pre‐
observation lesson planning form by filling out the comments for each of
the domain categories.

2. The teacher sendsthe lesson planning form to the evaluator at least two
daysprior to the observation.

3. The evaluator readsthe plan, providesfeedback to the teacher and asksany
clarifying questionsasnecessary, aswell asany other questions that will
provide helpful information prior to the observation.

4. During the post‐observation conference, teacher and observer meet to
discussthe lesson. Observer also sharesthe ratingsbased on the evidence
observed during the observation. Observer and teacher share insights into
the events that occurred during the observation and work toward
agreement regarding teacher’s rating for the elementsobserved. Specific
sectionsof the observation instrument may be discussed.

5. At the conclusion of the process, the observer makesa rating decision and
recordsthe result in the evaluation rubric.

DOMAIN 1: Planning and Preparation DOMAIN 4: Professional Responsibilities
1a. Demonstrating Knowledge of Content and Pedagogy 4a. Showing Professionalism
1b. Designing Student Assessment 4b. Maintaining Accurate Records
1c. Setting Instructional Outcomes 4c. Communicating with Families
1d. Demonstrating Knowledge of Resourcesand Technology
1e. DesigningCoherent Instruction that DemonstratesKnowledgeof
Students

4d. Participating in a Professional Community
4e. Growing and Developing Professionally

Strategiesand Behaviors Rating Scale: The generic rating scale described below may be used to determine the appropriate rating for each of the element.

Teacher: Observer: School:

Pre‐Observation
Conference Date:

Date of
Observation:

Post‐Observation
Conference Date:

Unsatisfactory (U) Needs Improvement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

Doesnot use strategy or usesstrategy
incorrectly or with partsmissing.

Usesstrategy with no significant
errorsor omissions.

Usesstrategy and monitorsextent to
which it producesdesired outcomes.

Adaptsand createsnew strategies for
unique needsand situations.
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) NeedsImprovement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

Domain 1: Planning and Preparation

1a. DemonstratingKnowledge
of Content and Pedagogy

Demonstratesminimal knowledge of the
subject matter pertaining to specific
assigned job duties, responsibilitiesand
functions.

Demonstratessome knowledge of the
subject matter pertaining to specific
assigned job duties, responsibilitiesand
functions.

Demonstratesappropriate knowledge of
the subject matter pertaining to specific
assigned job duties, responsibilitiesand
functions.

Promotesthe use of research‐based
activitiesand alignment/compliance with
district, state and federal rulesand
regulations.

Demonstratesdetailed knowledge of the
subject matter pertaining to specific
assigned job duties, responsibilitiesand
functions.

Promotes the use of research‐based
activitiesand alignment/compliance with
district, state and federal rulesand
regulationsresulting in improved student
achievement.

Demonstratesand communicatesa
superior breadth of subject matter that
supportscollaboration with other
colleagues.

Teacher Comments: e.g. What is the content to be taught?What prerequisite learning is required?
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) NeedsImprovement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

1b. DesigningStudent
Assessment

The plan for assessing instructional or
program outcomescontainsno clear
criteria or standards, ispoorly aligned with
the outcomes, or is ineffective in
measuring outcomes. The resultsof
assessment have minimal impact on future
planning.

The plan for assessing instructional or
program outcomes ismoderately aligned
with the outcomes, lacksclear criteria, and
issomewhat effective in measuring
outcomes. The resultsof the assessment
have some impact on future planning.

The plan for assessing instructional or
program outcomes isconsistently aligned
with the outcomes, usesclear criteria, and
iseffective in measuringoutcomes. The
resultsof the assessment have an effective
impact on future planning.

The plan for assessing instructional or
program outcomes is fully aligned with the
outcomes, usesclear criteria, and ishighly
effective in measuring
outcomes. Assessment methodologies
may have been adapted for unique or
unusual circumstances, and resultsof the
assessment are a significant force in future
planning.

Teacher Comments: e.g. How will you measure the goalsarticulated in 1c?What doessuccess look like?
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) NeedsImprovement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

1c. Setting Instructional
Outcomes

Developsgeneral achievement goalsor
doesnot develop goalsat all.

Use of scheduling is ineffective.

Instructional and/or program outcomes
are of moderate rigor and are suitable for
some participants, but consist of a
combination of activitiesand goals, some
of which permit viable methodsof
assessment.

Outcomesreflect more than one activity,
but there issome evidence of or attempt
at coordination or integration.

Identifies relevant information to share
with stakeholdersand develops
measurable goals.

Utilizesscheduling to provide assistance to
school/department personnel.

Instructional and/or program outcomes
are stated asgoals reflecting high‐level
learning and relevant standards, are
suitable for most participants, represent
different typesof learning, and can be
assessed.

Outcomesreflect opportunities for
extension and interdisciplinary application.

Identifies relevant information to share
with stakeholdersand develops
measurable goals that are aligned to
relevant standardsand are differentiated
based on the needsof stakeholders.

Utilizeseffective scheduling to provide
timely assistance to school/department
personnel.

Collaboratively developsand monitors
ambitiousand measurable achievement
goalswith individual participants, aswell
as instructional and/or program outcomes
for the participant group that are aligned
to the relevant standards.

Utilizeshighly effective scheduling to
provide timely assistance and follow‐up to
school/department personnel.

Teacher Comments: e.g. What do you want studentsto learn during this lesson?
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) NeedsImprovement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

1d. DemonstratingKnowledge
of Resourcesand Technology

Demonstratesminimal or no familiarity
with resourcesand technology available to
enhance own knowledge, use in teaching,
or to provide for otherswho need them.

Doesnot seek knowledge of resourcesand
technology.

Demonstrates, at times, some familiarity
with resourcesand basic technology
available through the school or district to
enhance own knowledge, to use in
teaching, or to provide for otherswho
need them.

Attempts to seek to extend knowledge of
resourcesand technology.

Demonstratesappropriate awarenessof
and utilizesthe basic or required resources
and technology available through the
school or district to enhance own
knowledge, use in teaching, or to provide
for otherswho need them.

Consistently utilizesavailable support for
required knowledge of resourcesand
technology.

Demonstratesextensive integration of
resources(including time) and technology
(asavailable) in and beyond the school,
the district and the community to enhance
own knowledge, to use in teaching, or to
provide for otherswho need them.

Providessupport to othersfor required
knowledge of resourcesand technology.

Teacher Comments: e.g. What resourceswere considered for this lesson and rejected?Why?What resourceswill be used?Why?
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) NeedsImprovement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

1e. DesigningCoherent
Instruction that Demonstrates
Knowledge of Students

Plansfor learning experiences/meetings
are poorly aligned with instructional
and/or program outcomesand do not
represent a coherent structure.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetings
are not differentiated.

Demonstrates little or no knowledge of
participants’ backgrounds, cultures, skills,
language proficiency, interests, and special
needs, and doesnot seek such
understanding.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetings
are somewhat aligned with instructional
and/or program outcomes.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetings
have a recognizable structure and reflect
some knowledge of grade level, school, or
district strategiesand resources.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetings
are infrequently differentiated.

Demonstratessome knowledge of the
importance of understanding participants’
backgrounds, cultures, skills, language
proficiency, interests, and special needs.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetings
are aligned with instructional and/or
program outcomesand are demonstrative
of knowledge of job related
responsibilities, content, students, and
resources.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetings
have a clear structure and reflect effective
knowledge of grade level, school, or
district strategiesand resources.

Plansfor learning experiences/meetings
are often differentiated and suitable for
groupsof participants, and are likely to
engage participants in significant learning.

Clearly demonstratesthe importance of
understanding participants’ backgrounds,
cultures, skills, language proficiency,
interests, and special needsis
demonstrated and thisknowledge is
attained for the group asa whole.

Plans for learningexperiences/meetings
are aligned with instructional and/or
program outcomesand are demonstrative
of detailed knowledge of job related
responsibilities, content, students, and
resources.

Plans for learning experiences/meetings
have a clear structure, are reflective of
detailed knowledge of grade level, school,
or district strategiesand resourcesand
allow for different pathwaysaccording to
participant needs.

Plans for learning experiences/meetings
are consistently differentiated where
appropriate, suitable for individual
participants, and likely to engage
participants in significant learning.

Knowledge of participants’ backgrounds,
cultures, skills, language proficiency,
interests, and special needsisactively
sought from a variety of sources, and this
knowledge isattained for individual
participants.

Teacher Comments: e.g. List very briefly the stepsof the lesson.
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) NeedsImprovement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities

4a. ShowingProfessionalism Doesnot adhere to standardsfor
professional conduct and overall
performance requirements, including
attendance and punctuality, and the
observance of confidentiality relating to
students, teachers, parents, community
agencies, and school/department.

Fails to comply with school, district, state,
and federal regulationsand timelines.

Hasdifficulty demonstrating respect,
responsibility, honesty and integrity,
requires frequent support supervision, and
resists feedback from colleaguesand
administration.

Inconsistently adheresto standardsfor
professional conduct and overall
performance requirements, including
attendance and punctuality, and the
observance of confidentiality relating to
students, teachers, parents, community
agencies, and school/department, with
some support supervision.

Attempts to comply with school, district,
state, and federal regulations.

Strivesto develop behaviorsthat model
the valuesof respect, responsibility,
honesty and integrity, and requiressome
support supervision. Responds
appropriately to and actsupon feedback.

Consistently adheresto and models
standards for professional conduct and
overall performance requirements,
including attendance and punctuality, and
the observance of confidentiality relating
to students, teachers, parents, community
agencies, and school/department.

Compliesfully and voluntarily with school,
district, state, and federal regulations.
Performswith minimum supervision.

Models the valuesof respect,
responsibility, honesty, and integrity, and
performswith minimum supervision.
Respondsappropriately to and actsupon
feedback.

Alwaysadheresto and modelsstandards
for professional conduct and overall
performance requirements, including
attendance and punctuality, and the
observance of confidentiality relating to
students, teachers, parents, community
agencies, and school/department.

Complies fully and voluntarily with school,
district, state, and federal regulations.

Positively influencesmembersof the
organization to understand and adhere to
these professional obligations. Responds
appropriately to and actsupon feedback.

Teacher Comments: List any evidence for Domain 4 that relatesto the lesson being taught; evidence isnot required for all Domain 4 components.
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) NeedsImprovement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

4b. Maintaining Accurate
Records

Instructional and/or non‐instructional
recordsare either nonexistent or in
disarray, resulting in errorsand confusion.

Doesnot monitor or analyze student
progressdata.

Isnot punctual in reporting to
school/department and in carrying out
school/department assignments.

Maintenance of instructional and/or non‐
instructional records isrudimentary and
only moderately effective.

Tracksand monitorsstudent progress
data.

Is inconsistently punctual in reporting to
school/department and in carrying out
school/department assignments.

Maintenance of instructional and/or non‐
instructional records ismostly accurate,
efficient, effective, and timely.

Tracks, monitors, and analyzesstudent
progressdata to improve individual
student performance.

Isconsistently punctual in reporting to
school/department and in carrying out
school/department assignments.

Instructional and/or non‐instructional
recordsare maintained accurately,
efficiently, effectively, and on time,
resulting in complete documentation that
can be used to demonstrate compliance
with state and federal regulations in audit
situations.

Tracks, monitors, and analyzesstudent
progressdata to improve individual
student performance and usesresults to
positively impact district‐wide
performance measures.

Isalwayspunctual in reporting to
school/department and in carrying out
school/department assignments.

Teacher Comments: List any evidence for Domain 4 that relatesto the lesson being taught; evidence isnot required for all Domain 4 components.
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) NeedsImprovement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

4c. Communicating with
Families

Communication with familiesand/or other
stakeholders issporadic and/or
insensitive.

Communication with familiesand/or other
stakeholdersmeetsbasic requirementsfor
frequency, however; communication isnot
alwaysappropriate.

Makesmodest attemptsto engage
familiesand/or other stakeholders in
programsand/or services.

Communication with most familiesand/or
other stakeholders is frequent and
conveyed in an appropriate manner.

Successfully engagesmost familiesand/or
other stakeholders in programsand/or
services, asappropriate.

Frequently communicateswith all families
and/or other stakeholdersusing a variety
of methodsto achieve
program/department related compliance
and/or to increase student achievement.

Successfully engagesall familiesand/or
other stakeholders in programsand/or
services, asappropriate.

Collaborateswith others to build capacity.

Teacher Comments: List any evidence for Domain 4 that relatesto the lesson being taught; evidence isnot required for all Domain 4 components.
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) NeedsImprovement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

4d. Participating in a
Professional Community

Avoidsparticipating in a professional
community or in school and district events
and projects, minimally collaborateswith
colleagues, and hasnegative or self‐
serving relationshipswith colleagues.

Becomesinvolved in the professional
community and in school and/or district
eventsand projectswhen specifically
asked, makessome effort to collaborate
with colleagues, and hascordial
relationshipswith colleagues.

Participatesactively in the professional
community and in school and/or district
eventsand projects, actively seeksout
opportunities to collaborate with others,
and maintainspositive and productive
relationshipswith colleagues.

Makesa substantial contribution to the
professional community and to school and
district eventsand projects, collaborates
with/coachesothersthrough difficult
situations, and assumesa leadership role
among the faculty.

Teacher Comments: List any evidence for Domain 4 that relatesto the lesson being taught; evidence isnot required for all Domain 4 components.

4e. Growing and Developing
Professionally

Doesnot participate in professional
development activities, and makesno
effort to share knowledge with colleagues.

Resistant to feedback from supervisorsor
colleagues.

Participates in professional development
activities that are convenient or are
required, and makeslimited contribution
to the profession.

Accepts feedback from supervisorsand
colleagueswith some reluctance.

Seeksout opportunities for professional
development based on an individual
assessment of needs, and actively shares
expertise with others.

Welcomesfeedback from supervisorsand
colleagues.

Actively pursuesprofessional development
opportunitiesand initiatesactivities to
contribute to the profession.

Supports the professional development of
others.

Seeks feedback from supervisorsand
colleagues.

Teacher Comments: List any evidence for Domain 4 that relatesto the lesson being taught; evidence isnot required for all Domain 4 components.
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Formal Observation for Non‐Classroom Teachers(Form 2B)

DOMAIN1: PLANNINGANDPREPARATION O NO FA Comments FEAP
1a Demonstrating Knowledge of Pedagogy

Documentation/plans include applicable state standards, content, and instructional
practices a.1.a
Documentation/plans include higher level thinking skillsactivitiesand applications a.3.f
Participates in school, district, community, and curriculum committees b.1.c
Schedule/documentation reflectsaccurate knowledge of the position a.2.a
Incorporates research or innovative methodsinto documents/plans b.1.e
Communicatesupdates, changes, trends in designated area (guidance, ESE, etc.) to
appropriate stakeholders b.1.d

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
1b Designing Assessment O NO FA

Uses formal and informal assessment tools to measure program/ training effectiveness a.4.b
Monitoring of instructional or program outcomes isdifferentiated based on stakeholder
needs a.3.h
Modificationsto program/training plansare based on assessment results a.4.a

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
1c SettingOutcomes O NO FA

Instructional and/or program outcomesare aligned with state standards, board goals, and
federal, state, and local policies a.1.a
Utilizeseffective scheduling a.2.a
Uses individual student portfolios, data folders, and/or reports to set goalsand monitor
progress a.3.j

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
1d Demonstrating Knowledge of Resourcesand Technology

Documentation/plansshow consistent use of resourcesand technology integration a.2.g
Pursuestechnology coursework beyond the basicsrequired
Usestechnology applicationsbeyond the basicsrequired
Createspodcasts, blogs, websites, SMARTlessonsor Blackboard coursesrelated to state
standards for class, grade level or district‐wide use
Uses technology and resources to differentiate dissemination of information and to
enhance stakeholder'sknowledge

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
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1e Designing Coherent Activities that DemonstrateKnowledgeof Stakeholders O NO FA
Executesduties in alignment with instructional and/or program outcomesand
demonstratesdetailed knowledge of job related responsibilities, contact, students, and
resources a.2.a
Agenda/plansare designed to support areasof focusbased on assessment
results/stakeholder needs a.4.a
Agenda/plansprovide opportunitiesfor enrichment or expanded knowledge a.3.h
Seeksand appliesknowledge of emotional needs, cultures, abilitiesand backgrounds to
support stakeholder success a.2.h

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE

DOMAIN2: THECLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT O NO FA Comments FEAP
2a Creating an Environment of Respect

Demonstratespositive interactionswith stakeholders a.2.f
The stakeholdersdemonstrate positive interactionswith the individual being assessed.
The stakeholdersdemonstrate positive interactionswith each other.
Demonstratesconsistent use of specific praise and positive feedback when interacting with
all stakeholders. a.3.i

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
2b Establishesa Culture for Learning O NO FA

The purpose of the activity isclear and can be articulated by stakeholders a.1.b
All stakeholdersare actively engaged a.3.a
High expectationsare conveyed to all stakeholders a.2.c
Stakeholdersdemonstrate pride in their effort and performance. a.2.c
Workswith other personnel to encourage and promote apositive culture a.2.f
Worksto create positive outcomes for all stakeholders. b.1.d

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
2c Establishesand ManagesProcedures O NO FA

Routinesand proceduresresult in minimal lossof time a.2.a
Simultaneousactivitiesare managed without losingmomentum. a.2.a
Handles interruptionseffectively while maintaining momentum. a.2.a
Efficient proceduresare utilized for handling materials, supplies, and resources. a.2.a
An effective management system hasbeen developed and implemented. a.2.b

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
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2d StopsMisconduct by Using Effective, Appropriate Techniques O NO FA
Expectations/proceduresare discussed, consistently applied, and modeled. a.2.b
Positive behavior isstrategically reinforced.
Redirection ishandled without slowing the pace of the activity.
Noncompliance isaddressed efficiently and effectively.
Nonverbal signalsare used to redirect off‐task or inappropriate behaviors.
Providesopportunities for support and collaboration when stakeholdersact upon
constructive feedback. a.3.i

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
2e OrganizesPhysical Space O NO FA

The environment issafe. a.2.a
The physical environment ensureseffective participation/ learning for all stakeholders. a.2.a
The physical environment isaccessible to all stakeholders. a.2.h
Utilizes tools to track and maintain equipment. a.2.a

DOMAIN3: INSTRUCTION O NO FA Comments FEAP
3a Communicating with Students/ Stakeholders

Objectivesare clearly and concisely conveyed a.2.e
Stakeholdersunderstand the objectives a.2.e

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
3b Using Questioning and Discussion Techniques O NO FA

Usesdirected question and answer technique in an ongoingand appropriate manner. a.3.f
Usesclarifying questions a.3.c
Usesappropriate questionsto obtain relevant information a.3.j
Consistently probes for understanding. a.3.c
Providesopportunitiesfor stakeholder discussion a.3.b

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
3c Engaging Students/ Stakeholders in Learning O NO FA

Presentation of information reflectsknowledge of subject matter a.1.b
Presentation of information reflectsapplication of subject matter a.1.f
Focus ismaintained throughout the activity. a.3.b
Usesappropriate technology. a.2.g

3d Using Assessment O NO FA
Monitoring of activitiesand/or outcomesisongoing. a.4.a
Analyzesdata to formulate plansand or actions b.1.c
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Monitorsparticipant responsesand respondswith modificationsasappropriate. a.3.j

3e Demonstrating Flexibility and Responsiveness O NO FA
Considersstakeholders’ questions, needs, and interestsduring activities. a.3.h
Prioritizesand carriesout work responsibilities in a timely manner a.2.a
Activitiesare aligned to district, state, and federal rulesand regulations. a.1.a

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE

DOMAIN4: PROFESSIONALRESPONSIBILITIES O NO FA Comments FEAP
4a Showing Professionalism

Adheres to state and district standards for professional conduct. b.2
Complieswith school and district regulations. b.2
Workscooperatively with school/district staff. b.1.d

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
4b Maintaining Accurate Records O NO FA

Maintenance of records iscomplete and timely. a.2.a
Effectively usesdata to monitor progress. a.4.c
Ispunctual and consistently attendsrequired meetings/activities b.2

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
4c Communicating with Families/ Stakeholders O NO FA

Communicates regularly with familiesand/or other stakeholders b.1.d
Communication with familiesand/or other stakeholders isappropriate.
Encouragesfamiliesand/or other stakeholders to participate in community programsand/or services

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
4d Participating in a Professional Community O NO FA

Participates in a culture of professional inquiry. b.1.c
Participates in school and district projectsand committees. b.1.e
Collaborateswith colleagues to improve stakeholder outcomes. b.1.c

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
4e Growing and Developing Professionally O NO FA

Participates in professional development activities. b.1.e
Implementsand appliesknowledge acquired from professional development. b.1.f
Is receptive to and actsupon feedback. b.1.e

Circle Overall Rating for Indicator UN NID E HE
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Non‐Classroom Instructional Post‐Observation Self‐Assessment Tool (Form #3)

Teacher: Observer: School:

Pre‐Observation
Conference Date:

Date of
Observation:

Post‐Observation
Conference Date:

Instructions:

DOMAIN 2: The Classroom Environment DOMAIN 3: Instruction
2a. Creating an Environment of Respect 3a. Communicating with Students
2b. Establishesa Culture for Learning 3b. Using Questioning and Discussion Techniques
2c. Establishesand ManagesClassroom Procedures 3c. Engaging Students in Learning
2d. StopsMisconduct by Using Effective, Appropriate Techniques
2e. OrganizesPhysical Space

3d. Using Assessment in Instruction
3e. Demonstrating Flexibility and Responsiveness

Unsatisfactory (U) Needs Improvement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

Doesnot use strategy or uses
strategy incorrectly or with parts
missing.

Engagesstudents in strategy with no
significant errorsor omissions

Engagesstudents in strategy and
monitorsextent to which it
producesdesired outcomes

Adaptsand createsnew strategies
for unique student needsand
situations

1. After a formal classroom observation, the teacher conductsa self‐assessment (Form 3) of the lesson by highlighting the appropriate components/ levelsof
performance. Commentsmay also be entered.

2. The teacher sendsthe self‐assessment to the evaluator within two daysof the observation.
3. The evaluator studies the teacher self‐assessment, and markson the evaluator rubric the componentsof agreement, that is, those componentswhere the

teacher’sself‐assessment of the lesson matcheswith the evaluator’sassessment of that component. The evaluator doesnot mark the componentswhere
the teacher’s thinking and the evaluator’s thinking do not match. These will be discussed in step 4.

4. During the post‐observation conference, teacher and observer meet to discussthe lesson. Observer also shares the ratingsbased on the evidence observed
during the observation. Observer and teacher share insights into the events that occurred during the observation and work toward agreement regarding
teacher’s rating for the elementsobserved. Specific sectionsof the observation instrument may be discussed.

5. At the conclusion of the process, the observer makesa rating decision and records the result in the evaluator rubric.

Classroom Strategiesand BehaviorsRating Scale:

The generic rating scale described below may be used to determine the appropriate rating for each of the elementsduring the observed lesson.
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) NeedsImprovement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

Domain 2: The Classroom Environment

2a. Creatingan Environment
of Respect

Interactionsare negative, inappropriate,
or insensitive to cultural backgroundsor
developmental differences, and are
characterized by sarcasm, put‐downs, or
conflict.

Doesnot use praise or positive feedback.

Interactionsare generally appropriate and
free from conflict but may be
characterized by occasional displaysof
insensitivity or lack of responsivenessto
cultural or developmental differences.

Usessome praise and positive feedback
when interactingwith school and
department personnel, students, parents
and community members.

Interactionsare polite and respectful,
reflect general warmth and caring, and are
appropriate to the cultural and
developmental differencesamong
stakeholders.

Consistently usespraise and positive
feedback when interacting with school and
department personnel, students, parents
and community members.

Interactionsare respectful and reflect
genuine warmth, caring, and sensitivity to
the cultural and developmental
differencesamong stakeholders.
Stakeholdersthemselvesensure high
levelsof civility among membersof the
group.

Frequently usesspecific praise and
positive feedback when interactingwith
school and department personnel,
students, parentsand community
members.

Teacher Reflection:

2b. Establishesa Culture for
Learning

Doesnot work with school/district
personnel to create a positive culture for
learning, improve instruction, or create
positive learning outcomes for most
stakeholders.

Attemptsto work with school/district
personnel to create a positive culture for
learning, improve instruction, and create
positive learningoutcomes for
stakeholders, but effortsare not always
successful.

Workswith school/district personnel to
create a positive culture for learning,
improve instruction, and create positive
learning outcomesfor most stakeholders.

Workswith school/district personnel to
create a positive culture for learning,
improve instruction, and create positive
learning outcomesfor all stakeholders. All
stakeholdershold themselves to high
standardsof performance; for example, by
initiating improvement to their work.

Teacher Reflection:
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) NeedsImprovement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

2c. Establishesand Manages
Classroom Procedures

Considerable instructional/work time is
lost because of because of inefficient
routinesor proceduresfor performance of
duties.

Some instructional/work time is lost
because of inefficient routinesor
procedures for performance of duties.

Little instructional/work time is lost
because of inefficient routinesor
procedures for performance of duties.

Uses the principlesof quality improvement
to ensure that instructional/work time is
not lost because of inefficient routinesor
procedures for performance of duties.

Teacher Reflection:

2d. StopsMisconduct by
UsingEffective, Appropriate
Techniques

There isno evidence that standardsof
conduct/professionalism have been
established and minimal or no monitoring
of workgroups.

Doesnot provide constructive feedback to
teachers, support staff, administrators,
parents, and studentsor provides
feedback in an unprofessional manner.

An effort hasbeen made to establish
standardsof conduct/professionalism and
to monitor workgroups, but these efforts
are not alwayssuccessful.

Providessome constructive feedback to
teachers, support staff, administrators,
parents, and students.

Standardsof conduct/professionalism
appear to be clear to stakeholders.
Monitorsworkgroupsto remain on task,
focused, and effectively engaged.

Providesconstructive feedback to
teachers, support staff, administrators,
parents, and students in a professional
manner.

Standardsof conduct/professionalism are
clear to stakeholders, with evidence of
stakeholder participation in setting them.
Monitorsworkgroups to remain on task,
focused, and effectively engaged.
Maintains focusof an individual or group,
even during adversity.

Providesconstructive feedback to
teachers, support staff, administrators,
parents, and students in a professional
manner and there issignificant evidence
that stakeholdersact on the feedback.

Teacher Reflection:
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) NeedsImprovement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

2e. OrganizingPhysical Space The physical environment isunsafe.
Stakeholdersdon't have accessto
learning. There ispoor alignment between
the physical arrangement and activities.

The environment issafe, essential learning
isaccessible to some stakeholders, and
use of physical resourcesismoderately
effective. May attempt to modify the
physical arrangement to suit learning
activities, with some success.

The environment issafe, and learning is
accessible to most stakeholders. Physical
arrangement isappropriate to the learning
activities. Makeseffective use of physical
resources.

Usesand maintainsequipment and
property/ inventory related to
accomplishing job‐specific responsibilities
and functions.

The environment issafe, and the physical
arrangement ensures the learning of all
stakeholders, including those with special
needs. Stakeholderscontribute to the use
or adaptation of the physical environment
to advance learning.

Usesand maintainsequipment and
property/ inventory related to
accomplishing job‐specific responsibilities
and functionsand develops
systems/proceduresfor improvement for
the department/school or other
stakeholders.

Teacher Reflection:
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) Needs Improvement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

Domain 3: Instruction

3a. Communicatingwith
Stakeholders

Hasan inadequate presence.

Ineffectively developsstakeholders’
understandingof the objective by not
communicating it, doesnot have a clear
objective, or the activity doesnot connect
to the objective.

Hasa rudimentary positive presence.

Inconsistently developsstakeholders’
understanding of the objective by
communicating what stakeholderswill
know or be able to do by the end of the
activity and connecting the objective to
prior knowledge.

Hasa consistent positive presence.

Effectively developsstakeholders’
understanding of objectivesby
communicating what stakeholderswill
know or be able to do by the end of the
activity, connecting the objective to prior
knowledge, and explaining the importance
of the objective.

Hasa highly effective positive presence.

Effectively developsstakeholders’
understanding of objectivesby
communicating what stakeholderswill
know or be able to do by the end of the
activity, connecting the objective to prior
knowledge, explaining the importance of
the objective, and referring to the
objective at key pointsduring the activity.

Teacher Reflection:
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) Needs Improvement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

3b. UsingQuestioningand
Discussion Techniques

Doesnot check for understandingof
content and/or solicit feedback during
formal/ informal discussions, conferences,
presentations, and meetings.

Doesnot ask questionsor questionsare
not appropriate for clarifyingand
obtaining information needed to reach
sound conclusions.

Questionselicit no participation and
recitation rather than discussion. Doesnot
addressstakeholders’ responses in an
effective manner.

Checks for understanding of content and
solicits feedback during formal/ informal
discussions, conferences, presentations,
and meetings, but missesseveral key
moments.

Sometimesasksappropriate questionsto
clarify and obtain information needed to
reach sound conclusions, such that
adjustments to subsequent instruction can
be made, if necessary.

Few questionselicit a thoughtful response.
Attemptsto engage all stakeholders in
discussion are only moderately successful.
Sometimesaddressesstakeholders’
responses in an effective manner.

Checksfor understandingof content and
solicits feedback during formal/ informal
discussions, conferences, presentations,
and meetings, but missesone or two key
moments.

Consistently asksappropriate questionsto
clarify and obtain information needed to
reach sound conclusions, such that
adjustments to subsequent instruction can
be made, if necessary.

Many questionselicit a thoughtful
response. Allowssufficient time for
stakeholders to answer, engagesmost
stakeholders in the discussion, and steps
aside when appropriate. Consistently
addressesstakeholders’ responses in an
effective manner.

Checksfor understandingof content and
solicits feedback during formal/ informal
discussions, conferences, presentations,
and meetingsat all key moments.

Alwaysasksappropriate questionsto
clarify and obtain information needed to
reach sound conclusions, such that
adjustments to subsequent instruction can
be made, if necessary.

Regularly asksquestionsthat reflect high
expectationsand are culturally and
developmentally appropriate. Allows
sufficient time for stakeholders to answer,
promotescritical and creative thinking,
and ensuresthat all voicesare heard.
Frequently addressesstakeholders’
responsesin an effective manner.

Teacher Reflection:
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) Needs Improvement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

3c. EngagingStudents in
Learning

Presentation of information to
school/district personnel and use of skills
and strategies that promote participant
learning is ineffective. Activitiesand
assignments, materials, and/or groupings
are not sensitive to the participants'
culture or level of understanding, resulting
in minimal intellectual engagement.

Activitieshave no structure, are poorly
paced, and have no job‐related focus.

Doesnot use technology (asavailable) in
the presentation of information or
learningprocesses.

Knowledge of subject matter ispoor.

Presentation of information to
school/district personnel and use of skills
and strategiesthat promote participant
learning issometimeseffective. Activities
and assignments, materials, and/or
groupingsare somewhat sensitive to the
participants' culture or level of
understanding, resulting in moderate
intellectual engagement.

Activitieshave recognizable structure, but
are not fully maintained, are poorly paced,
and have limited job‐related focus.

Sometimesuses technology (asavailable)
in the presentation of information or
learning processes.

Demonstrates limited knowledge of
subject matter.

Presents information effectively to
school/district personnel while using skills
and strategies that promote participant
learning.

Activitiesand assignments, materials,
and/or groupingsare sensitive to the
participants' culture and level of
understanding, resulting in intellectual
engagement with most participants
engaged in work of a high level of rigor.

Activitieshave coherent structure, are
appropriately paced, and have consistently
job‐related focus.

Consistently usesappropriate technology
(asavailable) in the presentation of
information or learning processes.

Demonstratesknowledge of subject
matter.

Presents information effectively to
school/district personnel while using skills
and strategies that promote participant
learning.

Activitiesand assignments, materials,
and/or groupingsare frequently sensitive
to the participants' culture and level of
understanding, resulting in intellectual
engagement with all participantsengaged
in work of a high level of rigor.

Activitieshave coherent structure that is
adapted asnecessary to the needsof
individuals, are appropriately paced to
allow for reflection and closure, and
alwaysmaintain job‐related focus.

Frequently usesappropriate technology
(asavailable) in the presentation of
information or learning processes, and
teachesstakeholdershow to use
technology to present information.

Demonstratesa depth and breadth of
subject matter.

Teacher Reflection:
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) Needs Improvement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

3d. Using Assessment in
Instruction

Monitoringof progressand the provision
of suggestionsand criticismsare not
evident.

Doesnot use supportive data to problem‐
solve, reach conclusions, and develop
action plans.

Some monitoring of progressof learning is
evident. Suggestionsand criticismsare
rudimentary.

Usessupportive data to problem‐solve,
reach conclusions, and develop action
plans, with moderate success.

Self‐assessment by participantsand
monitoring of progressof learning is
evident. Suggestionsare of high quality
and criticism isoffered with discretion.

Usessupportive data to problem‐solve,
reach conclusions, and develop action
planswhile using technology to obtain,
manage and apply thisdata where
appropriate and available, with assistance.

Participant involvement in establishing
criteria, self‐assessment by participants,
and monitoringof progress isevident.
Suggestionsare of high quality and from a
variety of sources. Criticism isoffered with
discretion.

Usessupportive data to problem‐solve,
reach conclusions, and develop action
planswhile using technology to obtain,
manage and apply thisdata where
appropriate and available.

Teacher Reflection:
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Performance Rating

Unsatisfactory (U) Needs Improvement (NI)/
Developing (D)

Effective (E) Highly Effective (HE)

3e. Demonstrating Flexibility
and Responsiveness

Activitiesdo not follow an academic
and/or compliance focus regarding
district/state/ federal goals, initiatives,
rules, and regulations.

Doesnot establish an efficient work pace
or maintainsmomentum when performing
job duties.

Doesnot attempt to use differentiated
strategies.

Activities inconsistently maintain an
academic and/or compliance focus
regarding district/state/ federal goals,
initiatives, rules, and regulations.

Attemptsto establish an efficient work
pace and maintain momentum when
performing job duties, with moderate
success.

Sometimesusesdifferentiated strategies.

Activitiesmostly maintain an academic
and/or compliance focusregarding
district/state/ federal goals, initiatives,
rules, and regulations.

Establishesan efficient work pace and
maintainsmomentum when performing
job duties.

Consistently usesdifferentiated strategies.

Activitiesalwaysmaintain an academic
and/or compliance focusregarding
district/state/federal goals, initiatives,
rules, and regulations.

Establishesan efficient work pace and
maintainsmomentum when performing
job duties. Adaptsand modifiesactivities
in response to the needsof stakeholders.

Frequently usesa multitude of
differentiated strategies. Considers
stakeholders’ questions, needs, and
interestsduringactivities.

Teacher Reflection:
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Procedures

All instructional personnel will receive annual evaluationssupported by systematic observation. The
evaluation cycle of all models isdesigned to inform those who are evaluated and those who conduct
evaluations. Thisprocesssupportsself‐reflection, feedback, and summative evaluation. The evaluation
processbegins in August and follows the timeline below. It includesthe elementsof system orientation,
pre‐planning, monitoring and collection of data, and evaluation. If deficienciesare noted during the
process, the supervisor will provide the employee with written recommendationsfor improvement and
provide assistance in helping to correct such deficiencies. Formal observationsare supported by regular
walk‐through observationswhere the supervisor collectsdata and providesfeedback.

August Evaluation system overview isprovided by supervisors(within first 60 days)
Supervisorsset general goalsand expectations

First Semester Complete initial observations
Establish follow‐up conference/communications
First year instructional personnel receive their first full formal observation and
evaluation, including experienced instructional personnel that are newly hired
Classroom teachersreceive a targeted formal observation

January‐February First year instructional personnel receive mid‐year evaluation.
February‐April First year instructional personnel receive their second full formal observation,

including experienced instructional personnel that are newly hired
Classroom teachers receive their second targeted formal observation

April‐May Final performance evaluationsare completed for all teachers

The process for evaluating teachers in their first year of the teaching profession isasdescribed above
and alignswith the statutory requirement that a newly hired teacher must be observed at least twice
and evaluated at least twice in hisor her first year of teaching. Ongoing feedback and support from the
supervisor isprovided through professional conversations, walk‐through observations, formal
observations, and evaluations. The observation toolsand evaluation rubric used are not altered for
beginning teachers; however, the instructional practice scoring ismodified asshown in section 4 of this
document. For newly hired teachers, the student performance measure for the mid‐year evaluation will
be approved and evaluated by the school principal.

In all models, methods for data collection are designed around the domainsof the evaluation rubrics.
Formsreferenced below can be found under the Instrumentsheading of thissection of thisdocument.

The District developed Danielson‐based modelsmake use of District created forms. The design of and
processfor the use of these formswasinformed by the research of both Charlotte Danielson and Robert
Marzano. Sourcesof evidence include walk‐throughs, formal observations, teacher self‐assessment,
planning documentation, and student performance data. A description of each District‐developed form
follows.

District Developed Form 1: Pre‐Observation Tool: Lesson Planning and Professionalism

Prior to a formal observation, the teacher completes the pre‐observation lesson* planning form by
filling out the comments for domain one and four. The teacher sendsthe lesson planning form to the
observer at least two daysprior to the observation. The observer readsthe plan, providesfeedback to
the teacher and asksany clarifying questionsasnecessary, aswell asany other questionsthat would
provide helpful information prior to the observation.
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*For non‐classroom instructional personnel an applicable activity may be substituted for a lesson

District Developed Form 2A: Observer Classroom Walk‐Through Tool

Prior to the completion of a classroom* walk‐through, the observer selectsa domain or domain
category for focus from domainsone through four. The walk‐through observation isconducted using the
appropriate domain category observation form. The observer will complete observation formsand make
the resultsavailable to the teacher within two daysof the walk‐through. It is the intent of the walk‐
through observation to provide frequent and ongoing feedback to the teacher regarding performance.
Post‐observation conferenceswill be scheduled when appropriate.
*For non‐classroom instructional personnel an applicable venue may be substituted for a classroom.

District Developed Form 2B: Observer Formal Observation Tool

During the pre‐observation conference, teacher and observer discussthe upcoming lesson* and identify
the focusof the observation by reviewing and discussing Form 1. Together, the teacher and the observer
identify the lesson elements that will be of most importance for thisobservation. Additionally, both
teacher and observer review the specific descriptorswithin Form 2Bregarding teacher and student
evidence in determining the focusof the observation. The observer will seek evidence to assess
proficiency on the targeted lesson elements. Observer may also observe other issuesand address them
in the post‐observation conference. Observationsare recorded using Form 2B.

*For non‐classroom instructional personnel an applicable activity may be substituted for a lesson.

District Developed Form 2C: Targeted Formal Observation (Classroom TeachersOnly)

Based on evaluation system data, the District will select 2 domain categories for targeted formal
observationseach year. The targeted formal observation isconducted using the appropriate category
observation form. The observer will complete observation form and make the resultsavailable to the
teacher within two daysof the targeted formal observation.

District Developed Form 3: Teacher Post‐Observation Self Assessment Tool

The teacher conductsa post‐observation self‐assessment of the targeted elementsusing Form 3 and
shares it with the observer electronically prior to the post‐observation conference. During the post‐
observation conference, the teacher and observer meet to discussthe lesson*. The observer also shares
the ratingsbased on the evidence observed during the observation. The observer and teacher share
insights into the events that occurred during the observation and work toward agreement regarding
teacher’s rating for the elementsobserved. Specific sectionsof the observation instrument may be
discussed.

*For non‐classroom instructional personnel an applicable activity may be substituted for a lesson.

The state EMSESEPand SSPEM make use of the rubric and sources of evidence forms for each domain.
These formssupport formal observationsfor new teachers, walkthroughs, self‐assessments, and
performance evaluations. Sourcesof evidence are clearly indicated on the forms. The processfor the
formal observationsand walkthroughs isasdescribed above, although the formsused to support the
processare different.
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Section 3: Other Indicator s of Per formance

The District has identified a more experienced level of classroom teacher, classified asa teacher leader.
The year after the initial transition to teacher leader hasbeen identified asa milestone career event.

The annual evaluation for teacher leaders in the year prior to the milestone event takesall the elements
of a regular annual evaluation and addsan additional metric. Thisadditional metric takesthe form of
two deliberate practice goals. The additional metric was implemented in the 2013‐14 school year and
the timeline for the additional metric isasfollows:

The additional metric accounts for 10%of the Instructional Practice/Deliberate Practice portion of the
evaluation and iscalculated using the following steps:

Step 1: Assign a point value to each of the two goalsbased on the rating given by the supervisor:
Fully Achieved (Highly Effective) 3 pts
Substantially Achieved (Effective) 2 pts
Partially Achieved (NeedsImprovement) 1 pt
Not Achieved (Unsatisfactory) 0 pts

Step 2: Add the point valuestogether and divide by the number of goals
Example:
Goal 1: Partially Achieved 1 pt
Goal 2: Fully Achieved 3 pts
Total Points: 4 pts
DPScore (total points/ 2 goals): 2 (Effective)

Step 3: Assign the performance level for Deliberate Practice

Deliberate Practice (DP)
Performance Level DPScore

Highly Effective 3
Effective 2
Needs Improvement 1
Unsatisfactory 0

Deliberate Practice (DP) and Instructional Practice (IP) are combined to make up the Instructional
Practice/Deliberate Practice (IPDP) portion of the teacher leader evaluation asdescribed below. The
IPDPscore accounts for two‐thirdsof the final performance rating. Student performance accounts for
the remaining third, asdetailed in other sectionsof thisdocument.

September ‐ October First planning conference with teacher leader
January ‐ February Mid‐Year review to determine progresson goals/expectations

Continue conference/communicationsfeedback loop
March ‐ April Final performance evaluationsare completed

Follow‐up conference/communications
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Instructional Practice and Deliberate Practice Calculation

Performance Level
(Pt Value)

IP
Raw

IP
Weight

IP
Score

(X)

DP
Raw

DP
Weight

DP
Score

(Y)

IPDPScore
Range (X+Y)

Highly Effective
(3 pts) 3 0.9 2.7 3 0.1 0.3 2.5 ‐ 3 = HE

Effective (2 pts) 2 0.9 1.8 2 0.1 0.2 1.5 ‐ 2.49 =E
Needs
Improvement
(1 pt) 1 0.9 0.9 1 0.1 0.1 .62 ‐ 1.49 = NI/D
Unsatisfactory
(0 pts) 0 0.9 0 0 0.1 0 0 ‐ .61 = UN
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Section 4: Summative Evaluation Score

The School District of Lee County’sevaluation system iselectronic and all evaluationsare completed
through that system. The below formsare representative of an electronic processand are provided for
reference only.

Evaluation formsuse the four performance levelsprovided in s. 1012.34(2)(e).

The following formsare included in thisdocument:

Classroom and General Non‐Classroom (Beginning Teacher)
Classroom and General Non‐Classroom (Experienced Teacher)
Teacher Leader (Experienced Teacher)
SSPEM/EMSESEP(Beginning Teacher)
SSPEM/EMSESEP(Experienced Teacher)

The beginning teacher formsreflect the use of Developing instead of Needs Improvement and also use a
different standard for determining effective and highly effective Instructional Practice scores. The
student performance measure is50%of the final performance rating for all categoriesof instructional
staff.

Newly hired teacherswho are beginning teachersare scored using the beginning teacher forms. Newly
hired teacherswho are experienced teachersare scored using the experienced teacher forms. The
scoring methodologiesapply to both the mid‐year and final performance evaluationsfor newly hired
teachers.
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Final Performance Rating Summary –
Beginning (Classroom and General

Non‐Classroom Teachers)

Rating Count Summary for Instructional Practice
*Domain 3 ratingscounted twice to account for weighting.

Unsatisfactory
(Level0)

Developing
(Level 1)

Effective
(Level 2)

Highly Effective
(Level 3)

Domain 1: Planningand Preparation
Domain 2: The Classroom Environment
Domain 3: Instruction*
Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities

Total

Final Performance Rating Determinants

Rating
Instructional Practice Performance

Level Descriptions
(Domain 3 ratingscounted twice to

account for weighting. Total ratings= 25)

Instructional Practice Score
(X)

Student Performance Score
(Y)

Final Performance Score
Range
(X+Y)

Highly Effective At least 16 ratingsat Level 3
No ratingsat Level 1 or 0 3 3 5‐6

Effective At least 14 ratingsat Level 2 or 3
No ratingsat Level 0 2 2 3‐4

Developing No more than 2 ratingsat Level 0 1 1 2

Unsatisfactory 3 or more ratingsat Level 0 0 0
Unsatisfactory in

Instructional Practice OR
Student Performance

SUPERVISORCOMMENTSAND/ ORSUGGESTIONS:

Signature of Supervisor: ______________________________________________________ Date:_____________________

Signature of Teacher: ________________________________________________________ Date:_____________________
(My signature doesnot necessarily imply agreement with the assessment, but acknowledgesthat I have discussed it with the assessor.)

Rating Count Summary for Instructional Practice
*Domain 3 ratingscounted twice to account for weighting.
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Final Performance Rating Summary
Experienced (Classroom and General

Non‐Classroom Teachers)

Unsatisfactory
(Level0)

NeedsImprovement
(Level 1)

Effective
(Level 2)

Highly Effective
(Level 3)

Domain 1: Planning and Preparation
Domain 2: The Classroom Environment
Domain 3: Instruction*
Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities

Total
Final Performance Rating Determinants

Rating
Instructional Practice Performance

Level Descriptions
(Domain 3 ratingscounted twice to

account for weighting. Total ratings=25)

Instructional Practice Score
(X)

Student Performance Score
(Y)

Final Performance Score
Range
(X+Y)

Highly Effective At least 19 ratingsat Level 3
No ratingsat Level 1 or 0 3 3 5‐6

Effective At least 16 ratingsat Level 2 or 3
No ratingsat Level 0 2 2 3‐4

Developing No more than 2 ratingsat Level 0 1 1 2

Unsatisfactory 3 or more ratingsat Level 0 0 0
Unsatisfactory in

Instructional Practice OR
Student Performance

SUPERVISORCOMMENTSAND/ ORSUGGESTIONS:

Signature of Supervisor: ______________________________________________________ Date:_____________________

Signature of Teacher: ________________________________________________________ Date:_____________________
(My signature doesnot necessarily imply agreement with the assessment, but acknowledges that I have discussed it with the assessor.)

Rating Count Summary for Instructional Practice
*Domain 3 ratingscounted twice to account for weighting.
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Final Performance Rating Summary
(Teacher Leader) Unsatisfactory (Level0) Needs Improvement

(Level 1) Effective (Level 2) Highly Effective
(Level 3)

Domain 1: Planning and Preparation
Domain 2: The Classroom Environment
Domain 3: Instruction*
Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities

Total
Instructional Practice and Deliberate Practice Score Determination

Rating (point value) Instructional Practice Score (IP)
(Domain 3 ratingscounted twice. Total ratings= 25)

Deliberate Practice (DP)
(Averagepoints for 2 goals, rounded up)

Highly effective (3) At least 19 ratingsat Level 3
No ratingsat Level 1 or 0 3 pts

Effective (2) At least 16 ratingsat Level 2 or 3
No ratingsat Level 0 2pts

Needs Improvement (1) No more than 2 ratingsat Level 0 1pt

Unsatisfactory (0) 3 or more ratingsat Level 0 0pts
Instructional Practice (90%) and Deliberate Practice (10%) Combination (IPDP)
Performance Level (Pt
Value)

IP
Raw

IP
Weight

IP
Score (A)

DP
Raw

DP
Weight

DP
Score (B)

IPDPScore
Range (A+B)

Raw Point Value Assigned for
IPDPPerformance Level (X)

Highly Effective 3 0.9 2.7 3 0.1 0.3 2.5 ‐ 3 =HE 3

Effective 2 0.9 1.8 2 0.1 0.2 1.5 ‐ 2.49 =E 2

NeedsImprovement 1 0.9 0.9 1 0.1 0.1 .62 ‐ 1.49 =NI 1

Unsatisfactory 0 0.9 0 0 0.1 0 0 ‐ .61 =UN 0
Final Performance Rating Calculation (Instructional Practice and Deliberate Practice (50%) and Student Performance (50%)

Performance Level IPDPScore (X) Student Performance (Y) Final Performance Range (X+Y)
Highly Effective 3 3 5‐6

Effective 2 2 3‐4
Needs Improvement 1 1 2

Unsatisfactory 0 0 Unsatisfactory in Instructional/Deliberate Practice ORStudent Performance
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Final Performance Rating Summary ‐ Beginning
(SSPEM/ EMSESEP)

Rating Count Summary for Instructional Practice
*Domain 3 ratingscounted twice to account for weighting.

Unsatisfactory
(Level0)

Developing
(Level 1)

Effective
(Level 2)

Highly Effective
(Level 3)

Domain A: Data‐Based Decision Making and Evaluation of Practices
Domain B: Instruction/ Intervention Planning and Design
Domain C: Instruction/ Intervention Delivery and Facilitation
Domain D: Learning Environment
Domain E: Professional Learning, Responsibility, and Ethical Practice

Total
Final Performance Rating Determinants

Rating Instructional Practice Performance
Level Descriptions

Instructional Practice Score
(X)

Student Performance Score
(Y)

Final Performance Score
Range
(X+Y)

Highly Effective At least 16 ratingsat Level 3
No ratingsat Level 1 or 0 3 3 5‐6

Effective At least 14 ratingsat Level 2 or 3
No ratingsat Level 0 2 2 3‐4

Developing No more than 2 ratingsat Level 0 1 1 2

Unsatisfactory 3 or more ratingsat Level 0 0 0
Unsatisfactory in

Instructional Practice OR
Student Performance

SUPERVISORCOMMENTSAND/ ORSUGGESTIONS:

Signature of Supervisor: ______________________________________________________ Date:_____________________

Signature of Teacher: ________________________________________________________ Date:_____________________
(My signature doesnot necessarily imply agreement with the assessment, but acknowledgesthat I have discussed it with the assessor.)

Final Performance Rating Summary ‐ Experienced
(SSPEM/ EMSESEP)

Rating Count Summary for Instructional Practice
*Domain 3 ratingscounted twice to account for weighting.
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Unsatisfactory
(Level0)

NeedsImprov.
(Level 1)

Effective
(Level 2)

Highly Effective
(Level 3)

Domain A: Data‐Based Decision Making and Evaluation of Practices
Domain B: Instruction/ Intervention Planning and Design
Domain C: Instruction/ Intervention Delivery and Facilitation
Domain D: Learning Environment
Domain E: Professional Learning, Responsibility, and Ethical Practice

Total
Final Performance Rating Determinants

Rating Instructional Practice Performance
Level Descriptions

Instructional Practice Score
(X)

Student Performance Score
(Y)

Final Performance Score
Range
(X+Y)

Highly Effective At least 19 ratingsat Level 3
No ratingsat Level 1 or 0 3 3 5‐6

Effective At least 16 ratingsat Level 2 or 3
No ratingsat Level 0 2 2 3‐4

Developing No more than 2 ratingsat Level 0 1 1 2

Unsatisfactory 3 or more ratingsat Level 0 0 0
Unsatisfactory in

Instructional Practice OR
Student Performance

SUPERVISORCOMMENTSAND/ ORSUGGESTIONS:

Signature of Supervisor: ______________________________________________________ Date:_____________________

Signature of Teacher: ________________________________________________________ Date:_____________________
(My signature doesnot necessarily imply agreement with the assessment, but acknowledges that I have discussed it with the assessor.)
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Section 5: Addit ional Requir ements

The School District of Lee County provides instructional personnel the opportunity to review their
classrosters for accuracy and to correct any mistakesthrough the state roster verification process.

The supervisor, for evaluation purposes, isdetermined by the school principal or departmental
director. The principal or director may take on the role of evaluator or may designate another
school or departmental administrator assupervisor for evaluation purposes. The assigned evaluator
may consider input from other personnel trained in evaluation practices, such asassistant principals,
teacher leaders, and assigned mentor teachers.

Parentshave the opportunity for input duringconferencesand meetingswith administration.
Parental input isalso gathered through the District Parent Liaison. Contact data are tracked in a
database and provided to principalsand principal supervisors. Data are considered aspart of
evaluation process, where appropriate.

The District will ensure that the same core of effective practices isused by all who are conducting
evaluationsthrough (a) district‐wide implementation of the evaluation system; (b) district‐wide use
of the formsand toolsdeveloped in alignment with the evaluation rubric and the Florida Educator
Accomplished Practices; and (c)through the training and monitoring systemsdescribed below. (I.1.e)

New personsassigned to observe and/or evaluate instructional personnel will be required to
complete a comprehensive training on the District’sTeacher Evaluation System. Participants in this
training will become proficient in the District’sTeacher Evaluation System to include the use of all
data collection forms, and observation and evaluation instrumentsdescribed in thisdocument.

All personnel assigned to observe and/or evaluate instructional personnel will complete refresher
training on the District’sTeacher Evaluation System on a regular basis. Thisrefresher isdesigned to
maintain inter‐rater reliability and to keep staff updated regarding any changesor revisions to the
system and/or evaluation/observation practicesand procedures.

All instructional personnel are evaluated at least once a year. Classroom teachersare also observed
at least once a year. Documentation isprovided in the form of evaluation resultsthat are submitted
to the state via survey. Classroom teachersnewly hired by the District are observed and evaluated
at least twice in the first year of teaching in the District. Documentation isprovided in the form of
mid‐year evaluation results that are reported via Survey 3, and final evaluation results that are
reported via Survey 5. The evaluation processbegins in August and followstimeline provided in
section 2 of thisdocument.

Within the first sixty daysof the teacher’scontract year and prior to preparing the formal written
report of a required teacher evaluation, each teacher will be informed of the criteria and the
procedures to be used in hisor her formal observationsand evaluation. Supervisorswill be
responsible for providing this information to each teacher in their school or department locations.

All formal observationswill be reduced to writingand discussed with the teacher within ten daysof
the observation. No later than five daysfollowing the discussion, the teacher will receive a copy of
the formal observation report after signing to indicate that the report hasbeen discussed with the
teacher. If deficienciesare noted during the observation, the supervisor will provide the teacher with
written recommendationsfor improvement and provide assistance in helping to correct such
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deficiencies. Formal observationswill be supported by regular classroom walk‐through observations
where the supervisor collectsdata and providesfeedback to the teacher.

Administrators from the departmentsof Curriculum and Staff Development, Exceptional Student
Education, Human Resources, and Accountability, Research and Continuous Improvement formed
an Assessment and Evaluation Committee. One of the tasksof the committee was to identify
teaching fields that needed special proceduresor criteria. Two areasof special procedureswere
identified: (1) caseswhere the classroom teacher rubric did not align well with the work of the
individual; and (2) caseswere the VAM measuresavailable at the time thissystem was initially
submitted were not aswell‐aligned with the work of the individual as they could be.

To better meet the needsof teachers in case 1, the District hasadopted special evaluation
proceduresand criteria for Social Workers, School Counselors, Psychologists, and School Nurses
through the SSPEM and for Behavior Specialists, Staffing Specialists, Occupational and Physical
Therapists, and Speech Language Pathologists through the EMSESEP.

To better meet the needsof the teachers in case 2, the District continuesto incorporate additional
student assessments to more closely align the student performance measureswith the work of the
teacher, asshown in the student assessment section of thisdocument.

Beginning teachersare provided with additional support through the Accomplished Professional
Practices for the Lee Educational System (APPLES) program. Thisprogram wasdesigned to assist first
year teachersand, upon supervisor request, newly hired teachers with previousteaching
experience. Within the first month of employment, a mentor (peer) teacher isassigned. Throughout the
first year, a minimum of three formative observationsare conducted by the mentor teacher. Each of
these observations includespre and post‐observation conferencesbetween the teacher and the mentor
teacher. The mentor teacher has regular meetingswith the teacher and reviewsstudent data gathered
from formative and summative assessments to assist the teacher in guiding instruction based on data
analysis. At the end of the year, the supervisor either verifies that the teacher successfully completed
the program or requests that additional assistance continue to be provided in the following year.

APPLESAction Timeframe
Peer teacher isassigned to teachers through the APPLESprogram August
Beginning teacher completesself‐assessment to determine level of
ability with FEAPs

August

First formative observation iscompleted by peer teacher September
– October

Individual Professional Development Plan iscompleted with supervisor November
Second formative observation iscompleted by peer teacher December – January
Third formative observation iscompleted by peer teacher February – April
APPLESprogram completion isverified or continuance isrequested by
supervisor

May

The Teacher Evaluation System allowsadministrators to analyze observation and evaluation results
on a school‐wide or district‐wide basis. Thismonitoringwill allow for the identification of trends
which will drive key decisionsaround professional development and related training. Any areasof
deficiency or in need of improvement identified in thismanner would be targeted by a school in the
School Improvement Plan. The school would then focusstrategies for improvement to include
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Professional Development opportunitiesto meet these identified needs. Similarly, the District would
identify district‐wide trendsfor incorporation in the District’sStrategic Plan and would implement
district‐wide initiativesto meet these identified needs.

The processfor this level of integration involvesschool staff reviewingevaluation and observation
resultson an annual basis. Thisevent occurs following the completion of the annual performance
assessment for all staff. School‐wide trendsare identified for possible incorporation into the School
Improvement Plan. The principal sharesdata collected from thisprocesswith the School Advisory
Committee (SAC) and workswith the SACto incorporate goalsand strategies to meet the areas
identified by the data analysisof the Teacher Evaluation System results. Asimilar processalso occurs
at the District level. The Board and the District Advisory Committee comprised of parentsand
community membersare involved in the decision‐making processregarding how to incorporate the
evaluation results into goalsand strategiesof the Strategic Plan.

The District will require participation in specific professional development programsby those who
have been evaluated as lessthan effective.
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Section 6: Distr ict Evaluation Procedures

All evaluationsare completed electronically in the Human Capital Management module of the District’s
enterprise management software. Evaluation resultsare provided electronically to employeesat the
time the evaluation conference takesplace. After the conference, the employee hasthe opportunity to
enter a written response to the evaluation that becomesa permanent attachment to that evaluation.
Once the employee hasreviewed the written evaluation document and (optionally) added comments,
the employee electronically acknowledges that the document hasbeen reviewed. Conference sessions
are documented at the school level through the calendar system.

Completed evaluationsare available to the Superintendent electronically. Evaluation resultsare
considered in recommendationsfor annual contract renewals, which are provided the Superintendent
for input prior to Board approval.

Professional servicescontract teachers that receive an unsatisfactory performance rating are notified in
writing. The notification includesspecific areasof unsatisfactory performance and steps that will be
taken to provide assistance to the teacher.

The District notifies the Florida Department of Education of unsatisfactory instructional personnel
evaluations through State reporting mechanisms. In the event that a professional servicescontract
teacher is terminated or non‐renewed based on two consecutive unsatisfactory evaluations, the District
will notify the Department through the processesprovided by the Department.
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Section 7: Distr ict Self‐Monitor ing

Following the completion of the instructional practice portion of the annual evaluation for all
instructional personnel, the outcomeswill be analyzed by staff from Human Resourcesand
Accountability, Research and Continuous Improvement. Thisanalysiswill show evaluation and
observation trendsand may also be used to identify opportunities for improvement within the
evaluation system or the procedures involved in its implementation, including revisionsto the rubric
and/or indicators. Results from thisanalysiswill be shared with the Teacher Evaluation Task Force, an
ongoing committee comprised of teacher, union representatives, and school and district‐based
administrators. Thiscommittee ischarged with making recommendationsand revisionsto the Teacher
Evaluation System, which would occur on an annual basisat a minimum. These recommendationsand
revisionswould be implemented for the following school year, thereby ensuring a cycle of continuous
improvement.

The annual review of evaluation results for accuracy and inter‐rater reliability will also be part of the
processused to monitor evaluator performance. The District will use the data to identify evaluators in
need of further training and/or calibration.

Additionally, the District will review observation and evaluation recordsto ensure that evaluatorsare
using the system in the manner outlined in thisdocument including:

proper use of evaluation criteria and procedures
providingnecessary and timely feedback to employeesbeingevaluated
follow District policiesand procedures in the implementation of evaluation system(s)

Performance feedback regarding teacher evaluation system use will be included in the administrator
evaluation system.

The Teacher Evaluation System allowsadministrators to evaluate observation and evaluation resultson
a school‐wide and district‐wide basis. Thismonitoring will allow for the identification of trendswhich
will drive decisionsaround professional development and related training. Any areasof deficiency or in
need of improvement identified in thismanner would be targeted by a school in the School
Improvement Plan. The school would then focusstrategies for improvement to include Professional
Development opportunities to meet these identified needs. Similarly, the District would identify district‐
wide trendsfor incorporation in the District’sStrategic Plan and would implement district‐wide
initiativesto meet these identified needs.

Additionally, individual teacher professional development is recommended based on evaluation and
observation data.
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Appendix A – Checklist for Appr oval

Performance of Students

The district hasprovided and meets the following criteria:

For all instructional personnel:
The percentage of the evaluation that isbased on the performance of students
criterion.
An explanation of the scoringmethod, including how it iscalculated and combined.
At least one‐third of the evaluation isbased on performance of students.

For classroom teachersnewly hired by the district:
The student performance measure(s).
Scoringmethod for each evaluation, including how it iscalculated and combined.

For all instructional personnel, confirmed the inclusion of student performance:
Data for at least three years, including the current year and the two years
immediately preceding the current year, when available.
If less than the three most recent yearsof data are available, those years for which
data are available must be used.
If more than three yearsof student performance data are used, specified the years
that will be used.

For classroom teachersof students for coursesassessed by statewide, standardized assessments:
Documented that VAM resultscomprise at least one‐third of the evaluation.
For teachersassigned a combination of coursesthat are associated with the
statewide, standardized assessmentsand that are not, the portion of the evaluation
that iscomprised of the VAM results is identified, and the VAM resultsare given
proportional weight according to a methodology selected by the district.

For all instructional personnel of students for coursesnot assessed by statewide, standardized
assessments:

For classroom teachers, the district‐determined student performance measure(s)
used for personnel evaluations.
For instructional personnel who are not classroom teachers, the district‐determined
student performance measure(s) used for personnel evaluations.

Instructional Practice

The district hasprovided and meets the following criteria:

For all instructional personnel:
The percentage of the evaluation system that isbased on the instructional practice
criterion.
At least one‐third of the evaluation isbased on instructional practice.
An explanation of the scoringmethod, including how it iscalculated and combined.
The district evaluation framework for instructional personnel isbased on
contemporary research in effective educational practices.
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For all instructional personnel:
A crosswalk from the district'sevaluation framework to the Educator Accomplished
Practicesdemonstrating that the district’sevaluation system contains indicators
based upon each of the Educator Accomplished Practices.

For classroom teachers:
The observation instrument(s) that include indicatorsbased on each of the Educator
Accomplished Practices.

For non‐classroom instructional personnel:
The evaluation instrument(s) that include indicatorsbased on each of the Educator
Accomplished Practices.

For all instructional personnel:
Proceduresfor conductingobservationsand collectingdata and other evidence of
instructional practice.

Other Indicatorsof Performance

The district hasprovided and meets the following criteria:

Described the additional performance indicators, if any.
The percentage of the final evaluation that isbased upon the additional indicators.
The scoringmethod, includinghow it iscalculated and combined.

Summative Evaluation Score

The district hasprovided and meets the following criteria:

Summative evaluation form(s).
Scoringmethod, includinghow it iscalculated and combined.
The performance standardsused to determine the summative evaluation rating (the
four performance levels: highly effective, effective, needs improvement/developing,
unsatisfactory).

Additional Requirements

The district hasprovided and meets the following criteria:

Confirmation that the district provides instructional personnel the opportunity to
review their class rosters for accuracy and to correct any mistakes.
Documented that the evaluator is the individual who isresponsible for supervising
the employee.
Identified additional positionsor personswho provide input toward the evaluation,
if any.

Description of training programs:
Processesto ensure that all employeessubject to an evaluation system are
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informed on evaluation criteria, data sources, methodologies, and procedures
associated with the evaluation before the evaluation takesplace.
Processesto ensure that all individualswith evaluation responsibilitiesand those
who provide input toward evaluation understand the proper use of the evaluation
criteria and procedures.

Documented:
Processesfor providing timely feedback to the individual being evaluated.
Description of how results from the evaluation system will be used for professional
development.
Requirement for participation in specific professional development programsby
those who have been evaluated as lessthan effective.
All instructional personnel must be evaluated at least once a year.
All classroom teachersmust be observed and evaluated at least once a year.
Newly hired classroom teachersare observed and evaluated at least twice in
the first year of teaching in the district.

For instructional personnel:
Inclusion of opportunities for parents to provide input into performance evaluations
when the district determinessuch input isappropriate.
Description of the district’scriteria for inclusion of parental input.
Description of manner of inclusion of parental input.
Identification of the teachingfields, if any, for which special evaluation procedures
and criteria are necessary.
Description of the district’speer assistance process, if any.

District Evaluation Procedures

The district hasprovided and meets the following criteria:

That itsevaluation procedurescomply with s. 1012.34(3)(c), F.S., including:
That the evaluator must submit a written report of the evaluation to the district
school superintendent for the purpose of reviewing the employee’scontract.
That the evaluator must submit the written report to the employee no later
than 10 daysafter the evaluation takesplace.
That the evaluator must discuss the written evaluation report with the
employee.
That the employee shall have the right to initiate a written response to the
evaluation and the response shall become a permanent attachment to hisor
her personnel file.

That the District’sprocedures for notification of unsatisfactory performance meet
the requirement of s. 1012.34(4), F.S.
That district evaluation proceduresrequire the district school superintendent to
annually notify the Department of any instructional personnel who receivestwo
consecutive unsatisfactory evaluationsand to notify the Department of any
instructional personnel who are given written notice by the district of intent to
terminate or not renew their employment, asoutlined in s. 1012.34, F.S.

District Self‐Monitoring
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The district self‐monitoring includesprocesses to determine the following:

Evaluators’ understanding of the proper use of evaluation criteria and procedures,
includingevaluator accuracy and inter‐rater reliability.
Evaluatorsprovide necessary and timely feedback to employeesbeingevaluated.
Evaluators follow district policiesand procedures in the implementation of
evaluation system(s).
The use of evaluation data to identify individual professional development.
The use of evaluation data to inform school and district improvement plans.


